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FADE IN:
EXT. OUTERSPACE - YMIR'S ASTEROID BELT - ENDLESS TIME
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE ON outer space orbital trajectory path of thousands of
large and small asteroids continually flow and rotate around their former
planetary orbit of Ásgarð, in the 5th ring around the sun, Ymir.
WIDE 45 DEGREE SIDE ANGLE ON a battle fleet of Utgarðian spaceships.
ZOOM IN ON FROM DISTANCE AND TIGHT ON, the Trident emblems of the
Utgarðian capital city of Jotunheim that are embedded on to the outer hull of the
spaceships. The spaceships are positioning themselves in an elliptical formation
outside of, but, parallel to the inter-stellar orbital ring of the asteroids.
WIDE CAMERA ON an Utgarðian battle fleet of 200 spaceships as the vessels
begin simultaneously targeting each and every asteroid with their star blasters
that are vaporizing the asteroids in large areas of the asteroid belt.
WIDE CAMERA ON the Utgarðian vessels as they begin transversing their own
parallel elliptical trajectory course following the Asteroid Belt orbital ring, on a
journey completely around the sun, Ymir.
WIDE CAMERA ON the Utgarðian spaceship fleet traveling at an extremely fast
speed, as they continues their intense fire power into the Asteroid Belt
obliterating every single object and leaving nothing but emptiness in the ancient
orbital ring of Ásgarð.
EXT. OUTERSPACE NEAR JUPITER - ENDLESS TIME
OUTERSPACE WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON the majestic planet Jupiter and its
moons. Two distant star-like beams of light are seen coming towards Jupiter from
somewhere in the inner solar system.
THIRTY DEGREE CAMERA WIDE ANGLE ON the two beams of light as they
suddenly separate on trajectory courses 180 degrees from each other to
opposite sides of the Planet Jupiter.
CAMERA ON one of the beams of light that begins to materialize.
CAMERA CLOSE IN on the vessel is the ancient Ásgarðian spacecraft
ToothGap-ToothGrinder to CAMERA ZOOM OUT and FRAME ON the vessel as
it fires its black hole imploder at what appears to be nothing, but is Jupiter's
moon Europa's orbital energy field exactly 180 degrees from the orbiting moon.
WIDE CAMERA ON AND CLOSE IN on a strange transparent field begins to
spread around the planet Jupiter, in both directions and size of the elliptical
orbital ring, identifying a small orbital ring in comparison to the giant planet.

EXT. OUTERSPACE - JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA - ENDLESS TIME
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON Jupiter's ice covered and mountainous moon
Europa, as the strange transparent beams coming from both orbital ring
directions, materializing and show a strange signature image of Europa normal
elliptical path that immediately disappears. Europa breaks free of its orbit around
Jupiter, leaving its normal orbital course at a speed consistent to its normal
orbital speed drifting towards the inner solar system.
OUTERSPACE AERIAL 60 DEGREE ZOOM DOWN from a distance, to CLOSE
IN on a strange looking bathysphere flying saucer which suddenly materializes
MOMENTARILY from a light beam of speed to synchronize with the moon
Europa.
CAMERA ON a strange spheroid projectile, similar to a cannon ball, which is
fired at the same time as the spacecraft materializes.
CAMERA ANGLE ZOOM FRAME on the strange spheroid projectile as it is fired
and aimed at an angle just beyond Europa's new trajectory course.
CAMERA ON the small spheroid racing towards a path near Europa. Instantly,
an intensely strong strange colored laser beam coming from the direction of the
bathysphere which strikes the small spheroid.
CAMERA ZOOMS OUT to WIDE ANGLE on a massive explosion which is
expanding out with transparent shock waves.
CAMERA ANGLE ON Europa's trajectory course changing, like a pool ball being
hit at an angle, creating a new heading towards the inner solar system.
EXT. UTGARDIAN ORBIT - TWISTED RING -ENDLESS TIME
The ancient Ásgarðian spacecraft ToothGap-ToothGrinder situates itself next to
Utgarð’s (Neptune's) twisted ring. A strange beam from the spacecraft strikes the
twisted ring. Suddenly, the Ásgarðian vessel appears with a strange glow,
absorbing some kind of strange energy from the twisted ring.
A bathysphere momentarily appears next to the ancient Ásgarðian vessel while it
is absorbing new energy.
The two space craft disappear in a beam of light towards the inner solar system.
EXT. OUTERSPACE NEAR MARS - ENDLESS TIME
OUTERSPACE AERIAL WIDE CAMERA VIEW OF MARS showing the majestic
red planet rotating in its orbit the distance.

ZOOM IN FROM DISTANCE near Mars TO TIGHT ON one single spherical
asteroid, about 500 kilometers in diameter, which is slowly orbiting alone in the
former Asteroid Belt, near the Utgarðian spaceship battle fleet which is in
formation, and suddenly stops firing their star blasters.
EXT. ASTEROID BELT - CONTINUOUS
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA on the entire Utgarðian spaceship battle fleet
simultaneously leaving the Asteroid belt and this one Asteroid in tact.
CAMERA PANS past the lonely 500 kilometer in diameter Asteroid.
ZOOM FRAME SWOOSH IN from Asteroid to REFOCUS with HEAD ON
CAMERA SHOT of the former Jupiter moon, Europa which is rotating wildly but,
angled perfectly and entering the gravitational pull of the Asteroid Belt orbital ring
around the sun Ymir at an orbital speed consistent with planetary consistency.
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON Europa speeding along in its new orbital trajectory
around the sun Ymir.
AERIAL ATMOSPHERIC ZOOM DOWN on planet in a transitional stage, to see
a beautiful oceanic blue and mountainous brown small planet with new planetary
oceans, a much smaller ice cap, atmosphere, and calmness of an inhabitable
planet.
CAMERA RE-FOCUSES from Europa to distance where Europa and the single
Asteroid appear to be on a collision course.
CAMERA FRAME ON Europa and Asteroid as the orbiting new small planet
captures the Asteroid in its gravitational pull.
WIDE CAMERA ON captured Asteroid beginning to orbit Europa as its one and
only moon.
CAMERA ON the icy surface that has sealed the planet begins to dissolve and
breaks in the ice begin. Evaporation caused by the new warmth of the sun as
well as the formerly trapped gasses that were once dissolved begin to fill and
create a new atmosphere. CAMERA ON a completed new planet biosphere and
moon revolving as a binary entity where the planet now bears clouds, oceans,
and land with the warmth of the solar heat from the sun, Ymir.
FADE TO BLACK
EXT. NEW ASGARD UPPER ATMOSPHERE ( EUROPA) - DAY
ZOOM DOWN to the Asgardians and Utgarðians as the two species of intelligent
life begin preparing, Europa, the New Asgard for colonization by beginning

construction of Megalithic cities on land and the oceans. Their respective space
ships are observed entering and leaving planetary orbits.
Regions of the land masses are divided by the differences of Utgarðian and
Ásgarðian architecture as Utgarðian crystal domes and huge Ásgarðian
mansions with massive boulevards form the new cities. The Utgarðians are
prepared the most northern and southern regions where Europa is colder for their
colonization. The Asgardians are constructing their cities near the equator.
Depict construction with monoliths massive blocks and crystals in foundations for
new cities and Ásgarðian mansions from 3 meters wide and 6 meters long up to
a weight of up to 750 tons, cut with precision. Show those massive stone blocs
transported from quarries and then neatly placed and erected in a methodical
and precise plan.
Mysterious huge mechanical equipment and spaceships are engaged in gigantic
constructions projects creating new megalithic monuments and cities by
transporting huge blocks in levitation like anti-gravitational beams.
Show space craft laser beams precisely cutting each gigantic construction block
where they are also being neatly trimmed.
Show conical megalithic cities rising from the sea, like platforms in the middle of
New Ásgarð’s oceans.
EXT. NEW ASGARD HOVERING OVER EUROPAN OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
(NIDHÖGG)
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON an Utgarðian vessel dropping TWO NIDHÖGGS
into the oceans of Europa along with numerous other species of plankton, fish,
dolphins, whales, salmon, cod, lobsters, shrimps, clams, aquatic plants and
seaweeds.
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON Ásgarðian bathyspheres and Utgarðian vessels
spraying tons and tons of hundreds of kinds of seeds over the entire land surface
of Europa from the atmosphere then ascending into space.
CAMERA ON many Ásgarðian bathyspheres and Utgarðian vessels landing
where the crews exit and begin plugging holes in sections of rich dirt and
planting numerous kinds of trees, flowers, and many kinds of other plants.
CAMERA ON Ásgarðian bathyspheres and Utgarðian Vessels using their
protractor-retractor beams to lower many kinds of animals and birds starting with
deer, cows, caribou, sheep, goats, turkeys, chickens, horses, as well as more
aquatic life, similar to the Utgarðian delivery minus the huge sea creatures called
Nidhögg. More deliveries of various animals and plants with a continual list of
creatures like what was on Noah's Ark.

CAMERA ON the Utgarðians adding their own planetary creatures near the Polar
Regions, such as the Garm and Fenrir to the new species of the New Asgard
biosphere, as well as selected Utgarðian plant life and aquatic life which could
adapt to this new planet.
CAMERA ON Ásgarðian bathyspheres using their protractor-retractor beams into
the new cities to lower down huge amounts of food supplies boxed in containers,
as if they were off a huge ocean cargo ship.
FADE TO BLACK
EXT. UTGARD - OUTERSPACE - ENDLESS TIME
WIDE ANGLE POSITION of the planet Utgard (Neptune) in its orbital spin from
outer space.
HIGH ALTITUDE ZOOMING DOWN through the Utgarðian atmosphere to the
Utgarðian capital of JOTUNHEIM and CAMERA ZOOMS IN ON SURT'S
CRYSTAL DOME COMMAND CENTER.
INT. SURT'S CRYSTAL DOME COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(SURT, UTGARDIAN TECHNICIAN 1, CAPTAIN YMIR, VODTHIN)
SURT, (sert) the Supreme Commander of the Utgarðian Space Fleet who is
much darker than the OTHER UTGARDIANS present, is monitoring the
holographic solar system of Ymir, which visually shows every orbital and
planetary position of Utgarðian spacecrafts on duty or mission locations.
MANY OTHER UTGARDIAN TECHNICIANS are walking about the command
center, sitting and monitoring consoles and engaging in other communications.
UTGARDIAN TECHNICIAN 1 is viewing his monitor.
UTGARDIAN TECHNICIAN 1
Surt, Starkadhr just transferred us their
scanner data. His biomicromolecular signature
readings have been located off of the
Midgarðian North Pacific coast.
SURT
Excellent. Try to monitor this humanoid at all
times. His destiny is crucial to our own.
Appearing in front of Surt, from another holographic console off to the side of the
holographic fleet, is Utgarðian CAPTAIN YMIR, (ee-meer), the Commanding
Officer of the Utgarðian Spacecraft Starkadhr.

Surt turns to receive this communication and position himself to appear
holographically on Captain Ymir's vessel.
CAPTAIN YMIR (HOLOGRAPH)
Surt, the Starkadhr has just entered
Midgarðian orbit. Requesting permission to
proceed to make humanoid contact.
SURT
Captain Ymir. You are authorized to proceed.
Suddenly, an unexpected appearance surprises and shocks Surt as the ancient
bearded Ásgarðian KING VODTHIN (whoa-dith-in ) dressed in a long cloak and
wide brimmed hat materializes before Surt's very eyes.
SURT (CONT'D)
(fearful, loud, surprised)
YOU! How can this be? This is impossible! You
can not possibly exist!
VODTHIN
(confused)
Mimir, why can't I see you?
SURT
The Aesir killed Mimir long ago Vodthin. Don't
you remember?
VODTHIN
(softly, then surprised)
Mimir is right next to me, but I can't see him
now. I have just drunk from the magic caldron,
Odtherir, which contains the potion of
knowledge. I am journeying through time and
destinies at such intense speeds. Mimir, the
speed is like the blink of an eye, and now I am
now here! You? You are Surt! How can you
exist so far into the future and in this destiny?
SURT
Yes, Vodthin I am Surt. Our space time
continuum is different than Asgard. I age
accordingly. King Vodthin suddenly becomes
transparent and disappears.
Surt instantly turns towards the holograph of Captain Ymir with intense emotions.
SURT (CONT'D)

(abruptly, firmly)
Captain Ymir. Do not make contact with the
humanoids. Maintain orbital position and data
collection. Do not proceed to Midgard. Stand
by for further orders!
CAPTAIN YMIR (HOLOGRAPH)
As you command, but what is wrong?
SURT
Mimir has secretly allowed the Ásgarðian King
to drink from the Fountain of Knowledge and
journey through time and destinies. Vodthin,
the Aesir King now appears before me. A new
destiny is before us. I must seek the ancient
wisdom Mimir in our archives.
CAPTAIN YMIR (HOLOGRAPH)
We will continue our orbit around Midgard.
Surt stands up from his chair and leaves the Command Center.
EXT. JOTUNHEIM CAPITAL DOME - CONTINUOUS
(SURT)
ZOOM IN FROM DISTANCE TO TIGHT ON the huge beautiful crystal capital
dome with a large trident emblem adorning the top of the building with the
symbols for Jotunheim engrave atop wide and tall crystal like entrance doors.
Strange Utgarðian craft adorn wide and white boulevards
MANY UTGARDIAN CITIZENS are going to and fro on the streets and into the
capital building.
Surt is walking alone into the building through the entrance doors.
INT. JOTUNHEIM CAPITAL DOME - CONTINUOUS
(SURT)
Surt is walking down a wide corridor of the capital dome and stops in front one of
the wide doors. Surt enters the ancient chambers of Mimir.
INT. ANCIENT CHAMBERS OF MIMIR - CONTINUOUS
(SURT, VODTHIN)

The ancient chambers of Mimir are large. There are thousands of ancient scroll
like books positioned on numerous racks with strange Utgarðian markings. There
are tables and many kinds of strange equipment.
In another part of Mimir's chambers are strange consoles. A strange looking chair
with a helmet is positioned off to the side of the room.
Surt walks over to one of the racks and pulls a thick ancient scroll out. Surt sits at
a table and begins to scan this scroll for information.
Surt's eyes widen as he reads.
SURT
(stunned, softly, confused)
It is true! Vodthin is to appear in a new destiny.
Alliance with the Aesir to sustain survival and
avoid paradox? What paradox? How can this
be when the Aesir were destroyed with
Asgard? This scroll is incomplete! What was
Mimir trying to say? Wait, here is another
destiny!
King Vodthin reappears standing next to Surt who is seated expressing a very
disturbed look. King Vodthin looks down at Surt reading. Surt startled, abruptly
looks up at Vodthin. Surt then stands up expressing fear.
VODTHIN
(remorsefully)
Surt, all of the destinies end in our destruction,
except possibly one.
SURT
(loudly, shocked)
You again?
VODTHIN
This destiny is our only hope!
SURT
(sarcastically)
Hope for what? What species can coexist in
Peace under the rule of the ancient Aesir? You
must have known what the future held before
you had Mimir murdered.
VODTHIN
(compassionately)

I didn't know which destiny would prevail. Mimir
was my friend. The Vanir murdered him, not I.
SURT
(angrily)
The Vanir are Ásgarðian species and you were
their king.
VODTHIN
Even this destiny branches off into other
destinies. If we do not form an alliance in this
destiny, all of Ymir's species will cease to exist
in all destinies but one. Please, I am wiser
now.
SURT
How does the Aesir now exist and where does
your species dwell with no planet for
existence?
VODTHIN
Midgard. You are seeing me in my transitional
dimensional state of existence. Soon, I and the
Aesir will merge with our physical forms in the
Midgarðian space-time continuum. Do we have
an alliance or not?
SURT
(confused, trailing off)
I will respect the wisdom of Mimir. You will
have your alliance. But, how did the Aesir...?
Vodthin starts to fade.
VODTHIN
(in relief, softly)
It is agreed to Mimir. Surt has agreed to the
alliance and so the alliance shall be written in
the hope of our mutual survival.
King Vodthin spontaneously becomes transparent, disappearing before Surt's
very eyes without Surt completing his final question.
Surt has a very curious, but confused expression on his face softly talks to
himself.
SURT

There must be an answer in Mimir's scrolls! I
must find out what this destiny holds for our
species and why we must ally ourselves with
Asgardians!
Surt walks back over to the racks of ancient scrolls.
EXT. GALACTIC SPACE - CONTINUOUS
Show the dark matter spheroid where it is outlined by gamma rays striking and
outlining the massive huge sphere where electromagnetic explosions are
occurring on the outer shell, where the Milky Way Galaxy is centrally located in
the middle of this huge spheroid. Show filaments of hot gas connecting two other
galaxies, where a small galaxy just on the other side of our Milky Way galaxy, is
about to swallowed up by its larger neighbor.
EXT. UTGARDIAN SPACE VESSEL SVADILFARI - ENDLESS TIME
Utgarðian Spacecraft SVADILFARI is on a mission to observe galactic anomalies
near the edge of our galaxy, the Milky Way.
INT. UTGARDIAN VESSEL SVADILFARI COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(BERGELMIR, CAPTAIN GEIRROD, UTGARDIAN SHIP'S COMPUTER)
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD (gay-rod) is viewing the Visual Monitor of a
galaxy near by interacting with a smaller galaxy with BERGELMIR (bare-ghelmere), who is his second in command.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
The unseen spheroid of dark matter is
responsible for galactic behavior. Look how a
break in the dark matter spheroid shell allows
filaments of gases to be sucked in. This
expansion of the dark matter spheroid anomaly
will place galactic pressure on our own dark
matter spheroid, and somehow affect our
galaxy.
BERGELMIR
Geirrod, we should proceed to the center of our
own galaxy to observe any new anomalies as a
result of this galactic build up against our dark
matter spheroid.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
I agree, Bergelmir. The vortex of our galaxy
center is in the southern constellation

Sagittarius. This black hole is called Sagittarius
A* which is 26,000 light years away from our
sun Ymir.
Bergelmir looks over at another monitor. He bends down and starts to push
buttons. A holograph appears of a large beautiful ocean planet orbiting Alpha
Centauri in the third planetary ring of this sun.
BERGELMIR
Captain. Spectroscopic analysis has revealed
a blue planet with an oxygen atmosphere is
orbiting Alpha Centauri A with
biomicromolecular life readings.
The two Utgarðians walk up closer to view the solar holograph of the Alpha
Centauri sun and this newly discovered planet.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
This is new discovery!
Suddenly in the holograph, a strange Galactic Alien Space Craft appears
momentarily outside the orbit of the planet, then dematerializes and disappears.
BERGELMIR
Did you see that?
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
I sure did. Computer replay holographic
scanner trajectory while maintaining
monitoring. Freeze orbital imagery.
The holograph of the new planet appears again, and again the strange craft
appears outside of the orbit, as if it leaving the planet. The object is visually
frozen by the computer on the holographic visual for analysis.
The Utgarðians inquisitively look at the holograph.
BERGELMIR
I've never seen a spacecraft of this design. I
wonder if it comes from this planet or is from
other origin?
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
I have seen this kind of spacecraft before!
Computer bank data analysis on holographic
space vehicle.
UTGARDIAN SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)

Analysis identifies spacecraft as Zy species
battle ship.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
Computer. Holographic image of
biomicromolecular life readings on the most
populous planetary life forms.
A holograph of two Galactic Aliens, one male and one female appear, in a slow
turning manner for full visual effects.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD (CONT'D)
Bergelmir, we have just discovered the location
of the Zy home planet.
BERGELMIR
But, we saw no propulsion light beams. Why
did their ship disappear as soon as it escaped
orbital trajectory?
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
Very intelligent species! They hide the trail
back to their own planet. They must have some
kind of subatomic Quantum Bit Teleportation
technology. Now, I know why, we never see
their battle fleets or space craft during galactic
encounters! They don't want us to see or know
their strength. Very dangerous species!
BERGELMIR
Zy is the species that stole one of our vessels
during inter-galactic travel. Then, like us, they
are from our galaxy. Then, what we discovered
was a Zy colony.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD.
Now, it makes sense after all of these years. If
their vessels entered the new galaxies through
the gaseous rip in our galactic matter shell,
their Quantum Teleporter would not or did work
or penetrate through the dark matter barrier or
the intergalactic rip. They must have needed
our ship to return to this galaxy. So, they
seized our battle ship with our most advanced
star blaster technology and went to Midgarðian
ocean.
BERGELMIR

Why didn't they return here with our vessel? At
most, at near light speed they would be home
in about 4.5 light years of galactic travel. And,
that vessel like ours appears to be designed to
have some kind of warp drive propulsion
system.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD.
They probably have via their Quantum
Teleportation technology. Or, dismantled it for
study. I will pass this new information on to
Jotunheim.
EXT. UTGARDIAN VESSEL SVADILFARI - ENDLESS TIME
The Utgarðian Spacecraft Svadilfari with its trident emblem instantly takes off
from its monitoring position on a new trajectory towards the center of the Milky
Way.
EXT. CENTER OF THE MILKY WAY - ENDLESS TIME
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON Gigantic rotating gas rings around the rolling vortex
of Sagittarius A* black hole, with three stars traveling in excess of 1,000
kilometers per second around this very massive central object.
ZOOM IN on a super massive black hole resides at the centre of our galaxy, the
Milky Way and three fast-moving stars which are orbiting close to the hole,
Sagittarius A* where a fountain ejecting matter towards both poles of the dark
matter outer shell.
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE ON the Utgarðian space craft Svadilfari nearing the
region of the Milky Way's black hole.
INT. UTGARDIAN SPACE VESSEL SVADILFARI - CONTINUOUS
(BERGELMIR, UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD, UTGARDIAN ASTROSCIENCE OFFICER, SURT)
Utgarðian Technicians are monitoring their monitors. Captain Geirrod and his
second in command Bergelmir are walking up to the Visual Monitor.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
Look, Bergelmir, the speed of the star that
skirts close in towards the black hole has
recently doubled and can not escape the
death-pull
of
the
black
hole.

ZOOM IN ON the massive black hole surrounded by a doughnut-shaped gas
cloud which, depending on our line of sight, blocks the view of the black hole in
the center.
FRAME IN ON the edge of this doughnut (called a torus by scientists) to see
features close up features.
Captain Geirrod turns to Bergelmir.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD (CONT'D)
Have our Astro-Science Officer give us an
analysis of we are seeing right away.
BERGELMIR
Yes, sir.
Bergelmir walks over to one of the monitoring stations. The UTGARDIAN
ASTRO-SCIENCE OFFICER walks back with Bergelmir to where Captain
Geirrod is standing in front of the ship's visual monitor.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD
What are we seeing?
UTGARDIAN ASTRO-SCIENCE OFFICER
The donut is called the torus. You will note just
inside of the torus is a thin disk of super hot
accretion gas. The intensity of the black hole
has increase where galactic time is
accelerating. This will cause our Sun Ymir to
change its trajectory course.
BERGELMIR
When?
UTGARDIAN ASTRO-SCIENCE OFFICER
It has already started. The total effect will reach
Ymir and our solar system soon. Our black
hole is going through a new feeding phase
where this strange phenomenon is affecting
our Sun's trajectory and sunspot cycle, which
in turn affects our solar system and planets.
The black hole is spinning very fast, and
dragging space-time with it. Very close to the
black hole, the magnetic field is dragged,
twisting up the strings like a corkscrew. Then it
all comes rather undone as the contorted setup
propagates out along the black hole's rotational
axis, taking the plasma with it. The new

expansion of the galaxy next to ours, is putting
pressure on our dark matter spheroid shell,
similar to squeezing a balloon. The black hole
is our galactic release valve for the increase of
pressure on our galactic dark matter shell.
UTGARDIAN CAPTAIN GEIRROD.
I will notify Surt. Send all of our information to
Jotunheim for evaluation.
UTGARDIAN ASTRO-SCIENCE OFFICER
Yes, Sir.
EXT. OUTERSPACE BLACK HOLE - ENDLESS TIME
ZOOM IN ON the black hole with special effects of booming, hissing, and
humming of colliding and merging in the black hole with other extreme flows of
matter. These sounds will afford the perception of detail in the conversion of
matter and energy into the abyss of space and time warps.
INT. COLLEGE AUDITORIUM - DAY
(HEIMDALL, VODTHIN, YOUNG COLLEGE STUDENT)
In a large auditorium, on stage is a large high-tech projector imaging on a wall
screen behind PROFESSOR HEIMDALL, a handsome 40 year old instructor,
showing his research in genetic engineering.
The auditorium chairs are filled with a crowd of COLLEGE STUDENTS listening
and taking notes, as the professor is teaching his theories with an animation
created specifically for this college course.
He is guiding his class through an animation being projected on a wall canvas
that he specifically created on his theories.
Professor Heimdall is finishing up teaching his class as the class is about to end.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
In my theory on the ability of genetic coding
inclusive of visual imprintation, I find genetic
mutation must occur on the basis that nature
responds at the sub-atomic level for the
purpose of species survival. The genetic visual
imprintation is in many cases for various
species, responsible for their coloring. An
instinctual memory! Any questions?
Many hands are raised. The Professor gestures one student to speak.

CAMERA REFOCUSES from the crowd of students to, CLOSE UP on a strange
looking older bearded man, Vodthin, who comes in and stands by the door to
watch the Professor's symposium, having appeared from the side entrance door.
Vodthin is wearing a strange wide brim hat and a long style cloak.
TIGHT ON Vodthin's face as he looks at Professor Heimdall with a very strange
and inquisitive look. Vodthin nods his head once.
CAMERA PANS 180 DEGREES WITH VODTHIN'S P.O.V.
CAMERA ZOOMING IN on Professor Heimdall's eyes as the professor
instinctively looks back directly into the mysterious man's eyes from across the
auditorium.
A YOUNG COLLEGE STUDENT of the audience raises his hand.
YOUNG COLLEGE STUDENT
Professor! I have a question.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
Yes.
YOUNG COLLEGE STUDENT
From what you are saying, we could literally
program an entire previous life visually, and
pass this information on to future generations.
Is this what you are saying?
In the background of college students, Vodthin extends his arm holding the seam
of his cloak grasped by his hand, and in a movement appearing to cover himself,
Vodthin suddenly disappears into thin, air, before the Professor's eyes.
Professor Heimdall composes himself and addresses the question of his student.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
(adamant)
Yes! And, even more!
A school bell rings in the background.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL (CONT'D)
We'll carry on this thesis tomorrow. Class
dismissed!
Professor Heimdall turns off the projector, picks up his notes, briefcase and
begins to leave the podium and stage.

The class of students stands up from their respective auditorium chairs, begin
collecting their notes, and begin to exit.
CLOSE IN on Professor Heimdall.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL (CONT'D)
(whispering to himself)
He's, here! But, where did he go?
EXT. UTGARDIAN SPACE VESSEL - CIRCLING EARTH - ENDLESS TIME
CAMERA ON AND CLOSE IN on Utgarðian Space Craft Starkadhr which is
orbiting Midgard (Earth).
INT. SPACECRAFT STARKADHR'S BRIEFING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
(ANGRBODA, CAPTAIN YMIR, LOGI, LAUFEY, MIDGARD-LOKI)
Utgarðian Captain Ymir is sitting at a table in council with FOUR OTHER
UTGARDIANS. The other four Utgarðians in attendance are MIDGARD-LOKI
(mid-guard low-kee), LOGI (lo-ghee), LAUFEY (low-fee), and a female Utgarðian,
ANGRBODA (anger-bo-da).
CAPTAIN YMIR
I don't know why Surt stopped us from warning
the humanoids of paradox. If we do not help
the humanoids, our own destiny is doomed.
But, we must wait for his command.
MIDGARD-LOKI
As our Ambassador to Midgard, I was to
appear before the humanoid delegation called
the United Nations. This government
represents the entire planet of Midgard. I
promised them our technologies to prepare for
paradox. Now, suddenly am I not to appear?
CAPTAIN YMIR
We must wait for Surt's command.
CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIAN 1 comes into the room interrupting the
meeting with an announcement.
CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIAN
Captain Ymir, we need you in the Control
Center. We are gathering strange data from
Midgard.

Captain Ymir immediately stands up from the council table, leading his entire
crew out of the briefing room.
INT. SPACE CRAFT STARKADHR’S COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(ANGRBODA, CAPTAIN YMIR, LOGI, LAUFEY, MIDGARD-LOKI, SURT)
Captain Ymir being escorted by Control Center Technician 1 enters and
proceeds to one of the consoles in the space craft control center. The two
Utgarðians are followed by Midgard-Loki, Logi, Laufey, and the female Utgarðian,
Angrboda.
Control Center Technician 1 returns to his console, while the rest of the
UTGARDIAN CREW is manning the scanners, consoles, communication
equipment and monitors.
Sitting in front of Captain Ymir and his four officers is CONTROL CENTER
TECHNICIAN 2 who is manning a type of futuristic biomicromolecular life
scanner, which is still collecting data from Earth's surface.
Captain Ymir looks over Control Center Technician 2's shoulder and down at the
scanner he is manning.
CAPTAIN YMIR
What kind of strange readings do you have?
Utgarðian Control Center Technician 2 turns and looks up at Captain Ymir.
CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIAN
Ásgarðians, sir! Biomicromolecular readings of
Aesir and Vanir Asgardians. Oddly, in
combination with a minor humanoid genetic
link. Almost pure Asgardians, but not quite.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Surt has just notified our crew of a new destiny.
How do the Asgardians fit in to this destiny? I
do not know how!
LOGI
Our history warned us never to trust the
Ásgarðian Aesir before their extinction. Why
and how do they now appear on Midgard?
LAUFEY
These are excellent questions!
CAPTAIN YMIR

Mimir.
ANGRBODA
Mimir?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Vodthin, the ancient Ásgarðian King suddenly
appeared before Surt during our last
holographic communication. He mentioned
Mimir and a new destiny.
ANGRBODA
This means Vodthin's intervention was preordained to stop paradox and the destruction of
Midgard and Utgard prior to those events
happening.
MIDGARD-LOKI
But, how?
CAPTAIN YMIR
That's why we are waiting for Surt's command.
He is researching Mimir's ancient scrolls.
CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIAN
Captain, the evolutionary readings of
Ásgarðian RNA and DNA hybridization are
expanding throughout the humanoids. This
spontaneous genetic folding is consistent with
what Surt was saying about Mimir's predictions
of a new destiny. Come, look!
Captain Ymir looks down intensely at the scanner readings. The other four
Utgarðian officers are also looking at the scanner results.
CAPTAIN YMIR
It appears that we have just entered a new
destiny where our arch enemies have
reappeared from the past! Prepare Starkadhr
for battle alert. I will notify Surt.
Utgarðian CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIANS 3 and 4 are consulting in the
background.
CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIAN
I will patch my quantum life scanner data into
your monitor for additional analysis and
breakdown.

Control Center Technician 4 nods affirmatively. The two Control Center
Technicians return to their respective stations.
CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIAN
Captain, these other readings are exactly
identical to the Aesir and Vanir rulers of ancient
Asgard, with three exceptions.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Three exceptions?
CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIAN
One, their genetic memory haploid crystals
have been extended. Two, the DNA nanostructures self assembled every single
Ásgarðian genetic code with only one splice,
and in every instance - this splice is the human
hybrid genetic mutated modification of the
Ásgarðian transcriptual circuits. And, three, the
genetic programming of the haploids of all
Ásgarðian hybrids were for this species to exist
in this time simultaneously.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Strange, but why? Angrboda, did you note that
this space-time genetic evolvement also occurs
during our own humanoid project for assuring
Peace.
ANGRBODA
Yes. But, it is impossible for the Aesir
reappearance to have resulted from our
project.
MIDGARD-LOKI
Captain Ymir, You are correct! This new
destiny evolving has combined our own
mission for genetic engineering Peace among
humanoids with an unknown Ásgarðian genetic
engineering project. I presume we must
prepare for another battle. And, with paradox at
hand, this will be the battle of all battles.
LOGI
What you are suggesting Midgard-Loki is that
two destinies are merging into a third new
destiny with an unpredictable outcome where

the threat of paradox is still prevalent with yet
another foe.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Midgard-Loki isn't suggesting anything. The
new information is consistent with another
destiny emerging at a crucial time of species
survival! Transfer this information to Jotunheim
Command Center.
CONTROL CENTER TECHNICIAN
Yes sir.
Control Center Technician 2 begins pushing buttons on his scanning monitor to
transfer data back to Utgard.
CAPTAIN YMIR leaves the area of the control center technician's stations.
Captain Ymir takes his seat in the Captain's Chair positioned in front of a long
space craft communication center console.
Surt holographically appears in front of Captain Ymir.
CAPTAIN YMIR Surt, we just
transferred the bio- micromolecular data
showing Ásgarðian life
forms reappearing on Midgard as some form of
humanoid-Ásgarðian hybrid. Their
reappearance has not affected our own
humanoid project.
SURT (HOLOGRAPH)
And Vodthin? Has he now appeared on
Midgard?
CAPTAIN YMIR
All of the Aesir have reappeared from the past
to this future on Midgard, including Vodthin.
SURT (HOLOGRAPH)
This was expected. The Ásgarðian dimensional
transfer has now been completed. Secure and
maintain life form coordinates of all new
Ásgarðian Aesir hybrid readings.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Are we to battle again with the Asgardians in
this new destiny? How are we to solve the

paradox if we must engage the Aesir
simultaneously? What did you find out about
this destiny from the ancient records of Mimir?
INT. SURT'S CRYSTAL DOME COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN YMIR, SURT)
Surt is sitting in his chair in front of a holograph of Captain Ymir.
SURT
Battle? No, Captain Ymir we are not going to
battle with the Aesir. We have formed an
alliance with the Aesir.
CAPTAIN YMIR (HOLOGRAPH)
Alliance with our arch enemies? Impossible!
SURT
No, the alliance is not impossible, it is a fact for
our very survival. I don't know the outcome of
this destiny, but according to Mimir this alliance
is the Utgarðians only hope. I personally will
make contact with Vodthin.
CAPTAIN YMIR (HOLOGRAPH)
As you command. I await further instructions.
EXT. MORRISON BIOMOLECULAR RESEARCH FACILITY - LATER
CAMERA ON the Morrison Biomolecular Research Facility.
INT. MORRISON BIOMOLECULAR RESEARCH FACILITY - CONTINUOUS
(HEIMDALL, VODTHIN, TYR, IDUNN)
The laboratory is filled with genetic engineering equipment such as a megabace,
fluidics station for washing and staining genetic chips, laser scanner for detecting
fluorescence levels, other types of scanners, incubators, and other DNA
sequencing and genotyping equipment for analysis of resulting imagery and
other data.
Professor Heimdall is sitting in a research laboratory at his computer scrolling
down the screen while writing formulas and taking notes.
Suddenly, Vodthin reappears out of thin air, standing right next to Professor
Heimdall, who becomes startled by this unannounced presence.

VODTHIN
So, this is the destiny where my experiments
worked! Kvaesir made it! Who else?
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
(stunned)
You're alive!
VODTHIN
(answering the question)
I don't know, am I? Dimensional transfer is not
complete. I am still with Mimir.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
I sent Magni here with Kvaesir and the hybrids.
My research shows they made it and
Midgarðian hybridization of the Aesir is
successful. But, I am still collecting data.
Professor Heimdall stands up from his computer console, as these two
Asgardians turn towards each other to speak.
VODTHIN
I know what you are telling me. I have seen
further into this destiny. There is so much
information. This is the future destiny where I
will exist! But, where am I on Midgard at this
precise time?
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
I haven't found a life reading on Midgard for
you. But, you have to be here some where!
VODTHIN
I am and I'm not. I am with Mimir looking into
all of Ásgarð’s futures! The Aesir should all be
here, and I should be here now! What have
you accomplished?
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL I'm
positive I compensated for Midgarðian spacetime continuum. The sequence-specific DNA
recognition base should have activated the
RNA and DNA hybridization for appearance of
all the Aesir in this Midgarðian time sequence.
I have located almost everyone, except you
and a few others.

VODTHIN
I never knew of this future, until now that I am
here. In this destiny, there is so much to do
and so little time to do what has to be done.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
I don't understand you. What are we suppose
to do? Our experiment was for Midgarðian
colonization. We have succeeded and you're
the King of Ymir's nine worlds.
VODTHIN
(analyzing, confused)
This event is just happening in the Utgarðian
space time continuum. Once dimensional
transfer is complete, and genetic visual
imprintations occur, I will know where you are
and find you! We must prepare! We will gather
everyone for council at Mount Gimli!
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
Prepare for more what?
VODTHIN
We must prepare to evacuate and to fight the
battle of all battles! Paradox.
Professor Heimdall looks at Vodthin with a very curious and confused look on his
face.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
What are you talking about?
VODTHIN
Your visual genetic memory imprintation was
prior to Ásgarð’s destruction, as was mine.
Mimir is showing me all wisdom and all
destinies. There is paradox. The Aesir warrior
genetic code should be preparing for battles!
What have the Midgarðian Aesir
accomplished?
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
What kind of paradox?
VODTHIN
(sternly)

Answer my questions! What has been
accomplished?
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL The
data I have collected show our Aesir warrior
hybrids have positioned themselves in
executive positions to develop, manufacture
and create top secret civilian high-tech
industrial complexes. One company is about to
produce new space craft designs for galactic
travel.
VODTHIN
Excellent!
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
You will again rule the solar system with our
hybrid species under your command.
VODTHIN
Our new space craft must prepare for
evacuation and battle or we will cease to exist!
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
(confused)
Evacuation and battle? Our Midgarðian hybrid
species is now humanoid. We are a new
species adapted to Midgard. We have no
enemies, unless we fight among ourselves.
The space craft about to come in to production
don't have any weapon systems! And, there
are still some technological problems. Do the
Utgarðians now threaten us again?
VODTHIN
(confused, stern, firm)
What? In the name of survival, the Aesir must
have weapon systems!
Vodthin instantly dissipates and disappears without answering the question.
Professor Heimdall quickly sits down at his research desk. He grabs the
telephone and dials a telephone number. He holds the phone to talk.
TYR (O.S.)
International Aerodynamics. Tyr speaking.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL

(concerned)
Tyr, this is Heimdall. Our King has just
appeared!
TYR (O.S.)
Heimdall. Long time no talk!
TYR (O.S.) (CONT'D)
(excitedly)
He has! What a glorious day for Midgard!
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
He wants the Aesir to assemble for counsel on
Mount Gimli. Pass the word to the other Aesir.
TYR (O.S.)
Okay, but when?
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
I don't know. I guess when he reappears. The
reason I called you first was because he wants
weapon systems on your company's new
space vessels.
TYR (O.S.)
(surprised)
Heimdall, we have technological problems.
Unless we find a genius, our new spacecraft
may not even fly, let alone have the weapon
systems we had on Asgard. Our company is
making these craft for commercial use and
lunar flights. What's this all about?
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
Vodthin mentioned something about paradox,
evacuation, and some major battle to come.
Then, he just disappeared into thin air.
TYR (O.S.)
Ah, it must be the Utgarðians! But why now
and for what reasons?
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
I don't know. But, you're the president of the
company that's planning on making them.
Professor Heimdall hangs up the telephone. His face expresses concern.

His Assistant IDUNN walks in to the laboratory with documented findings of one
of her projects. She hands the notes to Professor Heimdall.
IDUNN
Heimdall, I have finally found find a Midgarðian
fruit plant life consistent for genetic engineering
to assure extended Ásgarðian life spans.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
Are you telling me one of your experiments
have worked?
IDUNN
Yes, I have genetically engineered a
Midgarðian fruit to replicate the properties of
our ancient Ásgarðian fruit. Secondly, the fruit
halts the natural shortening of telomeres, which
are the tail ends of Ásgarðian chromosomes,
increasing their ability to disarm by products of
metabolism called free radicals that damage
cells. And finally, the fruit will alter the
Ásgarðian genes that control our insulin
receptors. Although, not genetically identical to
our Ásgarðian fruit, our age will be extended
far beyond what is now the natural age and
time of our species.
Heimdall completes his review of her research and hands her the documents.
HEIMDALL
This is excellent news. I also have created a
genetically engineered serum for our
Ásgarðian hybrid species which, once taken
will modify their genes to decrease the number
of mutations in the mitochondria three to fivefold, where our species will naturally live three
times longer than the present Ásgarðian hybrid
life span.
IDUNN
When our King appears, he will be pleased.
PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
Idunn, he has!
IDUNN
What? He's returned? When and where?

PROFESSOR HEIMDALL
He was here. He wants the Aesir to assemble
soon.
EXT. EASTERN AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMAND HEADQUARTERS - DAY
(GENERAL BORSSON, STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR, THOR, VODTHIN)
GENERAL BORSSON (Vodthin) is returning to his office in a military office
building with his newly assigned aide, STAFF SERGEANT McGREGOR (THOR)
who has just walked up to join the General.
General Borsson and Staff Sergeant McGregor who are about to enter the
building, when they salute a COUPLE of OFFICERS who are exiting salute in
return of military respect of rank.
INT. EASTERN AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMAND HEADQUARTERS CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR)
General Borsson and Staff Sergeant McGregor are walking down the long
building corridor to the General's Office.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(pleading)
But, Sir!
GENERAL BORSSON
Sergeant, it seems like I know you from
somewhere, but I don't. I was informed your
reassignment to me, was because of an affair
you had with your previous Commanding
Officer's daughter! Now, why would I want you
as my aide?
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(soft, sincere)
But, Sir, I am in love with Hnoss!
GENERAL BORSSON
(curiously confused)
Hnoss? Now where the hell have I heard that
name before?
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
She and I have her mother's blessings to
marry!

GENERAL BORSSON
Sergeant, I would believe you but, there was
one more thing I heard!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(confused)
What would that be? Freyja told me she would
love to have me as her son in law!
GENERAL BORSSON
(simultaneously speaking)
Besides the General's daughter, I heard that
you also slept with his wife? Did you say,
Freyja?
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(laughingly)
Oh, yea! Well, his wife is kind of kinky, but she
still thinks it's great that I marry her daughter.
So? We're all consenting adults. Anyway, I fell
in love with the Hnoss first!
General Borsson shakes his head in amazed disgust.
INT. GENERAL BORSSON'S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, VODTHIN, STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR)
The General's office is a standard large military officer's office, with a desk, chair,
a second chair positioned in front of the desk, a conference room off to the side
with military pictures on the wall.
General Borsson and his new aide continue their conversation, as they enter the
General's office, with Staff Sgt. McGregor opening the door for the General.
The General walks in through the door, tossing his hat on his desk.
GENERAL BORSSON
(irritated)
Sergeant, get the hell out of my office!
The ancient Vodthin who instantly appears in the General's office as a strange
bearded older man, wearing a long brimmed hat and long cape, and standing off
to the side of the two military men who are unaware of his presence.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(confused, firm)

I thought I found you! Maybe you aren't him?
You have to be him! You have too!
GENERAL BORSSON
(rapidly, more irritated)
What the hell are you talking about now?
Sergeant, to humiliate a commanding officer by
sleeping with not just his daughter, but his wife
too? Maybe it's not illegal, but get the hell out
of my office! Go find yourself another boss
before I demote you to a buck private! First
unaware of the strange man's presence, the
General and his aide express shock, as the
two finish up their conversation.
General Borsson is now sitting in his chair, behind his desk, suddenly turns,
towards the intruder, while Sergeant McGregor now turns his head towards the
stranger, as they express their shock simultaneously.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
(shouting)
Who the hell are you?
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(intrigued)
How did you get in here? Wait...!
VODTHIN
So you are me in this destiny? The visual
memory imprintation on my genetic code hasn't
activated in my hybrid yet or General, you
would know who I am.
Staff Sgt. McGregor and Vodthin turn and look at each other face to face and
eyes to eyes!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(talking to the strange man)
It's you! I mean it's not him. How can there be
two of you?
VODTHIN
Thor, you look the same as you did on Asgard.
GENERAL BORSSON
Sergeant, what the hell are you two talking
about? And, who the hell is this guy?

VODTHIN
(talking to the Sergeant)
Thor, the General doesn't know he's myself in
this destiny. I am with Mimir right now, traveling
through destinies. This is the only destiny with
hope for our survival. The time has come for
me to emerge.
General Borsson angrily stands up from his desk, extending his arm and pointing
to the door.
GENERAL BORSSON
Both of you fruit cakes get the hell out of my
office. NOW!
Suddenly, Vodthin begins to become transparent as his spiritual aura is drawn
into General Borsson like some kind of magnetic energy transfer, where the
clothing and even the beard dissipate into thin air as the two merge as one being.
General Borsson (is Vodthin) suddenly feels pain in one of his eyes. He sits back
down in his chair, as his hands cover the side of his face as he winces in
momentary pain, finally rubbing his eye.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Ouch...I scratched my eye or something!
Damn, this hurts like hell! The pain is terrible!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Are you okay?
General Borsson shakes his head to clear his mind.
GENERAL BORSSON
It's gone. Now the pain is gone!
General Borsson looks up at Sgt. McGregor, realizing finally who he is, as well as
himself.
Staff Sgt. McGregor appears surprised at personally seeing the transformation
which has just taken place.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(softly)
Vodthin?
GENERAL BORSSON
(laughing, confused, fearful)

Thor! I should have known who you were too!
Wait a minute! Something has just happened?
This destiny! Mimir! Now, I remember this
destiny! We don't have much time to act before
this destiny can be changed!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(real confused)
Either I do know what you're talking about, or I
don't know if I know what you’re talking about.
Do you understand what I am talking about
when I mention the Aesir?
GENERAL BORSSON
(laughing loudly)
You, Freyja, the sow! And, her daughter
Hnoss! You’ve all made it here to this time!
And, in this destiny you screwed the old sow
and her daughter. Thor, you surely are an
Aesir.
Both men laugh together.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Njord is here too! He was my commanding
officer! A strange future, with a strange
memory, I inherited from the treaty made on
Asgard with the Kvaesir spittle, my King! My
visual memory activated just after I made love
with Hnoss for the first time.
GENERAL BORSSON
Njord, excellent! We have so many things to
do, with so little time to do them! Ah, I
remember where Heimdall is now! We'll go
fishing! We are taking 30 days leave and going
fishing. Thirty days to make changes in this
destiny to assure this destiny prevails.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
What do you mean so little time? I know where
Heimdall is. He's a professor in the United
States. He contacted me years ago, but I didn't
know what he was about, until I met Hnoss.
When my ancient memory activated, so I
contacted him!

GENERAL BORSSON
That is good to know. So, you know already
know where Heimdall is?
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Yea, I know. Fishing for destiny? Okay! And,
ah, where are we going to go fishing?
GENERAL BORSSON We're
going to go fishing, where there is something
you must see and experience, because I
already saw it, you need to know it, and we
have to figure it all out! Paradox!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(serious, respectful)
As you command!
Staff Sergeant McGregor sits down in a more relaxed manner in the chair which
is positioned in front of General Borsson's desk.
GENERAL BORSSON
(concerned)
I must explain the term paradox. This is the
final destiny where our species survives, only
and I mean only if everything happens exactly
as it is suppose to happen. Asgard was
destroyed! I will explain to you on the way!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(shocked, submissive)
Destroyed? What ever you say, even if I don't
know what your saying. You are my King!
GENERAL BORSSON
You damn rights I am your King! And, I will be
the King of the nine worlds of Ymir again!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Why did you give us memory of Asgard, when
you knew Asgard was going to be destroyed?
And, now tell me our home is destroyed?
GENERAL BORSSON
The journey when Mimir sent me through
dimensional space time, to see the future
destines are like streams flowing from a river. I
was scared, the memories so intense with so

much information on which is which and which
prevails or branches off into another destiny,
that I do not have all of the answers. But, I
have a memory map to direct us in the right
directions at the right times.
General Borsson pulls two documents from a stack of forms on his desk. He
signs one as he continues to listen to Sergeant McGregor's conversation.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
What happened to Asgard? How did we
reappear here? I have waited for this day and
the answers to my questions!
General Borsson hand Staff Sergeant McGregor a document and a pen to sign
with.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR (CONT'D)
What's this?
GENERAL BORSSON
Thirty day leave papers. Sign it.
Staff Sergeant McGregor takes the pen and signs the document.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Visual imprintation can only be applied up to
the time of Kvaesir. Asgard was destroyed later
in the battle of Ragnarok with the Utgarðians,
so you have no memory of it. Let's go fishing!
Njord, is here, huh?
General Borsson stands up from his chair, walking around his desk, where he is
joined by Staff Sgt. McGregor.
The two exit the General's office as they continue their conversation. General
Borsson has the 30 day leave papers in his hand.
INT. EASTERN AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMAND HEADQUARTERS CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR)
General Borsson and Staff Sgt. McGregor are walking down the corridor of the
building to where a group of MILITARY CLERKS are typing away and doing
military paperwork.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR

Galar and Fjalar are also on Midgard!
GENERAL BORSSON
The dwarfs are here? I don't know how the
dwarfs entered into or will affect this destiny
when only the Aesir genetic code was supplied
to Kvaesir. The General drops the documents
in one of the Clerk's boxes sitting on his desk.
The CLERK continues typing away and ignores
the General and Staff Sergeant.
The General and Staff Sergeant turn and continue down the corridor.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
That's an odd statement to make since Kvaesir
was your experiment!
GENERAL BORSSON
Odd? My decision to colonize Midgard with a
race of Aesir warriors did not include dwarfs. I
think they decided to add their own genetic
codes. Ásgarðian dwarfs are always
mischievous and up to something. Those two
carried Kvaesir to Heimdall and now you tell
me they are here.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
I guess dwarfs being here is not that odd
considering what you say.
GENERAL BORSSON What's
odd is that now, I know exactly the spacetime continuum of Midgard where this destiny
has started, and the other destiny left off! We
have hope and one more chance to survive
as a species! I have given my word to form a
new alliance.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Destiny has changed? Hope for another
chance? Alliance with whom? What are you
talking about?
GENERAL BORSSON
I'll explain later. Right now, we have the time to
create and incorporate new weapon systems. I
need a complete run down on all Ásgarðian

technological advances, we've created among
our Aesir-Midgarðian hybrids.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Vodthin, the Aesir are spread all over the
world. Ninety-nine percent of all humanoids
have our Ásgarðian genetic code. But, we
Aesir Warriors and Vanir whom have visual
genetic imprintation of ancient times, have kept
in constant contact for years and we have that
information. We only awaited your confirmed
presence. But, what are we hoping for and
what is this destiny about?
GENERAL BORSSON
Survival!
The two men walk out of the building.
EXT. NORTH PACIFIC VILLAGE BOAT DOCKS - MORNING
(HOLIDAY, JOHN, GALAR, NJORD, THOR, TWO GWITCHEN)
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON along the distant horizon can be seen red clouds
mixed with gray and white clouds.
CAMERA ZOOMS IN from distance to the inland seas in front of a volcanic island
to CAMERA TIGHT ON a Nidhögg (200 foot wolf eel known with two tentacles
known as GrinOlsson's Kraken ™ ) as the monstrous creature breeches the
waters similar to a whale where it disappears back into the depths of the inland
sea.
CAMERA PANS AROUND TO a row of boat piers extending out from the ocean
side village. Many fishing boats are moored in their respective berths. One
fishing vessel with the name SKANDIA is berthed in one of the piers. The vessel
has two "drags" made of interwoven circular chain steel, mounted centrally
forward, on tall masts. Three young men are walking down the dock towards the
vessel.
ZOOM CAMERA ANGLE OVER next to the ramp which leads to the dock where
the fishing boat is moored on the pier.
A young fisherman, dressed in rubber boots, sleeves rolled up with a duffle bag
by his side, raincoat slung over his shoulder, with his tool belt fastened to his
waist, containing his attached sheathed mall (MJOLLNIR) is JOHN who has arms
around his girlfriend, HOLIDAY in a last minute romantic embrace and kiss,
oblivious to their surroundings. He wears an ivory ring with the emblem of a fish.

CAMERA ANGLE TO the background and CLOSE IN on the three men named,
THOR, NJORD and GALAR who are just ending their walk down the dock,
turning towards and finally going aboard, the older looking fishing boat named
Skandia, which is moored and tied to the docked. The three men are carrying
private hand tools and their duffle bags. Njord is fair haired, where Thor's hair is
red. Both are tall and strong. Galar is a short, rugged looking midget just under 5
feet tall.
TWO STRANGE TRANSPARENT LITTLE RED PEOPLE sitting on the dock with
two small transparent duffle bags, which strap to the Gwitchen backs, are
abruptly introduced into the scene, as the CAMERA ANGLE PANS to John and
Holiday where Galar is distantly, yet distinctively in the background behind John
and Holiday, as Galar follows the lead of the other two coming on board the
fishing vessel Skandia.
THOR
(loud, distant)
Captain Jack, I'm back! I've found you two
more men, I met down at the saloon!
EXT. FISHING BOAT SKANDIA - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN JACK, VODTHIN)
The Fishing Boat Captain, CAPTAIN JACK (VODTHIN IN DISGUISE) who is a
rugged bearded man casually walks out of the wheelhouse and looks his new
crew over. He is wearing a black patch over one eye.
CAPTAIN JACK
(impressed)
They look strong, Thor! Show them their
bunks, where to stow their gear, then take
them down on the mess deck and fill their
bellies.
Captain Jack turns around and goes back into the wheelhouse.
EXT. NORTH PACIFIC VILLAGE DOCKS - CONTINUOUS
(HOLIDAY, JOHN, MOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE)
John and Holiday are still standing and romantically embracing by the ramp to
the dock as the two lovers are saying their final good-bye.
JOHN
(softly)
This is my last trip Holly! The Captain said if I
come aboard, I should earn enough money to

finish this last semester of my Senior year in
college! I have a destiny to fulfill. I just don't
know what it is?
HOLIDAY
(fearful)
I hate the sea, John! I am so scared every time
you find another boat to fish on, that someday
you won't come back to me! You can work on
land and go to college. And, have me! You risk
your life as a fisherman with strangers, when I
miss you and need you.
JOHN
Holly in a few months, I will have my degree in
Astrophysics. There will be no more fishing
trips, storms, or smelly clothes. And, you will
be my wife someday!
CAMERA TIGHT ON Holiday as she looks into John's eyes and moves her face
closer and with her eyes closed, she softly kisses John on the lips.
CAMERA PANS AROUND AND REFOCUSES on TWO GWITCHEN, named
MOOTCHEE and GOOTCHEE who are the little red transparent "light elves" of
ASGARD that are sitting on the dock with silly facial appearances of "looking the
other way" and now using their respective duffle bags as seats to sit on, while
waiting.
CAMERA ON John and Holiday, as Skandia's engines start and are heard by
John and Holiday.
JOHN (CONT'D)
I got to go now, Holiday. I will be back soon!
John turns towards the boat. John tightens his hold on his belongings, and turns
towards the boat. John takes a couple steps then stops. John quickly turns back
around, rushes up to Holiday and gives her one last kiss.
P.O.V. of Holiday as John rushes down to the ramp to the dock towards the boat.
CAMERA ON Holiday.
HOLIDAY
(pouting)
I love you! Hurry home!
CAMERA ON Mootchee and Gootchee who stand up, carrying their own
transparent duffle bags and hastily follow John on this next journey with their
peacemaker.

MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(teasingly)
Here we go again!
Gootchee nods affirmatively at Mootchee.
EXT. FISHING BOAT - MOMENTS LATER
(JOHN, HOLIDAY, CAPTAIN JACK)
John is hopping over the boat rail and on board the fishing boat.
John turns back to see Holiday standing there, waving her arms good-bye to him,
with the sadness of a lover leaving, when love is needed.
John's two Gwitchen companions with their duffle bags strapped to their backs,
who have just arrived on board after John, curiously begin to roam about and
visually inspect the boat.
Captain Jack comes out of the wheelhouse.
CAPTAIN JACK
(firmly)
It's about time you've got here! Put your gear in
the wheelhouse and secure those stabilizers.
You'll have the second wheelhouse watch. I'll
be back in a minute.
JOHN
Aye, Aye, Captain.
The Captain leaves John on deck and enters a central hatch leading down to the
crew's berthing and mess deck.
John walks over to the wheelhouse hatch and sets his gear just inside of the
wheelhouse with the exception of his short handled mall which is sheathed on his
belt similar to a knife or machete.
INT. SKANDIA MESS DECK - MOMENTS LATER
(CAPTAIN JACK, GALAR, NJORD, THOR)
Thor, Njord, and Galar are sitting at the mess deck table eating what appears to
be a feast, as Captain Jack enters.
CAPTAIN JACK
(quietly)

He's here! We're ready to go! Galar you have
the first wheelhouse watch, so you'll be at the
helm with me.
GALAR
Okay.
THOR
Why is this guy so important that we have to
bring him? I thought we were going fishing for
something.
CAPTAIN JACK
We're going fishing for paradox. John fits in this
destiny somewhere and that's what we’re going
to find out. Now, Shush!
The three fishermen look at each other and then look towards the Captain, like
they are all in on a private secret.
NJORD
I'll untie the mooring lines! You two secure
everything topside. Let's turn two!
Njord, Thor, and Galar follow the Captain out on deck.
EXT. FISHING BOAT-DOCK - MOMENTS LATER
(GALAR, NJORD, THOR, JOHN)
Thor hastily moves to the aft of the boat taking a position by the mooring rope.
Njord takes a position next to the rail forward, while Galar leaps over the rail, and
unties both ropes throwing the lines back to each of the other respective
fishermen, who begin to coil the lines. Galar hops back on board. The fishing
boat pulls away from the dock.
John is pounding in some steel wedges to secure the stabilizers, with his short
handled mall as the vessel gets underway. John turns towards his crew
members, in acknowledgement of the other crew members doing their duties for
the ocean voyage, with only a smile and an affirmative nod, as there is no time
for talk.
A strange irritating facial expression instantly appears on Thor's face as he
recognizes Mjollnir, his hammer and his belt being worn by this young man
named John.
EXT. NORTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN - EARLY EVENING

(JOHN)
CAMERA ON the fishing vessel Skandia as the vessel begins to roll and breach
when the weather turns from good to bad. The ocean waves and rolls are rising
and the rains begin to pour down on the lonely vessel at sea. Sporadic waves are
coming across the bow. The vessel deck lights are on, which reflect the sheets of
rain pouring down and the white waves breeching over the bow, with only ocean
darkness as the background.
John in his raincoat rushes out of the wheelhouse hatch, climbs up the mast and
begins securing with a firm grip, a loose line which comes loose, allowing one of
the huge steel drag chains to sway. The rains whip across his face and drench
his rain clothes in the night ocean darkness, with only the vessel deck lights
lighting the way.
INT. SKANDIA WHEELHOUSE - EARLY EVENING
(CAPTAIN JACK, GALAR, JOHN, NJORD, THOR)
The fishing boat console has many kinds of known fishing electronics on board
such as Auto-pilot, depth sounder, radar, G.P.S., compass, Loran-C, plotter,
radios, speakers, and even a small television mounted in the corner. There are
additionally, two small strange looking electronic like equipment mounted on the
console, which seem out of place, yet blend in with the rest of the refurbished
high tech equipment of an older fishing vessel.
Captain Jack is looking over some charts laid out on the chart table, while Galar
is at the helm, looking silly because he is standing on a small box in order to see
out the wheelhouse windows, while doing his wheelhouse duty.
Njord and Thor are watching John through the wheelhouse windows, as John
comes down from the mast, walks across the deck and through the wheelhouse
hatch with his two unseen two Gwitchen companions following.
Njord and Thor look at John and back into each other's eyes but say nothing.
JOHN
Everything is secured Captain! It's getting
pretty bad out there on deck!
CAPTAIN JACK
Good.
THOR
How much longer and further do we have to
travel?

Captain Jack pulls a chart from among other charts and sets the selected chart
on the table, where he scrolls open the chart.
CAPTAIN JACK
Not far! We are here and we're going to start
dragging about here!
Captain Jack moves his hand across the chart and points to a position. The two
unseen Gwitchen silently hop up and stand on the chart table to review what the
Captain and John are saying.
JOHN
(curiously)
So we're going to be fishing for scallops here?
GALAR
(sounding confused)
Scallops? What are scallops?
John turns towards Galar scornfully. Then, John turns towards the Captain.
JOHN
(concerned)
What do you mean, what are scallops?
Captain, this guy doesn't even know what a
scallop is? We have a greenhorn here!
The Captain turns to John.
CAPTAIN JACK
Take it easy!
JOHN
(irritated)
Take it easy? I get the same share as a
greenhorn, who doesn't even know what we're
dragging the bottom of the ocean for?
Thor turns towards John in a somewhat controlled threatening manner.
THOR
(firmly as if in command)
Hold your tongue!
JOHN
(firmly, sternly)

Don't you dare tell me to hold my tongue! I
have a right to know when an inexperienced
hand is on board.
Thor and John glare at each other, but remain silent.
Captain Jack turns, takes a couple steps, and begins looking over Galar's
shoulder, at all of the electronic equipment readings, coordinates, depth sounder,
and readings from the two strange electronic consoles.
CAPTAIN JACK
We're here! We’re dropping the drags right
here. Galar you stay right on course! The rest
of you get out on deck, set out the stabilizers,
then drop the dragging net!
John exits the wheelhouse. Thor and Njord put their raincoats on and rush out of
the wheelhouse on to the deck, after John.
EXT. SKANDIA DECK - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, NJORD, THOR)
John, Thor, and Njord come out on the deck which is well lit, yet, surrounded by
the lonely stormy oceanic darkness. Rain is sleeting down, and only the white
caps of the ocean waves breaking the blackness of beyond can be seen, as they
engulf the bow with water crashing sounds, which continuously flood the deck.
John goes to the port and starboard stabilizers, where he knocks out each of the
steel wedges, which are secured by a lead smaller chain to the boat.
John loosens each of the lines to lower the stabilizers into the correct depth of
water.
Njord and Thor are removing the large bolts holding the dragging nets secure.
The two men take to the controls of the mast wenches, lifting the port and
starboard dragging nets up, positioning them one by one, along the sides of the
vessel. The speed of the boat dictates the angle, when the drags are lowered to
the bottom of the ocean rolling along and scooping up whatever is there, such as
scallops.
The men watch as the last of the two steel cables is released, unravels, and
disappears into the dark ocean depths next to the fishing vessel.
The vessel is now dragging the bottom of the ocean floor with steel nets.
The three men, turn and rush back into the safety of the wheelhouse.

INT. SKANDIA WHEELHOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN JACK, GALAR, JOHN, NJORD, THOR)
Galar is still manning the helm. Captain Jack is standing next to Galar as John,
Njord, and Thor enter the Wheelhouse from the deck. Mootchee and Gootchee
are laying back with their feet propped up on one of the seat cushions trying to
stay out of everyone's way.
JOHN
The stabilizers are set!
NJORD
Both of the drags are set at sixty feet.
Thor looks extremely agitated as he walks right up to Captain Jack's face and
sternly looks him in the eyes.
John walks over and is standing on the other side of Galar.
JOHN
Hey midget who doesn't know what a scallop
is. You can hop off your box now. It's my
wheelhouse watch.
Galar looks at John with an expression of being irritated by the remark, as he
steps down off his box.
GALAR
My name is Galar and I'm not a midget. I'm a
dwarf.
JOHN (sarcastically,
laughing)
Whatever. I guess that means I can call you a
Gidget for short, eh? John takes over the helm
and is looking at the wheelhouse console of
electronic equipment, where he over hears the
strangest conversation from behind him.
Captain Jack and Galar are quietly sitting next to each other, as Thor and Njord
are huddled close together around the chart table for a private conversation.
THOR
(firmly, quietly)
Njord, I saw Mjollnir. How did John get my belt
and Mjollnir? I want my weapons back!

NJORD
I don't know who John is or how Vodthin found
him with your weapons or what we are looking
for. We're here because Vodthin ordered us
here, but I don't understand why we're here!
Do I make sense?
Captain Jack turns towards Njord and Thor interceding into their conversation
and questions.
CAPTAIN JACK
I guess it's time I answer some of your
questions. When I traveled through destinies, I
was standing next to Surt when he was
receiving some information where I happened
to see the biomicromolecular signature of
John. Then, I read part of the ancient scrolls of
Mimir that Surt had brought out. These are the
last Utgarðian coordinates with
biomicromolecular readings of a pure
Ásgarðian proving at least one pure Ásgarðian
made it here. They took him from the sea. So, I
assume there is a sunken Ásgarðian vessel
here. The problem is that the readings do not
match any genetic code known to exist on
Asgard. John is a descendant of this unknown
Ásgarðian.
THOR
How did he get my weapons?
CAPTAIN JACK
I don't know.
Njord turns towards Galar.
NJORD
(irritated)
And, you Galar? How did the Aesir genetic
engineering include dwarfs? You too, have
Ásgarðian memory. So, tell me how?
GALAR
(giggling)
I guess some ancient grandfather of mine,
decided the Aesir needed a couple of
mechanics!

Mootchee and Gootchee who are now sitting up on the wheelhouse console next
to John begin to giggle.
The fishing boat Skandia continues to ride out the rough seas fairly smoothly as
the crew continues their conversations.
THOR
Right! You dwarfs are always up to mischief.
CAPTAIN JACK
John is the genetic link to these readings!
THOR
(angrily)
All I know is that John has my belt and Mjollnir!
I want my weapons back!
NJORD
Thor! We don't know how your belt and Mjollnir
arrived on Earth after Asgard was destroyed.
The genetic visual memory imprintations are
only up until that time, when our genetic
material was taken.
THOR
Heimdall said that Magni brought my ship here
to Midgard. So, where my ship?
CAPTAIN JACK
This means the possibility of two Ásgarðian
vessels with our ancient technology and
weapons made it to Midgard.
NJORD
Vodthin, John is in possession of Mjollnir and
Thor's belt. He is a hybrid like us, but from
whose Aesir genetic code? And, what does all
of this have to do with some kind of paradox?
The two Gwitchen continuously express astonishment to each other as they hear
the conversations being spoken.
THOR
Vodthin, are you telling us that we are out here
dragging for a sunken Ásgarðian spacecraft?
Captain Jack nods affirmatively.

John is still manning the helm and has remained silent, now expresses a curious,
inquisitive look, until suddenly this conversation of confusion, requires an answer
to him.
JOHN
(laughing amusingly)
What the hell are you guys talking about? We
have a family story about a one-eyed Jack and
little people who can't be seen by the human
eye. But, your stories sound more like a bunch
of wacky tabakky smokers mixing it up with
rum!
CAPTAIN JACK
(stern and serious)
This destiny is the only hope for all of our solar
system species to prevail and survive! The
Aesir are assembling for evacuation. I have
agreed to an alliance with the Utgarðians.
Thor, Njord, and Galar looks shocked.
JOHN
Who the hell are you people?
John and his two Gwitchen companions look extremely confused at the Captain's
remarks.
THOR
An alliance with the Utgarðians? An alliance
against what?
CAPTAIN JACK
Paradox, Thor! An alliance against the
paradox!
JOHN
(confused)
I don't have the faintest idea of what any of you
talking about! I'm trying to earn money to go to
college and marry my girlfriend. That's about it.
I'm just John.
CAPTAIN JACK
Son, the Utgarðians are monitoring your every
move. And, we don't know why, except you
must have something to do with paradox.

JOHN
Well, I don't why either. In fact, I don't even
know what the hell an Utgarðian is! And, from
the conversations I am hearing, this whole
damn crew is having some kind of delusions.
Suddenly the fishing boat harshly jerks towards the port side. Unsecured charts,
instruments, cups, are smashed about the wheelhouse. The Captain, crew and
the two Gwitchen are thrown about and everywhere.
EXT. NORTH PACFIC OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
ZOOM FRAME SWOOSH IN on the boat Skandia as one of the drags has
caught on something and halts the boat to an abrupt stop turning the vessel in a
furious and threatening angle.
CAMERA STRAIGHT AHEAD SHOT of the vessel Skandia from bow to stern, as
the vessel starts to being pulled backwards. CAMERA ANGLES port side of
vessel as the boat is being pulled backwards at a fast speed, as if a whale were
pulling a ship.
INT. SKANDIA WHEELHOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN JACK, JOHN, GALAR)
CAMERA ON the fishing boat as it abruptly stops.
CAPTAIN JACK
(fearful, yet in command)
We're caught on something! Cut the drag lines!
John lifts a seat cover, and grabs a huge cable cutter which is stored under one
of the wheelhouse cabin seats. John rushes out the door.
Mootchee and Gootchee hop up on the wheelhouse console to watch John, do
his shipmate chores, through the wheelhouse windows, as the other three men
rush out of the wheelhouse and Captain Jack man's the helm.
Galar slips out the wheelhouse hatch behind John, unobserved in all of the
commotion.
EXT. SKANDIA DECK - CONTINUOUS
(GALAR, JOHN, NJORD, THOR, CAPTAIN JACK)
John climbs the mast, then shimmies out on the port mast's arms, where he cuts
one of the drag cable which snaps like a whip! Galar follows John up the mast
but turns and shimmies out on the starboard mast's arm.

Unobserved by John, Galar who simultaneously climbs up the mast behind John
and shimmies out on the starboard mast arm, pulls out a laser gun and cuts the
starboard dragging cable.
Thor and Njord separate, where each person rushes over to the respective port
and starboard stabilizers and pulls them up.
John and Galar climb down from the mast, where the men gather with Njord and
Thor, in the safety of the center of the deck to try and analyze what had just
happened.
The fishing boat has come to a complete quiet stop in the middle of the dark
ocean, where the night's misty fog hangs in the air, and a fierce torrential rain is
coming down showering the deck and men with yet another element of the sea.
P.O.V. Of the three Crewmen standing on the deck watching, the Captain and
two transparent red Gwitchen who are looking out towards all directions from the
wheelhouse windows, into the ocean darkness where their sight is limited by the
sole source of energy from the fishing boats lanterns, spot lights, and deck lights
as the Captain aims the vessel light beacons into the abyss of darkness, rain,
and fog, with no visual answers.
NJORD
What was that all about?
THOR
I don't know!
GALAR
I never liked the seas of Asgard and I don't
think I like the seas of Midgard either. I am
getting scared.
JOHN
We snagged something. Something was
pulling us backwards. Probably a whale!
THOR
(fearfully, quietly)
Or, the Midgard Serpent, Nidhögg.
Captain Jack can be seen by the crew, as he flips overhead switches which turn
the vessels two largest spot lights, as the Captain now takes hold of the search
light handles located in the overhead of the wheelhouse.
The deck lights, flood lights, and spot lights being manned by Captain Jack are
sending beams everywhere around the ocean surface near and far for anything.

CAMERA ON John, Njord, Thor, and Galar.
NJORD
I don't see anything.
JOHN
Me, neither.
GALAR
It sure is quiet now. Too quiet for me!
CAMERA RE-FOCUSES from Thor's expression of fear to the background
appearance of two respective tentacles, one of each coming from each side of
the vessel rising from the ocean, in a manner of an unknown creature grasping
the vessel from a position under the surface.
THOR
I wonder what that was? John's right. We were
being pulled backwards.
JOHN
Look, it's a giant squid!
The entire crew’s eyes grow wide with fear. John unsheathes his mystical short
handled mall (Mjollnir) from his belt. John grips the mall as a weapon.
Thor's eyes glare of imminent terror, when suddenly flashback's from the visual
genetic code recalls, his own fears of the creature known as Nidhögg, the
Midgard Serpent!
THOR
(extremely fearful)
Those are not the tentacles of a squid! Those
are the tentacles of a Midgard Serpent! We
must kill it!
Njord stands back a gasp in fright.
CAMERA WIDE ON the boat Skandia as it suddenly rises up from the ocean.
The terrifying sounds of a hull breaking apart by metal and wood twisting and
creaking are heard.
John looks at each of the shadowy tentacles which have risen from the depths of
the lonely, darkness of the night ocean, simultaneously, from each side of the
vessel, as the tentacles take hold of each of the two mast arms!
JOHN
(fearful, slowly)

Holy Shit! What the hell kind of a sea monster
is this?
Each crew member looks helplessly into the face of the other as their minds
attempt to silently find a solution to the terror before them.
CAMERA ZOOMS OUT from fishing vessel SKANDIA, CAMERA REFOCUSES
as CAMERA ZOOMS IN CLOSER, with P.O.V. of person eye level with the
ocean surface, submerging to see what is beneath the surface of the ocean.
EXT. UNDERNEATH THE OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
The Nidhögg’s wide open gaping mouth is a short distance away from the ship's
hull, as if the creature is about to take a second bite out of the hull.
CAMERA CLOSER IN on the small opening created by Nidhögg to penetrate the
hull by a first bite. The Nidhögg creature pulls itself closer to the hole penetration
covering and sealing the hole with the creature's mouth.
ANGLE CAMERA POSITION P.O.V. panning around from WIDE ANGLE
CAMERA of the side of the creature's tail with a background view of the
tentacles, along body with a view of the tentacles maneuvering upwards, in the
background, CLOSE IN as CAMERA PASSES along creature's head, CLOSE
UP in front of the eye, and finally to ZOOM IN to looking into the creature's
mouth for a full visual of the creature in its underwater habitat.
INT. NIDHΦGG' S MOUTH - CONTINUOUS
NINE GALACTIC ALIENS begin exiting Nidhögg’s mouth, and instantly breech
through the small hole in the boat hull, as their bodies contort to fit through the
small opening, where they enter into the fishing boat lower deck engine room.
The Galactic Aliens are almost 8 feet talk shaggy like manes, with a long
protruding snake like tongue with a second mouth having horrific looking faces.
The second mouth at the snake like tongue bears sharp teeth and is used for
speech and communication. On the sides of the galactic alien's throats are small
gills and as well as have lungs. These creatures are somewhat humanoid in their
stature.
INT. SKANDIA ENGINE ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Nine Galactic Aliens with speed tantamount to a visual blur, rush in, through the
hole penetration in the hull, and in another visual blur race through the engine
room, and up into the mess deck/berthing area of the boat.
CAMERA TIGHT ON the water rushing into the engine room through the small
hull opening, created by Nidhögg, as the galactic aliens enter the vessel.

EXT. SKANDIA OUTER MESS DECK HATCH - CONTINUOUS
Nine Galactic Aliens abruptly appear from a frenzied motion of blur, from the
mess deck hatch and now stand in formation not twenty feet from the four crew
members.
EXT. SKANDIA DECK - CONTINUOUS
(GALAR, JOHN, NJORD, THOR, CAPTAIN JACK)
John, Thor, Njord, and Galar are standing forward on the deck bow express
astonishment and are stunned by the visual effects of the Galactic Alien's speed,
strength, and ugliness of the creatures now appearing before their very eyes.
Captain Jack and the two Gwitchen are looking out the wheelhouse windows with
great expressions of fear.
CAMERA REFOCUSES on the two tentacles, in the background, as the
tentacles respectively release their grip from the ship's mast arms and start to
descend into the sea.
One of Galactic Alien displays an unusual physical characteristic different from
the other eight creatures. The female alien is pregnant, where two (kangaroo like
pouches) frontal pouches hang down from the lower part of the inner body.
NJORD
(amazed)
Look at the balls on that one!
The Galactic Aliens momentarily appear to remain motionless.
JOHN
(stunned, confused)
What the fuck are these freaks of nature?
John observes a micro-observation when he sees a sudden Galactic Alien
"twitch" on the toe of the Galactic Alien leader just after the blur of a creature
appears in form.
John's instinctual perception, is that the "twitch" was about to "twitch" again with
the decor of these creatures being perceived by John as hostile and ready to
attack.
John with a speed never before seen and unleashed by his instinctual fear flings
Mjollnir through the air, with such speed, thrust, and precision, where like some
kind of boomerang, that Mjollnir reacts as if reading John's thoughts.

John's mall penetrates each of the Galactic Aliens skulls splattering brain matter
everywhere. All of the creatures suddenly drop dead on the deck like dominos
falling down in a row.
CAMERA ON Mjollnir in SLOW MOTION as the mall whisks through the air back
towards the hands of John.
Thor instinctively rushes towards John's side with an arm extended out, in the
same direction as John's arm, but to retrieve Mjollnir as the rightful owner of this
mystical weapon.
Thor screams out a demand, as he positions himself to intercept his ancient
weapon.
THOR
(loudly, stern)
Mjollnir!
Mjollnir unexpectedly stops in mid-air exactly the same distance between John
and Thor's out stretched arms.
Both men simultaneously reach out and grab this mystical weapon from the
neutral area of being exactly half distance between John and Thor with the
firmest of grips with no intentions of letting go.
John and Thor glare at each other with an intense, determined, claim.
Yggsdrasil, pronounced - igs-dra-sill.
THOR (CONT'D)
(intense)
Mjollnir and the belt are mine! Gifts from the
Utgarðians who harnessed the energy of the
Utgarð’s twisted moon-ring's Yggsdrasil. I am
Thor, the owner and possessor of these
mystical weapons!
JOHN
(firm, intense)
I don't give a shit who you think you are! This
mall is mine!
THOR
(determined, loud and firm)
Mjollnir is mine!
JOHN

This mall is my mall, and was my grandfather's
tool, hung on an old barn wall. He gave it to
me, as a gift. The same goes for the tool belt
that I sheath my mall with. The strange powers
of my tools, yes, I alone know the powers, of
my belt and mall. I am studying the
mathematics of re-creating this power. They
are mine! You see these powers for the first
time, and then claim them for yourself. No!
These tools are mine!
John and Thor both take a stronger grip on the hammer's handle. Neither willing
to release their respective grips.
The two Gwitchen are seen through the wheelhouse windows, looking at each
other in astonishment of what they are hearing and seeing.
Captain Jack remains at the helm, as he is also observing this confrontation but
says nothing, nor does he attempt to intervene.
THOR
(angrily)
I will rip you apart if I have too! These are
mine!
JOHN
(slowly, firmly intense)
Know the power of the word called, Peace!
You think you might have the strength, to take
me on, but if I'm not first, I will come in second!
And, I've never been second!
INT. SKANDIA WHEELHOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN JACK, JOHN, THOR, GALAR, NJORD, MOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE)
Mootchee rushes over to his duffle bag and pulls out a Leekkapeekka wrapped
pouch of Gwitchen brew, which will enable humans to see and hear the Gwitchen
speak if they are willing to take a drink.
Mootchee begins to unwrap the pouch which from a human or Ásgarðian visual
perception would be appearing in mid-air from nowhere.
Captain Jack expresses an unusual curious look as he sees a pouch appearing
to float through mid air and out the wheelhouse hatch.

Mootchee, with Gootchee by his side exit the wheelhouse hatch and out onto the
deck where the two transparent little men slowly continue to walk towards the
Thor and John.
THOR
Magni brought my weapons and vessel to
Midgard. You have my tools! So, you must
know where my ship ToothGap-ToothGrinder
is? So, where's my ship?
JOHN
I have no idea what you are talking about!
THOR
The last Ásgarðian readings were taken in this
area. You dwell here. Mount Gimli is on the
other side of Midgard. The Utgarðians monitor
your presence and you bear the same genetic
signature as the unknown Ásgarðian. If my
weapons are here with you, so must my ship
be somewhere near by.
JOHN
Look carrot head, if I had your ship, I wouldn't
have hired on this ship. These are not your
weapons. They are my tools. Now, release
your grip from my mall.
THOR
I am Thor! You must comply.
JOHN
I am John. You can fuck off and let go of my
mall.
Thor grips Mjollnir even more firmly, as John does the same. The intense
physical positioning of their respective grips is expressed on their faces.
John and Thor suddenly stop their intense glare into each other's eyes.
The crew turns to view a small pouch floating through the air about waist level.
Captain Jack can be seen through the wheelhouse window observing the pouch
floating in mid-air. The crew express facial expressions of stunned and disbelief.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Okay, you are Thor and I am John. My little
people named the Gwitchen appear to seek
council! Look, as they present their brew so

that you too may learn the power of the word
called Peace!
THOR
(curiously confused)
Gwitchen? I have never heard this name
before. Thor intensely looks at the rising
pouch, as does Njord and Galar, who is staying
out of this personal dispute purposely. Captain
Jack inquisitively comes out of the
wheelhouse, but still does not intervene.
John grabs the pouch and takes a swig of the Gwitchen brew. He hands the
pouch to Thor.
JOHN
Drink and meet new creatures of peace, never
before believed!
THOR
What are you talking about? I am the rightful
owner of Mjollnir and my belt.
JOHN
(firm, loud)
Drink! I wear the belt and if you know its power,
then you know you are no match for me. Drink!
Thor, being confused by this firm demand, while retaining his grip of Mjollnir with
one hand, takes the pouch with his free hand and holds it up to his mouth taking
a sip of the brew.
Thor's eyes instantly become blurred. Thor's sight starts to focus in on two little
red elves. Thor's ears begin to hear new words.
Thor hands the pouch to Njord and Galar to take a drink, and so they do. Galar
hands the pouch to Captain Jack who too, takes a sip of the Gwitchen brew.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Aesir warriors, we the Gwitchen exist! I am
Mootchee and this is Gootchee!
THOR
(astonished, questioningly)
Light Elves of Midgard? But you're red!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN

We are indeed the descendants of Ásgarðian
Light Elves. Our species changed on Midgard.
We can not be seen by human eyes and our
skin is red. From our Gwitchen history we know
where your ship is!
THOR
The Aesir did bring Light Elves to Midgard who
disappeared before our Aesir eyes. And, red?
Delling, the elf was red and the only red elf on
Asgard! And, Delling guarded Balder's Hall!
Now, isn't this a coincidence?
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Thor, your ship is entombed on Mount Gimli.
THOR
The Aesir have met on Mount Gimli but no
vessel of mine have we seen.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN The
Aesir counseled in the lowest cavern. Enter
the cavern located at the top of Mount Gimli,
and so shall the Aesir find your vessel.
THOR
Ah, the highest cavern! I should have known!
Light Elves, what other secrets do you know of
John?
John interrupts the conversation Thor is having with the elves.
JOHN
I am just John. These tools you are trying to
steal are mine!
Thor ignores John and listens more to the Light Elves.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
John is the direct descendant of Balder and
Nanna! Should we tell you more?
THOR
Balder and Nanna? They only had one son,
named Forseti! How did they survive and come
to Midgard?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN

Balder and Nanna had a second son, born
here on Midgard, named John. Forseti, like all
of the Aesir was killed when Asgard was
destroyed.
CAPTAIN JACK
Now, I am starting to understand more of this
future! Their second son was pure Ásgarðian,
but never existed on Asgard. John is the
secret! Then the John before us is the hybrid of
the ancient one named John, who was the
second son of Balder and Nanna. Just as on
Asgard, the sole red dwarf Delling guarded
Balder's hall, so do the red elves of Midgard
protect Balder's offspring! What a remarkable
paradox of circumstances and parallel
destinies that can not be understood!
Mootchee looks up to John simultaneously as John looks down to listen.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I can not say that you are wrong or that you are
right on what the future holds. But, it is possible
that you might be right! Yes, our John is the
descendant of the ancient one named John.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
John, without the tools you will strive and
succeed to recreate their powers and more.
With the tools, you already have the powers.
The Gwitchen don't know how the Aesir have
reappeared on Midgard in human form. But, it
is our Gwitchen belief that you have Thor's
hammer Mjollnir and his belt of strength. And,
somehow, this human is Thor!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
In the name of Peace, return Mjollnir and the
belt back to Thor! The ancient Magni gave
these tools to Balder, who in turn gave them to
his second son. Magni entrusted their powers
unto the peacemakers.
THOR
Balder? How did Balder survive Ragnarok? His
existence on Midgard, in this destiny can only
be the hybrid result of Kvaesir! So, how did he

get here in person? How and where is the
hybrid Balder now?
Mootchee turns and looks up to speak to Thor.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
The Utgarðians protected him, because he was
the only Aesir without the genetic warrior
genes. They knew Vodthin was experimenting
with the Midgarðian humanoids. The
Utgarðians wanted Balder's genetic code
applied to humans, to give them hope for
Peace. John is our peacemaker. He just
doesn't know what his mission is, nor his
destiny!
NJORD
Light Elves who have turn red, what about
Balder? He should have appeared as an Aesir
hybrid, but the Aesir don't know where he is.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
We know nothing of the Aesir experiment or
how the Aesir experiment was to work. So, I
can not answer your question on who is to
appear and who is not.
THOR
What if through the ages of Midgard, Balder's
own genetic code somehow interfered with
reproducing his Kvaesir hybrid in the proper
time sequence?
JOHN
You questions have no answers from me. I
only know that my tools are rightfully mine and
they are also rightfully yours. In the name of
Peace I return these tools to you because they
are also yours as rightfully as they are mine.
John releases his grip of Mjollnir, which Thor firmly grasps. John unbuckles
Thor's belt and hand's these possessions over to Thor who accepts them, as a
rightful owner would.
Thor expresses humbleness and a glowing honored effect to his facial features.
John appears submissive but irritated.

The four crew members, Captain Jack and the two Gwitchen walk over to the
bodies of the dead aliens.
THOR
(amazed)
Damn, look at the testicles on this one!
One of the aliens has two frontal pouches side by side that hang from the body,
similar to a Kangaroo's pouch.
Thor notices two small openings at the top of the two lower, frontal alien
pouches.
Thor reaches down, opening one of the two pouches where a dead baby alien is
attached to the nipple. He does the same with the second side-by-side pouch,
and sees a second galactic alien dead baby.
THOR (CONT'D)
This isn't a male, it's a pregnant female! I
wonder what kind of Midgarðian creatures
these are?
Galar, John, Njord, the two Gwitchen and Captain Jack watch Thor's actions
while noticing these creatures also have strange galactic weapons.
John picks up one of the alien weapons and fires it into the air. A bizarre
spectrum of lights and strange explosive like terror appears, spreading energy
out in an elliptical method, similar to the affect of a surgical guillotine effect over a
large area.
Captain Jack quietly leaves his crew on the deck and returns alone momentarily
to the wheelhouse.
JOHN
These creatures have some fire power!
CAPTAIN JACK
These creatures are not Midgarðian. They are
paradox.
JOHN
I've never seen or heard of them before. I
wonder what kind of energy creates these
beam-blasters?
John puts the energy blaster in his pants pocket. John goes back over to the
alien’s bodies and collects a couple more of the small gadgets. John puts those
gadgets in his other pockets.

GALAR
I wonder why they hesitated and didn't
continue their attack?
JOHN
Because they required another instant to get
their bearings in a new surrounding and I
malleted them before they could react! They
didn't come here in Peace!
NJORD
John's right.
Captain Jack hastily emerges from the wheelhouse hatch and joins the other
men from behind them.
CAPTAIN JACK
These creatures are the paradox.
Thor, Njord and Galar turns towards Captain Jack with a strange curious but
confused expression on their faces.
THOR
Paradox? Where did they come from?
CAPTAIN JACK
Yes, paradox! The galactic aliens originated in
the Alpha Centauri A region of our galaxy.
Their presence on Midgard was discovered by
the Utgarðians, when one of their ships were
seized by the aliens, from one of their other
galactic colonies after the destruction of
Asgard. It was believed by the Utgarðians in
one of the other destinies that they were
responsible for bringing the galactic aliens to
Midgard. Their error was, they were already
here, starting another new galactic colony.
GALAR
How come no humanoid history or government
has ever mentioned these creatures’s
existence?
NJORD
On Ancient Asgard you have never mentioned
these creatures. Nor, is there any history that
these creatures do not coexist in Peace. How
can their existence on Midgard be a paradox?

Captain Jack laughs loudly, then expresses a stern look as he answers the
questions of his crew.
CAPTAIN JACK
Peace? Peace is the paradox. The galactic
alien's terms for peace in the other destiny
results in the destruction of Midgard.
Utgarðians learned with the destruction of
Asgard, that when one of Ymir's planets is
destroyed the destruction changes the orbital
Yggsdrasil of the other outer planets.
Utgarðians barely survive the changes created
when Asgard was destroyed. If Midgard is
destroyed, so too, will Utgard become
uninhabitable. All species of Ymir's solar
system will cease to exist. The galactic aliens
had not yet arrived on Midgard, so I did not
understand the futures.
EXT. UNDERNEATH THE OCEAN SURFACE - CONTINUOUS
The Nidhögg’s mouth is still attached to the bottom of the hull of the boat.
Suddenly, it releases its tentacle grips from the sides of the vessel and finally
releases its mouth covering the breached hull.
EXT. SKANDIA DECK - CONTINUOUS
The Captain, crew and Gwitchen turn towards the sudden turbulence off to the
starboard side, as the Nidhögg, breeches away from the vessel, fleeing.
EXT. NORTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN - NIGHT
(NIDHÖGG)
The Nidhögg breeches from the oceans surface on last time. With a final twist of
the huge creature's head, where the fishing boat spot light, lightts up the night air,
in acknowledgement, of new freedom, screams an eerie echoing sound out into
the ocean wind. The creatures teeth from are highlighted by the source of light
spreading from the vessel spot light into the ocean darkness.
NIDHΦGG
Kraaaaaaaaaaken!
The creature disappears into the depths of the dark ocean abyss.
EXT. SKANDIA DECK - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN JACK, GALAR, JOHN, NJORD, THOR, MOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE)

Captain Jack, Njord, Thor, Galar, John, Mootchee and Gootchee express total
shock at the sounds of this creature’s voice as it echoes through the oceanic air.
JOHN
(shocked)
Did you hear that? That God damn thing talks!
I wonder what it was saying?
CAPTAIN JACK
(assuring)
Peace! It means peace.
NJORD
I do not understand. If the Nidhögg is in
alliance with the galactic aliens, why does this
creature proclaim to us, Peace?
CAPTAIN JACK
The Midgarðian serpents are enslaved by the
galactic aliens. We have just freed this creature
from bondage.
THOR
I have never liked the Midgarðian Serpents!
They are too intelligent for their own good.
EXT. SKANDIA DECK - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN JACK, JOHN)
Captain Jack and his four crew members become alert to their sinking ship, as
the angle of the vessel suddenly steepens and flooding sounds are echoing from
inside the lower portion of the boat telling them, there isn't much time before the
vessel sinks.
Captain Jack races back into the wheelhouse, as the other four men take note of
the Captain's haste.
John leaves the others and races into the mess deck hatch from the forward
deck.
INT. FISHING BOAT - WHEELHOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN JACK, GALAR, JOHN, NJORD, THOR, CANADIAN OFFICER 1)
Captain Jack rushes over to one of the strange small mobile electronic consoles
presses a button, speaking into a mouthpiece, he makes contact with Utgarðians.

CAPTAIN JACK
Surt, pick us up now!
Captain Jack turns towards the other overhead radios and grabs a microphone.
The vessel Skandia begins to angle oddly.
Thor, Njord, and Galar along with the two Gwitchen, rush into the wheelhouse
hatch door. John lastly comes in drenched in water and cold.
JOHN
I just closed the engine room hatch leading up
to the mess deck. This will give us more time,
but not much.
Captain Jack is manning the radios with distress calls with one hand and with the
other hand is maneuvering the wheelhouse spot lights pointing them both along
the surface of the ocean and upwards. He switches an emergency distress
locator satellite beacon button.
CAPTAIN JACK
(into microphone)
Mayday! Mayday! This is the fishing vessel
Skandia. We are sinking! Mayday! Mayday!
Mark our emergency beacon position. Mayday!
Thor turns to Captain Jack. Captain Jack turns around to speak to everyone.
CAPTAIN JACK (CONT'D)
Okay, everybody get ready to evacuate the
ship!
THOR
Captain, these coordinates of the last
Ásgarðian biological readings are nothing. We
know where my ship is and the secrets of
John. Mount Gimli is not far from the Bifrost
landing pad!
CAPTAIN JACK
I figured that out too, Thor. But why did this last
Aesir come here? And, why did the Utgarðians
pick him out from the sea?
NJORD
Captain, that doesn't matter. We know where
mountain cavern at the top of the ridge on

Mount Gimli is! That is more important right
now.
CAPTAIN JACK
Your right! Mount Gimli! This is where the Aesir
will assemble for evacuation and battle!
JOHN
Battle? Evacuation? What is this all about? Are
we going to have some kind of battle with
these creatures we've just killed? When? Why
did they come here and how many of them are
there? And, what about that sea monster?
In the background a second voice comes over the Wheelhouse radio speakers.
CANADIAN OFFICER 1 (O.S.)
Fishing Vessel Skandia we have you on radar
and your emergency beacon coordinates. ETA
is estimated at 10 minutes.
CAPTAIN JACK
When the time comes John. When the time
comes! We have similar questions ourselves
and when I have the answers, we will meet
again.
John looks at Captain Jack with confusion and concern expressed across his
face. Captain Jack turns and shouts to the others.
CAPTAIN JACK (CONT'D)
Everyone out on the deck towards the bow!
John get the life raft off the roof!
JOHN
Okay!
Everyone grabs what belongings they can salvage in their hands and packs.
Captain Jack, pulls out the life preservers, stored from under one of the
wheelhouse seats and quickly hands them out to everyone.
CAPTAIN JACK
Everyone put these on!
The entire crew except for the Gwitchen put the life preservers on. The Gwitchen
strap their duffle bags on their backs.
Thor, Njord, Galar, John and the two Gwitchen rush out of the wheelhouse.

EXT. SKANDIA DECK - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, CAPTAIN JACK, GALAR, NJORD, THOR, MOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE)
John climbs up the ladder to the top of the wheelhouse, where a life raft is
mounted. The two Gwitchen Mootchee and Gootchee follow him.
Captain Jack, Galar, Njord, and Thor with his new found weapons worn, group
together forward and towards the bow of the deck.
John tosses the raft down onto the deck, as he simultaneously pulls the cord to
inflate the life raft, expecting everyone to enter as soon as it lands.
Thor is quietly whispering to Captain Jack as he, Njord and Galar are all standing
next to the Captain.
THOR
(whispering)
Why don't you want him to know who you are?
CAPTAIN JACK
He doesn't need to know right now!
The forward portion of the boat is starting to tilt up, at a dangerous angle level,
just as John looks up to see the rest of the crew starting to disappear in a
spectrum of beamed light coming from above, which saturates and engulfs
Captain Jack, Njord, Thor, and Galar in a blinding light.
John looks out towards the light beaming down on the other crew members.
Captain Jack turns and looks back at John's panicking face.
CAPTAIN JACK (CONT'D)
(loudly)
We will meet again soon!
The crew disappears in the beam of strange light coming from an unknown
source from the sky.
CAMERA PANS 180 DEGREES AND SWOOSHES IN CLOSE ON John,
Mootchee and Gootchee who are still standing on the roof of the wheelhouse.
JOHN
Oh, shit! They just left me here!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Don't forget about us!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN

Yes! Us - life raft - now!
John, and the two Gwitchen Mootchee and Gootchee jump down from the
wheelhouse roof and onto the deck, where they slide into the raft hatch door, just
as the waves breech the boat's deck.
John is seen zipping the hatch door up from inside of the life raft.
EXT. AERIAL NORTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN - MINUTES LATER
A Coast Guard helicopter is searching and hovering in mid-air aiming a spotlight
down on the ocean waves a short distance from a life raft which can be barely
seen by the spot light's reflections off of the waves, below but not targeted by the
spot light beam, as the life raft is bobbing in the ocean during a dark stormy
night.
Helicopter search lights beaming down onto the dark ocean waves suddenly
shine on the one lonely life raft bobbing in the sea.
COAST GUARD CREW MEMBER 1 is lowered down towards the ocean waves
on a safety line with a body harness attached to the end.
Coast Guard Crew Member 1 continues to be lowered in position next to the life
raft, where he drops into the water, but still attached to a life line and second
body harness.
Coast Guard Crew Member 1 starts to open the life raft hatch by unzipping the
portal.
COAST GUARD CREW MEMBER 1
Can anyone hear me?
INT. LIFE RAFT - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, MOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE)
John pulls out the galactic alien weapons he'd taken off of the dead galactic
aliens and hands them to Mootchee.
JOHN
(whispering)
Mootchee, wrap these up with the
Leekkapeekka cloth and hang on to them.
When we're rescued, I don't want them found.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Understood!

Mootchee and Gootchee pull out their large handkerchief size cloth which makes
objects invisible when wrapped. The weapons disappear from view.
Mootchee and Gootchee place the weapons in their Gwitchen duffle bags which
also can not be seen, because the Gwitchen clothes are transparent and invisible
too. (Accommodations for Gwitchen decency should be taken by the artistic
value of special effects - transparent creatures over transparent clothes which
are the colour of a soft-fluffy white).
The life raft hatch door zipper can be seen being unzipped from the outside.
Coast Guardsman 1 and ocean waves comes into view.
JOHN
(loudly, to the Coast Guardsman)
Yes, I hear you!
Coast Guardsman 1 hands John the body harness which is attached to the
safety line. John puts the body harness on and grabs both ends of the buckling
belts.
COAST GUARD CREW MEMBER 1
Buckle up! We're going to pull you out of here!
Unseen by the Coast Guardsman, the two Gwitchen now hang on to John, with
Mootchee holding on to John's head with his legs over John's shoulders. And
Gootchee riding piggy back with his legs wrapped around John's torso.
John takes the life line belt hook like latch and fastens it around his waist which is
attached to the body harness.
Coast Guard Crew Member 1 reaches in helps pull John from the life raft and
through the port hole like entrance.
EXT. AERIAL OCEAN NIGHT - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN)
John's body harness is attached to the Coast
Guardsman's harness's lifeline which is
attached to the main survival life line.
The two men are hoisted up in the air. Mootchee and Gootchee are hanging on
to John for dear life!
Coast Guardsman 1 and John with the two Gwitchen hanging on John are pulled
into the hovering helicopter by two other Coast Guardsmen who are COAST
GUARDSMAN 2 AND COAST GUARD RADIOMAN 2.
INT. HELICOPTER CENTER - CONTINUOUS

(HELICOPTER PILOT, JOHN, COAST GUARD CREW, GWITCHEN)
The HELICOPTER PILOT turns and looks back at his survivor and crewman.
The back of a CO-PILOT can be seen next to the pilot.
COAST GUARD RADIO MAN 1 and COAST GUARD CREWMEMBER 2 are
positioned aft in the craft new the sliding helicopter door.
HELICOPTER PILOT
How many more survivors are there down
there?
Coast Guard Crewmember 1 looks forward towards the Helicopter pilot.
COAST GUARD CREW MEMBER 1
None sir! He was the sole survivor in the raft!
Coast Guardsman 2 and Coast Guard Radioman 1 help pull their comrade and
John inside. Coast Guard Radioman 1 begins to unbuckle and talk to John.
COAST GUARD RADIOMAN 1
How many life rafts were there on board? How
many of your crew escaped alive when the
boat went down? What happened?
John turns and looks at the questioners.
JOHN
(sincerely, but excitedly rapid)
There was only one life raft. There were seven
of us. You just saved us three who are here. A
sea serpent and some weird creatures
attacked us. Everyone survived, but they
disappeared in a strange beam of light. One of
them took my mall! I don't think that you will
find them. And, this huge sea serpent spoke
this word that sounded like Kraken and then
fled away into the sea! The Captain said it
meant Peace.
COAST GUARD RADIOMAN 1
(disbelief)
Okay! What's your name? And, where are the
other two survivors that are here?
JOHN
John. Oh, I mean there were five of us. Only I
am here. My name is John.

COAST GUARD RADIOMAN 1
Okay. That's a somewhat better answer.
COAST GUARD CREW MEMBER 1
Captain we have another fisherman here.
Oceanic delusions!
The two Gwitchen are giggling.
HELICOPTER PILOT
Roger. It's pretty dangerous out here in this
storm. We'll make one more pass and head in.
EXT. ATMOSPHERE - HELICOPTER - CONTINUOUS
The helicopter changes its positioning then, zooms off in a circling motion
representing the expanded search for more survivors.
The helicopter's lights are seen in the distant night sky as it disappears into the
night.
EXT. AERIAL ABOVE LOCAL AIRPORT - CONTINUOUS
The helicopter hovers in the air, then descends and lands next to a helicopter
hanger.
EXT. LOCAL AIRPORT - CONTINUOUS
(HOLIDAY, POLICEMAN 1 & 2, JOHN, MEDICS, TOWN'S PEOPLE) t
An ambulance, MEDIC 1 and MEDIC 2, a police car, POLICEMAN 1 and
POLICEMAN 2 are at the landing scene as well as a GROUP of concerned
TOWNS PEOPLE, including John's girlfriend, Holiday.
John is being escorted towards the ambulance by three Coast Guardsmen after
he hops unaided out of the helicopter. John is followed by the two Gwitchen
Mootchee and Gootchee.
COAST GUARD RADIOMAN 1
John, we think you need to go to the hospital
for a day or two. Hop in the ambulance for us,
please?
JOHN
Look, I am okay! Thank you very much for
saving my life. But, I am okay!

POLICEMAN 1 walks up to the Coast Guard crew who are escorting John and
walking towards the policeman and the waiting ambulance.
POLICEMAN 1
I need to get a statement from the survivor!
COAST GUARD CREW MEMBER 1
Sorry sir. Delusions. Fisherman. We need to
go to the hospital first.
POLICEMAN 1
I'll make my own evaluation. Let me talk to him.
COAST GUARDSMAN 2
Sir, with all due respect, the survivor is in La-La
land. He's talking sea serpents and creatures!
He thinks we saved part of his crew and
claims sea-serpents were speaking to him. We
believe he needs to see a doctor first!
POLICEMAN 1
(professional, then laughing)
Okay! Then, I'll take your statements as soon
as he's in the ambulance. Then, I'll see him
later. By the way, what did the sea-serpents
say to him?
John silent to the interrogation request of Policeman 1 turns towards the
policeman.
JOHN
(firm, sternly)
Kraken! That's what the creature said, Kraken!
COAST GUARD CREW MEMBER 1
John. We risked our lives to save you and your
crew. We're asking you to remain calm and see
a doctor first as a favour to us.
JOHN
Okay! You have yourself a deal.
Holiday rushes up through the group to John with tears of joy in her eyes, as she
hugs him with a big emotional hug.
HOLIDAY
I was so worried about you when I heard your
boat went down.

JOHN
I'm okay, Holiday.
Holiday starts crying as she places her head on his shoulder.
COAST GUARD RADIOMAN 1
Madam, we have to take him to the hospital
and have him checked out. Please.
Holiday breaks her hug and steps back, while John looks into her eyes.
JOHN
Meet me at the hospital.
John gives Holiday a short quick kiss on the lips. Holiday nods affirmatively and
rushes away from the crowd.
John hops into the ambulance by himself. His two Gwitchen companions follow
him into the ambulance.
INT. AMBULANCE - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN)
John lays down on the mobile bed, while
MEDIC 1 starts taking his blood pressure and
temperature. MEDIC 2 closes ambulance
door.
EXT. LOCAL AIRPORT - CONTINUOUS
(POLICEMAN 1, POLICEMAN 2, MEDICS, COAST GUARDSMEN)
Medic 2 proceeds to the driver's door and gets into the ambulance's driver's seat.
Policeman 1, Policeman 2, and the Coast Guardsmen are standing next to each
other as the ambulance pulls away.
POLICEMAN 1
I wonder what Kraken means? Strange word!
But, I will put it in my report!
COAST GUARDSMAN 2
Officer, we pull a lot of fishermen out of the
sea. Most of them are delusional or psychotic
after their ordeals. I'm sure Kraken means
nothing!
INT. OCEANIC GALACTIC ALIEN CITY - LATER

CAMERA ZOOM IN FROM DISTANCE of an oceanic view of a huge transparent
bubble like entrance along the walls of an oceanic cavern TO TIGHT ON AND
RE-FOCUS THROUGH bubble as the CAMERA PANS AROUND the open area
just below the bubble opening. Galactic alien weaponry are mounted along the
high cavern walls, the ground is level and cultured like a huge arena or landing
pad.
CAMERA ANGLE DOWN from Cavern ceiling on a large strange looking Galactic
alien space craft materializing on the landing pad.
50 GALACTIC ALIENS disembark the space craft. Galactic alien space craft
immediately disappears into thin air.
CAMERA ON numerous tunnels leading from this first area to many other
directions. CAMERA ZOOM IN THROUGH a section of the cavern walls has
been removed, where there is a section just off from the entrance where an
under sea but air breathable cavern containing a huge galactic alien city is
situated. FRAME ON Galactic alien city.
INT. GALACTIC ALIEN FOOD PRODUCTION PROCESSING CENTER CONTINUOUS
A SQUAD of 100 GALACTIC ALIENS are stationed around various areas of a
huge humanoid food production processing plant.
A HERD OF 1,000 HUMANOIDS are forced into a large cavernous room from a
side entrance of the cavern.
Instantly sheets of glass like dividers descend from the ceiling dividing the
humans into almost perfect rows, like a parade of military men by the hundreds.
One side of the cavern wall suddenly ascends upwards exposing long rows of
conveyor like machines, with spread eagle humanoid like formed impressions to
be filled with a human body. The glass like dividers suddenly shift forward
knocking the first rows of humanoids into the processing forms. A strange
metallic covering instantly slides over the humans. Promptly a procession of
strange light beams make a huge amount of surgical like cuts along what
appears to be lines in the processing forms dividing the human body into
sections like a chicken factory. Head, hands, feet, calves, upper thighs, upper
legs, lower legs, upper arms, lower arms, ribs where the sectional body parts
move onto another conveyor belt. At the end of the cavernous room, strange
machines begin to package the humanoid flesh, in what appears to be a never
ending production process.
INT. ZY'S OCEANIC COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(ZY, ZY-10, ZY-11, ZY-5, ZY-20, Z-16, ZY-4, ZY-6, ZY-9, ZY-16, ZY-19)

CAMERA FRAMES ON a secondary cave like building with an entrance opening,
but no doors, which is the Galactic Alien leader's Command Center.
The Command Center is filled with holograph maps of Midgard, the Milky Way,
and other Galaxies on consoles, with other projections of detailed oceanic
topographical maps of thousands of Galactic Alien oceanic cavernous cities,
including their locations around the globe. Other graphic posters show various
galactic space craft, food processing plants, and alien weaponry.
GALACTIC ALIEN ZY is positioned in a throne like chair before a strange looking
table with twenty of his High Command in attendance holding counsel. He
remains silent as he listens to his colony's problems.
ZY-10
Zy we must secure a peace treaty with the
humanoids, if we are to secure our species
survival on this planet. This message comes to
you from all of our colonies.
ZY-11
Our planetary population growth expands our
needs for increased food supplies. There is too
much competition with the humanoids for
oceanic protein consumption.
ZY-5
We have constructed an emergency
experimental humanoid food production
processing center. Zy has selectively
harvested the humanoids to assure minimal
impact on this new food source and maintain
adequate food supplies for Zy.
ZY-20
The oceans of this planet are almost depleted.
We must increase our protein production 1000
percent soon.
Z-16
Our population growth is steadily increasing.
Our female reproduction rate requires a treaty
of Peace with the humanoids soon or we are
going to run out of food.
ZY
There is ample food on this planet to sustain
our species. The colonies are authorized to
diversify their food sources. This will protect

the biospheric balance until we can secure a
treaty with the humanoids.
ZY-4
The humanoid is rich in nutrients. Our regional
colony has conveniently packaged food
samples in the skin. Harvesting is a simple
manner of collection for use of this sub-species
as food.
ZY-6
Zy studies indicate we can achieve very high
levels of synthesis in the humanoid proteins.
Apart from the consumption of whole
humanoid, several of the human proteins are
purified and can be used in our food industry.
ZY-9
There is enormous potential for humanoid
production on a planetary scale and for
intergalactic trade. The taste of humanoid flesh
is excellent.
ZY-10
Our small harvests have prompted the
development of strategies for the use of the
female humanoid as a "bioreactor" - a
transgenic organism naturally designed to
produce commercially useful quantities of
valuable proteins for planetary trade with other
Zy colonies.
ZY
Provide a brief description of quantities needed
to sustain our species. Include in your report,
production processing standards, commercial
uses to contribute to their flavour with improved
disease resistance of the harvested crop.
ZY-4
Zy, human processing is a well-established
enterprise. We only need to expand our
production. Our largest plant can handle 1.6
million humans per day. Through the use of
high-speed cutting machines. This planet has
billions of this sub-species available on the
surface for harvest.

ZY-16
If we secure a treaty where we can create our
own humanoid herds for harvest, we can use
our technology is to increase humanoid
reproduction. Then we can genetically
engineer our herds to produce specifically
designed antibodies effective against
microorganisms that cause diseases in Zy.
ZY-9
Through biogenetic designed mating,
conventional breeding and careful selection a
very successful production of superior
humanoids for Zy taste and consumption will
be establish in a short time. This strategy will
exploit the genetic variability that already exists
in the planetary population.
ZY-4
Zy can genetically engineer the human to grow
faster, reproduce earlier and increase our
humanoid herd populations as well as meet an
increase of our expanding population's
consumption if we secure a treaty of Peace
with the humanoids now.
ZY-19
Zy, we require protein for our species survival.
We are now rationing food. We need food.
ZY
Zy seeks contact and terms for Peace
acceptable humanoids. Present these terms to
the sub-species leaders. Zy does not harm
leaders. Zy seeks only Peace. Zy harvests only
sufficient humanoids to sustain our species
and create our own herds for consumption. We
do not tolerate sub-species non compliance
with our terms.
REFOCUS WIDE 45 DEGREE SIDE ANGLE ON a squad of NINE GALACTIC
ALIEN WARRIORS coming in the cavern entrance of Zy's Command Center
whom carry in the nine dead comrade BODIES and lay them before their leader
ZY.
WIDE CAMERA ON Zy who looks down at the bodies. Zy positions himself
above the female.

Zy leans down opening one of her pouches to view one of the dead alien babies.
FRAME ON and ZOOM IN on ZY'S FACE as the leader raises its head, in rage,
with a disgust and hatred anger in the leader's expressions and eyes, as its
protruding second mouth instantly extends out with a hissing voice, subtitled in
the speech between the leader and his warriors.
ZY (CONT'D)
How?
GALACTIC ALIEN WARRIOR
The humanoids must have new weapons!
ZY
Impossible!
GALACTIC ALIEN WARRIOR
Our patrol has no survivors. Their weapons
were taken.
ZY
Take our casualties to the biological repair unit.
Interrogate them after life restoration and
resuscitation.
GALACTIC ALIEN WARRIOR
Nidhögg freed.
The Nine Galactic Alien Warriors pick up their fallen comrades and remove them
from Zy's Command Center. Zy turns towards his council.
ZY
(confused hissing word, Kraken for
Peace)
Casualties, prior to Zy peace terms by
humanoids are impossible! Peace with humans
is critical. Alert all colonies of possible
dimensional space-time continuum distortion.
Zy seeks contact with humanoid leaders for
terms of Peace. Peace is crucial for our
survival.
Zy looks down at the dead corpses and the two babies, jerking another
expression of facial rage as he turns his head away and pulls his second mouth
into his first mouth, like a human sucking in a long thick noodle.
INT. OCEANIC GALACTIC ALIEN CITY MEDICAL FACILITY - MOMENTS
LATER

The nine galactic alien bodies are laid on medical like beds, where strange
scanners and biological repair beams reconstruct the damaged heads almost
instantaneously.
INT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT - LATER
(POLICEMAN 1, POLICEMAN 2)
Policeman 1 who was on the officer on duty and took the report of the Skandia
boat sinking, is at his desk when he is handed a computer communication by
Policeman 2 requesting more information on his report.
POLICEMAN 2
Here you go Mack! Have you ever heard of the
UNCIA?
POLICEMAN 1
Nope.
POLICEMAN 2
International Agency. Seems one of the words
in your report has sparked our international
intelligence agency's interest! They're
requesting more information.
POLICEMAN 1
Yea, what word's that?
POLICEMAN 2
Kraken!
POLICEMAN 1
Kraken? That was the case of the delusional
fisherman.
POLICEMAN 2
Well, they want a copy of your entire file on the
case. I will give you a copy of my report too.
POLICEMAN 1
Sure, no problem here!
POLICEMAN 2
Strange case for sure!
POLICEMAN 1
(laughing)

Strange? I don't think the case was so strange.
I was going to follow the case up, and interview
the guy, but when I heard him with my own
ears, talking about sea monsters speaking to
him. Well, I decided to let the shrinks handle
the interrogation. How many times have we
heard the fishermen talk down at the bars
when they're drunk as a skunk? Ninety-nine
percent bullshit.
POLICEMAN 2
I know what you mean. But the case is still
strange.
POLICEMAN 1
How so?
POLICEMAN 2
The boat, the Captain and the crew! They we
re all new, except our local boy. The Skandia
was old man Aegir's boat. I went to see his wife
because I thought he went down with the boat.
Instead, he was home. He told me, he sold it
for cash to some one eyed Captain who had a
midget and another guy with him. Other than
that, we can't I.D. any of the crew that went
down with her. Put that report with your
observations of some survivor talking to sea
monsters. Well, to me that's strange when
some international agency asks for more
information.
POLICEMAN 1
Well, maybe I could interview the survivor and
place some names on the crew.
POLICEMAN 2
Damn Mack, didn't you read the Coast Guard
reports. The guy thought he had two imaginary
friends with him when they pull him out of the
ocean. If I were you, I'd just send the reports in
as is.
POLICEMAN 1
I guess you're right. Let's go get some donuts
and coffee.

INT. UTGARDIAN VESSEL SVADILFARI - CONTINUOUS
(GALAR, NJORD, SURT, THOR, VODTHIN, CAPTAIN JACK, HOLIDAY, JOHN)
Vodthin, Thor, Njord, and Galar are seated at council with their Utgarðian host
Surt, the Supreme Commander of the Utgarðian Space Fleet.
Galar and Thor are in awe of the Utgarðian presence and space craft.
THOR
To be here on your ship, is like being back in
time. My memory is like yesterday!
GALAR
Amazing!
Surt walks up to the three hybrid-Asgardians and speaks specifically to
VODTHIN (Captain Jack) who is in the process of taking off the patch over his
eye and fake beard.
SURT
Greetings. Did you find what you were looking
for, Vodthin?
VODTHIN
You are deceptive Surt! Those readings of an
unknown Ásgarðian meant nothing.
SURT
We are cautious Vodthin! You shouldn't be
reading over an Utgarðian shoulder. You never
asked me what those readings are about. Only
by the grace of Mimir, do I dare trust you with
this destiny! Otherwise I would kill you myself!
VODTHIN
Mimir and I made an agreement if this destiny
were to prevail! I'm here with this memory with
a commitment to Peace and our alliance!
SURT
Tell us more Vodthin! Only you and Mimir know
the future of this destiny. His records were not
completed! We only have you to tell us how do
Utgard and Midgard survive in this destiny?
VODTHIN

We survive! That's how! You were monitoring
and testing me, by putting that Utgarðian
equipment on the fishing boat!
SURT
The moment your dimensional visual
imprintation completed your biomicromolecular
signature, we knew who you are. Only Vodthin
would recognize and know how to use the very
same equipment we installed on your vessel
Sleipnir.
VODTHIN
The equipment on Skandia was the very first
thing I noticed. But, how did you know I was
going to buy that very boat?
Surt points over to a strange looking circular monitor with many control buttons
on a circular console engulfing the central circular monitor. Surt walks over to the
monitor where Vodthin, Galar, Njord, and Thor follow him and watch.
Surt pushes some buttons.
SURT
The readings I just entered are for John.
Suddenly, the central circular monitor changes. The circular monitor appears as if
nothing is between them and the earth below, where the monitor is like super
telescopic lens aimed at the ground zooming through the atmosphere. The
images continually enlarge and sharpen. First the image of a coast line, then, a
nearby city changes to a block and the block changes to a detailed image of a
street, which zooms into become an image of a specific building and finally an
image of a specific individual walking with his girl friend. The image is slightly
angled showing John and his girlfriend Holiday walking towards a university
building, as if there was a video camera showing such a detailed vision, the
viewers would feel they are not two feet away from the faces of these human
objects of interest.
Surt pushes another button. Audio is engaged and applied to the visual image of
John and Holiday. Vodthin, Thor, Njord, and Galar look down with intense
interest into the circular monitor as if they are watching a movie being played out.
CAMERA ANGLE TO AND CLOSE UP on John and Holiday.
JOHN
Are you going to give me a kiss before our
classes start or not?

HOLIDAY
(pouting, extremely hurt)
No, I am angry at you! You promised me you
were coming over last night. You never
showed up and you never answered your
telephone! I waited hours for you and went to
bed crying.
JOHN
Holiday, I have been writing my term paper on
why galaxies are shaped like a hurricane which
it because they are centrally pancaked and
enveloped inside of a spherical body shell of
dark matter, containing the expansion of dark
energy. Therefore, each galaxy has its own
space time continuum and is held in place.
HOLIDAY
(assertive)
Well, John, you could give me a little of your
space time continuum and pancake me! I need
some affection! You are always studying.
JOHN
(remorsefully)
I'm sorry Holiday. How about tonight you come
over to my house and you help me formulize
my research notes for my term paper. This is a
really deep subject. I could use your help. Then
we can take affection breaks.
HOLIDAY
(smiling, affectionately flirtatious)
My major isn't astrophysics. But, I know a
subject you can really get deep into. So, how
about if I come over to your house, watch
some television, and listen to some tunes while
you're studying. Then, on our affection break,
I'll show you what my subject is?
John laughs, and then puts his arm around Holiday as they continue walking up
the steps to enter the college building.
JOHN
Okay Holiday! You got your self a date!

CAMERA PANS AROUND FROM circular table top like monitor AND CLOSES
IN ON Surt, Vodthin, Njord, Thor and Galar still standing around the telescopic
monitor.
SURT
Do you recognize him?
THOR
That's our John. Damn, that boy has some
Aesir genes in him. His sweetheart is a beauty!
VODTHIN
This technology reminds me of one of my
thrones. Why do you monitor this Ásgarðian
hybrid named John?
SURT
To protect Utgarð’s future from you! And to
assure Midgarðians of a peacemaker and hope
for peace. We learned long ago, that you were
genetically modifying the original Midgarðian
humanoids with warrior genes. This is why we
held Balder captive and relocated him to
Midgard. His genetic signature lacks this very
gene. This John is the descendant of the first
John who was Balder's second son and the
only pure Ásgarðian to be born on Midgard
without a warrior gene.
VODTHIN
(shocked)
What? Me?
VODTHIN (CONT'D)
(sarcastically, questioning)
You waste crucial time monitoring a
peacemaker, when we need highly technical
Aesir warriors and battle ready spacecraft with
weapons capable of neutralizing a paradox so
terrible that our very species survival depends
on preparing for war?
SURT
(angrily)
Sometimes Vodthin you are so intelligent that
you are ignorant! Why was Balder, the
peacemaker an Aesir Warrior?

VODTHIN
Because I like him and I am the king. I even
make Loki an honorary Aesir because he was
the only Utgarðian I liked besides Mimir.
SURT
And, you were so stupid by failing to recognize
the Utgarðian term Loki is our expression for
the position of Ambassador. He was our
Ambassador to Asgard. Our peacemaker! And,
he led the attack on Asgard!
VODTHIN
Loki means Ambassador? Hmmm. I learn
something new all of the time in this destiny.
So, why monitor this John?
SURT
There is no greater warrior, than an intelligent
species who lives in, and believe in knowing
the power of the word called peace. It is John
who is destined to lead the attack against
paradox. He is the peacemaker. The ultimate
warrior for survival of the humanoids as a
species.
NJORD
John?
VODTHIN
John?
SURT
John. You must assure me that Tyr's company
hires John.
VODTHIN
Are you so sure about that? I have observed
many Utgarðian errors. First of all, the galactic
aliens were already here on Midgard before
they stole one of your vessels! Secondly, these
creatures of paradox are not from another
galaxy. The galactic aliens are Alpha
Centaurians, our galactic brothers. They stole
your vessel to get back to this galaxy and their
closest colony was on Midgard. So why are

you so sure that John is so crucial to defeating
them?
Surt walks over to another console and pushes a button which creates a
holographic globe of Midgard. The four Ásgarðian hybrids follow Surt, but stand
aside as observers.
SURT
How do I know? I know because Utgarðian
technology is and was far superior to your
Ásgarðian technology. I recall Loki was sharing
some of our technological advances with your
species as equal brothers. We gave you
advanced tools such as Thor's Mjollnir, the belt
of strength, and even your spacecraft Sleipnir
is from Utgarðian technology. Being stupid you
considered them tribute to your reign as King
of the Nine worlds.
VODTHIN
That is because I am the King.
SURT
No, that's because you're arrogant and you're
ignorant on many scientific technologies, which
created a situation where your planet and
species was destroyed. Utgard withheld its
most advanced wisdom and technologies from
your species such as time gates and star
blasters.
Vodthin looks sternly angry at Surt but remains silent.
NJORD
Time gates?
SURT
Watch the holographic trajectory for
Midgarðian’s time gate into the future.
Surt goes over and begins to push buttons on the console which created the
holographic image of Midgard.
A small miniature replica of an Utgarðian spacecraft appears and is orbiting the
Midgard holograph near the Northern polar cap. The tiny vessel suddenly breaks
its orbital position and swoops down through the atmosphere towards the
planet's polar surface. At a trajectory angle of descent on a collision course with

the surface, the vessel suddenly reverses course like a boomerang on an upward
swing.
Surt is still pushing buttons as the Aesir continue to watch the holographic
imagery.
The holograph now shows the tiny vessel entering a small swirling grayish cloud
from the small end of the funnel, similar to the shape of a tornado.
The holograph now show the tiny vessel entering the top wider funnel like
swirling grayish cloud and descending down and out of the smaller end nearer
the ground.
Instantly, the entire holographic event suddenly repeats the very same scenario.
The four Ásgarðian hybrids intensely watch the holograph in bewilderment.
EXT. MIDGARD ATMOSPHERE - NORTH POLE - DAY
SVADILFARI, the Utgarðian space vessel in a Midgarðian orbital position sudden
changes course and enters into a descending Midgarðian Northern Polar
trajectory course.
HIGH ALTITUDE CAMERA ZOOM DOWN on Utgarðian Spacecraft racing into
the Midgarðian Atmosphere.
CAMERA SWOOSH IN TIGHT on the Utgarðian Spacecraft with its three
pronged Trident Emblem showing on the side of the craft with the Utgarðian
symbols identifying the ship as SVADILFARI as it flashes through the lower
Earth's atmosphere towards the North Pole.
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE UP ON Utgarðian vessel changing the vessel's
trajectory course in a manner similar to a curve ball, downward towards the never
ending.
CAMERA CLOSE IN on Utgarðian vessel abruptly swinging the craft upward into
a small gray swirling cloud of fog, similar to the eye of a tornado, which is also
part of the cloud covering.
The Utgarðian vessel disappears into the depths of the tunnel.
INT. UTGARDIAN VESSEL SVADILFARI - CONTINUOUS
(GALAR, NJORD, SURT, THOR, VODTHIN, JOHN)
Surt walks over to Vodthin, Thor, Njord, and Galar who are standing near the
holograph. Vodthin continues to curiously stare at the holographic image.
VODTHIN

So, other than watch a holograph of Midgard
and a miniature Utgarðian vessel what is
suppose to be happening here?
SURT
We just passed through Midgarðian’s time gate
into the future. Time gates are located at the
precise electromagnetic poles on all orbital
galactic bodies. The planetary time curvature is
a fixed space-time drag specific to a particular
planet enabling our vessels to move from the
future to the past and from the past to the
future. The fixed maximum drag of the
Midgarðian space time continuum is precisely
30 years to the nanosecond. We are able to do
this because time gates possess the
gravitational quantum properties and nature of
the resulting space-time drag where mass can
penetrate a different time-space dimension
occupying the same multi-dimensional position.
Gravity, time and space are not single
dimensional, but are two dimensional quantum,
exclusive of dark matter and energy.
Galar finally gets enough courage to questioningly speak out for the group.
GALAR
So, what you are telling us, is that by using
these time gates we can travel up to 30 years
in the past or 30 years in the future from the
present.
SURT
That's correct for Midgard only. In fact, I have
just taken our vessel into Midgarð’s future via
the Midgarðian North Pole. To travel back into
the past, we must use the Midgarðian's time
gate located at the South Pole.
THOR
How far into the future have we come?
SURT
Far enough for me to show you what John's
impact on paradox is, if you need to see it to
believe
it.

VODTHIN
You mean we have traveled into the
Midgarðian future?
SURT
Just slightly by exactly 2 months, 13 days, 7
hours, 46 minutes and 37.3 seconds. We will
remain in this time for 5 minutes.
NJORD
Why did you bring us into the future exactly 2
months, 13 days, 7 hours, 46 minutes and
whatever seconds?
SURT
John's curiosity of Mjollnir powers has led him
into the field of astrophysics. Tyr is the
president of International Aerodynamics.
Vodthin had to be convinced of John's impact
for a recommendation to Tyr so that John is
employed. It is John's research that brings forth
new weaponry, new spacecraft designs, new
propulsion systems, new applications of
gravitational technology pertaining to time and
dimensional quantum travel by teleportation,
including calculations that time gate exists and
is used for our very species survival.
VODTHIN
Surt, I am surprised by this ability to travel in
time and know of this time gate. But, if you
wanted me to assure you that John is hired by
Tyr. All you had to do was ask me. I believe
you. Consider him hired. I will make sure his
university is sent an application and a recruiter
to specifically select our genius peacemaker
for the job. It seems to me that it is the
Utgarðians who are so intelligent that at times
they are ignorant.
SURT
Thank you Vodthin for the compliment. If you
would kindly follow me over to the planetary
visual monitor, I will be assured that this trip
with you has accomplished this very minor
change in destiny.

Surt, Vodthin, Thor, Galar, and Njord walk back over to the circular monitor.
Surt begins to push some buttons which control the visual imagery.
The telescopic imagery of the monitor zooms down through the atmosphere to
the large industrial park of International Aerodynamics and finally to the parking
lot out in front of the main building. The imagery now focuses on a car which is
just pulling to a parking stall. A closer image shows the person who is getting out
of the driver's seat is John.
John is dressed nicely in a white shirt, blue tie, brown lace shoes, blue jeans, as
he leans back into the car and grabs a brown brief case. John closes his vehicle
door and hastily walks towards the main entrance of International aerodynamics.
CAMERA PANS AROUND AND ANGLES ON Surt, Vodthin, Thor, and Galar
watching John enter the building simultaneously with 20 other employees.
SURT
(smirking)
Thank you again Vodthin. This time today's
Midgarðian future is John's first day at work for
International Aerodynamics. It's a Monday
morning , and its precisely 7:46 and 37.3
seconds a.m. Midgarðian time.
VODTHIN
Why are you thanking me again? I told you
he'd be hired.
SURT
I guess I am so intelligent that I'm just a little
confused. It seems the last time, I came into
the Midgarðian future at this precise time, John
was still unemployed.
VODTHIN
There's nothing to be confused about. Last
time you never asked me to have Tyr hire him.
SURT
Yes, I did. Think back before we went through
time gate the second time. The first time I took
us back to the precise time that we entered
time gate. So the first time in your mind didn't
happen. The only recall any of you would have
would be a repeat of watching the vessel
holographically travel though time gate twice.

NJORD
Oh. I think Surt's right Vodthin.
THOR
Yea, I think I saw a double holographic
something too.
GALAR
Me too!
VODTHIN
Well, I didn't see it, and I am the King. So, it
didn't happen. Surt's confused, and so are you
three. I hired John the first time, because I said
so.
SURT
John is one of the sign of the times, which
Mimir had documented, to assure Asgardians
and Utgarðians made contact on peaceful
terms in this destiny! Simple genetic memory
recall verification factors. Now, I trust Vodthin a
little more, but not totally.
Surt walks the Asgardians over to the biogenetic micromolecular readings
coming out of a console. The readings superimpose four different sets of
readings as a match with Utgarðian labels for Balder, Nanna, the ancient John
and John.
SURT (CONT'D)
These readings are proof that John is, who we
say he is.
THOR
John's biogenetic micromolecular readings are
hybrid-Ásgarðian directly linked to Balder and
Nanna. These readings indicate he is the
descended of this second son, that we, the
Aesir was unaware of.
SURT
That's correct.
INT. INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH - DAY
(JOHN, TYR, MOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE)

Tyr is escorting John down one of the buildings hallways to John's new office
while talking. Gootchee and Mootchee are following behind.
TYR
John, making you our head engineer in our
astrophysics division is a major gamble I'm
personally taking. We need new systems and
new designs that work. We need this project
moving.
Tyr hands John a folder.
TYR (CONT'D)
This folder contains our objectives, our
production capabilities and specifications to be
met.
JOHN
Give me the budget, the freedom to
incorporate my designs, and knowledge, and I
guarantee you, you will have what you want
and even better!
TYR
I hired you and now I've made you the boss.
Your budget is a blank check.
JOHN
This is my dream come true! I am going to
surprise you, like you have never dreamed of.
TYR'S
I sure hope so! We need something totally
different that works and out on the production
now!
FADE TO:
INT. INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER
(JOHN, TYR, TWO HUNDRED EMPLOYEES)
John is holding a conference with over 200 International aerodynamics
EMPLOYEES who are astrophysicists, chemists, other engineers and
technicians, including Tyr who are all seated and in attendance. John has a
microphone attached to his necktie. There is a large screen mounted on a stand
in front of the curtains and a projector next to the podium.

Off to the side of the curtains, on the large screen lists the bathyspheres
essential system breakdowns:
The nine general categories of subsystems found on the bathyspheres are (1)
power supply; (2) on-board propulsion; (3) communications; (4) attitude control
which is maintaining a spacecraft's orientation toward a specific direction and
pointing precisely at selected targets; (5) environmental control which includes
regulation of internal gravity, temperature and pressure and removal of toxic
substances; (6) guidance and velocity control; (7) computer and auxiliary
hardware; (8) structure of the skeleton framework of the spacecraft that
physically supports all other subsystems; and (9) engineering instruments that
monitor the status of the spacecraft. There is a huge detailed view of a flying
saucer mounted on a auditorium like draping curtain, which has a spheroid
center with a plate like section surrounding the spheroid.
Two EMPLOYEES are stationed to open the huge draping curtain when directed
by John.
John walks over to the huge detailed view of the flying saucer and with a pointer
placed at one end, then to the other, he begins his introduction.
JOHN
Hello Ladies and Gentleman. I am here to
introduce you to International Aerodynamics
new space vehicle which is the first to come
out of production. The bathysphere in size is
1,000 meters! This vehicle is capable of
oceanic, atmospheric and intergalactic travel.
The audience begins to clap their hands. John walks over to the projector and
turns it on. Appearing on the projector screen is an eclipse of the sun.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Some of you may wonder why I chose this
bathysphere design for our company's
spacecraft. This fact can be visually seen
clearly in this picture of the sun in an eclipse.
As all atoms have electrons, in addition to their
gravitational effect on one another, they also
have an electromagnetic effect on each other
throughout the universe. The photo shows us
universal implications for the manner in which
information propagates, as well as universal
travel. The first is that the universe propagates
spherically concentrically from the size of an
atom to the size of our planet and our sun.
Even harmonic wave propagation of sound is

considered to be in wave packets and each
nanometer cube will have the identical packet.
At some sound frequencies the vibrations of
the ear drum are as small as one billionth of a
centimeter ρ about one tenth the diameter of
the hydrogen atom! Wave packets of sound
are indeed nanometer in size as part of daily
reality. The genome or cell is a harmonic wave
and like sound, would propagate intact as
such. Another words, even life information
travels spherically concentrically as well as the
propagation of light waves and sound waves
as well as celestial bodies. Therefore, it is my
contention that the bathysphere is the most
perfect form of galactic travel.
John turns to the two employees who are stationed on the stage positioned to
open the curtains.
JOHN (CONT'D)
And, now if you gentlemen will open the
curtains, we shall for the first time, see and tour
our completed product prototype. All of us,
working as a team, made this dream come
true. This is the first of many more to come!
Thank you.
The audience begins to clap wildly!
The curtains open to show this huge majestic new spaceship, known as John's
bathysphere which is positioned inside the Final Production Hanger, which is the
adjacent building to the huge conference room.
INT. FINAL PRODUCTION HANGER - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, ASTROPHYSICIST 1)
The audience, many of whom begin to stand up, stares in awe, where sounds
from their lips express pride and amazement at this first preview of mankind's
first galactic space vehicle creation. A metallic looking flying saucer with the
name SLEIPNIR emblematized on the hull of the spacecraft.
JOHN
If everyone will proceed single file, we shall all
take the grand tour of Sleipnir, the first
bathysphere or to some, mankind's first flying
saucer! You will note throughout the tour, that
our chief engineers are stationed inside the

ship and will explain many of the features of
International Aerodynamics first civilian
spacecraft as well as answer any questions.
A ramp descends outward from the bathysphere suddenly which appears from a
section of the craft which showed no openings the very hatch opening appears to
be part of the very hull of the ship, and therefore hidden.
ASTROPHYSICIST 1 is standing by the ramp and begins his narrative of the
construction of the spacecraft. Next to the Astrophysicist is a huge poster of a
detailed drawing of the bathysphere, which is mounted on a temporary
chalkboard stand. The poster is a detailed drawing and a sectional drawing of the
bathysphere mounted on the blackboard, which looks like a spherical object
attached to a disk like (flying saucer) shaped outer wing, surrounding the central
sphere.
ASTROPHYSICIST 1
The bathysphere uses titanium, platinum, gold,
silver metallization, along with zirconium or
magnesium alloys, carbon and silicon. The
bathysphere consists of nine layers. 25%-outer layer, made of durable metal, 30%-second layer made of something similar to
rubber, the third layer comprises 30%--once
again metal. The final 4% is composed of a
special magnetic layer. When we charge this
magnetic layer with energy, our bathyspheres
will be able to maneuver through multidimensional space. We are also using
refractory materials of silica and reinforced
carbon-carbon material that withstand heat
directly for bathysphere heat shield.
John lead Tyr and the other engineers up the bathysphere ramp into the crafts
command center, which is centrally located inside of the spheroid.
JOHN
If you will observe the Captain's chair and his
console, the Captain of this bathysphere has
total access to the controls for all systems and
ship's main and backup computers. The
Captain can monitor, override, or engage
manual or auto-pilot on all systems in an
emergency or solo flights with voice activation
of the ship's computer system.
INT. BATHYSPHERE - CENTRAL DECK COMMAND CENTER - DAY

(CHEMICAL ENGINEER 1, JOHN, ASTROPHYSICIST 1, ASTRONOMER,
MECHANICAL ENGINEER, NAVIGATIONAL ENGINEER, ASTROPHYSICIST 2,
MATERIALS ENGINEER, PHYSICIST 1, TYR)
There is a holographic spherical like object being projected above one of the
bathysphere's consoles. The spheroid form shows a liquid like flow of iridescent
variety of shades of liquid purple streams, as the liquid split into a variety of
different streaming veins, where each stream has it own shade.
The streams are not mixing, and the cohesion energy within the veins is much
more than the cohesion energy between the separate veins.
Command Center Console Sections containing the various functions of the ship
are divided along the spheroid shell of the command center forming a complete
circle of bathysphere stations. The spheroid is divided into seven decks.
CHEMICAL ENGINEER 1 is standing next to the liquid crystal console as John
and the first 20 of the audience reach this section of the spacecraft.
CHEMICAL ENGINEER 1
Our liquid crystal shield can not be seen under
natural conditions and requires an extremely
cold environment. We monitor and control the
bathysphere radiation shield via our Liquid
Crystal Holographic Console.
JOHN
We have incorporated electromagnetic fields
and electrostatic charges covering the
wavelength spectrum which creates a
protective shell and shield around a spacecraft
against all forms of space radiation, highenergy particles, and projectiles. The
bathyspheres have an additional radiation
shield of cryogenic liquids for protection
against cosmic rays, microwave and solar
radiation. The energy shields will repel any
objects and divert the trajectory path of our
vessel to safe paths of travel.
CHEMICAL ENGINEER 1
John is correct. Our spacecraft is also
equipped with a multi-pole electrostatic
radiation shield, which is a radiation guard
made up of three, electrically charged spheres
set in a line along the axis of the ship. The
center sphere, is attached to the crew module,

and is positively charged, while two outrigger
spheres on either side carry a negative charge.
Together, the combination is enough to repel
both high-energy protons and electrons that
would otherwise penetrate a spacecraft.
JOHN
The key technology here is the power supply.
The primary factor is the amount of charge
available to drive these outriggers. This is why
we are using a four interfaced propulsion
systems.
John walks the single file group to the next section where ASTROPHYSICIST 1
is standing and ready to give a brief description of his station as he points out
some other equipment.
ASTROPHYSICIST 1
We measure time within the bathysphere, as
well as differential times from individual
planetary space time continuum with our
symmetrical crystal oscillators. There is an
additional advantage to our space travelers in
the bathysphere design. Inside the
bathysphere, we have our own time space
continuum therefore we have time gate. With
these buttons here, special exits at our polar
axis allow emergency departure up to 6 hours
into the future or the past.
John adds his input.
JOHN
Our Astrophysicist is correct. The bathysphere
also utilizes an electromagnetic pumping to
slow down or speed up the course of time to
maintain synchronization of our life forms in an
alternate space time continuum. John leads the
group to another station, the All-Sky Visual
Monitor Station, where more and more people
keep filing into the bathysphere. The new
arrivals filing into the bathysphere listen to the
narratives at the previous stations John has
just visited as groups of people continue to
form from the line.

A huge holographic image is projected showing the bathysphere inside of a huge
hanger, with people still lined up outside waiting to come in. The ASTRONOMER
is standing by to give his narrative to the group.
ASTRONOMER
This station is the All-Sky Visual Monitor. We
have incorporated nanotechnology, where the
tiny cylinders of carbon nanotubes are used in
our miniature electronic devices, along with
robotics, laser interferometry, radar, acoustical
soundings, holography, chronometry,
magnetometry, germanium detectors for high
resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy, and
various spectrometers for Spectroscopic
analysis which can create many different types
of imaging on the All-Sky Visual Monitor. We
can literally see anything we want to see,
inclusively the Visual Monitor is interphase with
our holographic monitor and audio-visual
communications. All on one!
JOHN
The bathysphere uses Adaptive optics for
Visual galactic and planetary observations. The
optics system, is altered automatically to
compensate for galactic and planetary
distortions of the entire light spectrum. John
leads the employees and Tyr over to the
propulsion system console station.
The MECHANICAL ENGINEER is standing by to provide a narrative.
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Our primary energy source is our centralized
magnetic plasma propulsion system allowing
us warp drive. Our planetary levitation drive is
fueled by red mercury. Our planetary
propulsion system energy source is nuclear.
Our secondary energy source for
multidimensional propulsion system is our dark
energy or black hole imploder neutralized by
our centralized graviton wave manipulator.
JOHN
Some of the dangers of galactic travel are
gravitational collapse. This is when our warp
drive and multidimensional drives are

essential. John continues to lead the people in
a circular movement and on to the next station
in the Central Command Center of the
bathysphere, which is the Navigational
Console.
The NAVIGATIONAL ENGINEER is standing by to narrate his station.
NAVIGATIONAL ENGINEER Our
navigational guidance system for galactic travel
incorporates four near-perfect spheres in
gyroscopes aligned with various guide stars,
where when the spheres spin on their axis,
they literally point to a specific star until we
reach other quadrants for more specific
readings for different trajectory changes. This
here is our auto-pilot. As you can observe, the
trajectory course and time calculations at the
speed of light are predetermined. Earth to the
moon is 1.28 seconds.
JOHN
Navigation of our bathyspheres is simple.
Traveling from point A to point B in space is
almost never in a straight line or at constant
velocity because of the many influences on the
body in motion. The basis for space navigation
is inertial guidance, which is guidance based
on the inertia of a spinning gyroscope,
irrespective of any external forces and without
reference to the Sun or stars. We use three
gyroscopes and accelerometers, for precise
measurements may be made of any change of
velocity, either positive or negative, along any
or all of the three axes. By use of a memory
system in the computer it is possible to
determine where the vehicle is at any time
along a trajectory. By changing attitude through
rotation of one or more axes and altering the
electromagnetic field, corrections are made to
the trajectory course.
NAVIGATIONAL ENGINEER Our
navigation techniques incorporate
preprogramming on board computers where
radar system sightings fed to the computer tell
the crew the corrections required along each of

the three axes in meters per second. We use
precise radar distance and closing velocity rate
data, attitude control, in conjunction with our
computer subsystems.
JOHN
This instrument next to the navigational
guidance system is called the Interferometer. It
is our spacecraft's speedometer measuring our
vehicle's speed in terms of the speed of light
through the vacuum of space which is
299,792,458 m/s (meters per second).
Therefore the meter is the length of the path
traveled by light in vacuum during a time
interval of 1/299 792 458 of a second. The
speed of light is normally rounded to 300,000
kilometers per second or 186,000 miles per
second.
The Navigational Engineer points out the various features of his station.
NAVIGATIONAL ENGINEER
Another navigational monitor is here. This
controls the bathysphere's disk plate is which
forms the outer saucer of the space craft. The
disk plate contains light weight highly
electromagnetically charged liquid magnetic
materials encased in a vacuum of small
catalytic metallic spheroids sectionally
separated in rings from the inner disk plate to
the very outer section of the disk. Induction of
highly positive and negative charges are then
applied where the various fields induce the
ability to both navigate and harness the
graviton and dark energy expansion for
propulsion of the bathysphere. When the dark
energy graviton propulsion system is used,
there will be observations of a bright or
beaming light coming from the bathysphere.
This is due to the cathodic grid discharging
electromagnetic particles in the dark matter
spheroid of the propulsion system. Similar to
exhaust from a conventional combustion
vehicle. By reversing polarity of the cathodic
grid, we have an added feature. Our retractor
beam! Reversing polarity actually takes very
little energy to secure an object and take hold

of its matter. Only one hundredth of the energy
required of light.
John leans over and points out a button on the console.
JOHN
The protractor-retractor beam is engaged by
pushing this button here.
NAVIGATIONAL ENGINEER
Most important of all, the saucer or disk of the
vessel contains the ship's computer memory,
monitoring, and analysis systems via quantum
bits of information which are then transferred to
our internal computers through the catalytic
informational converters.
John leads the group over to the Gravity Wave Detector Station. The
processional line of people follow him. ASTROPHYSICIST 2 is standing by to
narrate his station.
ASTROPHYSICIST 2
Our new bathysphere utilizes the optimum
crystal structure of large spherical tellurium,
cultured quartz crystals and Berlinite. These
crystals provide the gravitational potential
readings in fractional nanometer scales of
triaxial ellipsoids, spheroids, spheres, and
disks configurations in gravity. In effect, this is
our gravity wave detector's regulator through
quantum mechanics. We have both Gravity
Wave Detectors and Gravity-Time monitors.
The monitors consist of four near-perfect
spheres in gyroscopes to help verify two key
elements. At the heart of each gyro is a
spinning fused-quartz sphere. This provides a
precise value for the relationship between
planetary rotation rate and the degree to which
it drags the fabric of space. During
interplanetary or galactic space travel our
monitors align with guide stars, so that the spin
axes of the spheres point to this star. The balls
are chilled to near absolute zero.
JOHN
We must calibrate and synchronize our life
forms to other celestial bodies because we

know that the geodetic effect states that any
body in space warps local space and time. We
also know massive objects spinning in space,
drag local space and time around with them as
they rotate, an effect known as - frame
dragging, which locally warps time and space
creating a time gate at the polar regions.
John guides the line of people around to where the ships space suits are stored.
A MATERIALS ENGINEER is standing by his console ready to narrate.
MATERIALS ENGINEER
We have created a 22 kilogram galactic travel
suit with 14 different layers of protective
materials incorporating polymers, with an antielectrostatic exterior covering yet shielding our
crews from the various galactic radiations.
Oxygen Supply Packs scrub and recycle
oxygen for 72 hours when needed for planetary
exploration or emergency maintenance.
JOHN
In the bathyspheres, gravity remains constant
because we create our own internal gravity, so
acceleration, orbital, nor flight trajectories rates
are germane and have no effect on planetary
or deep space galactic travel. The internal
spheroid of seven levels is actually part of a
uniquely styled gyroscopic biosphere, where
we can create our own specific internal gravity.
John walks the group who are following his lead over to the Quantum
Teleportation Station.
PHYSICIST 1 is standing by his console to narrate.
PHYSICIST 1
We have developed a quantum teleportation
beam which involves breaking down atoms into
subatomic particles, which are further broken
down into smaller particles called quantum bits.
Our teleportation devises are simultaneously
preprogram with the blueprint for molecular
reconstruction. We now can transport anything
from one teleportation station to another.
JOHN

Teleportation involves dematerializing an
object at one point through a complex
application called entanglement and then
transferring the precise details of its
configuration to another location, where the
object is then reconstructed. We also have the
ability to use this for secret and secure
communications, including oral
communications from any kind of
eavesdropping.
PHYSICIST 1
We have dubbed our subatomic Quantum Bit
Teleportation Station, the Bifrost (bee-frost).
JOHN
Now many of you may wonder why we call this
transporter the Bifrost when this term is
associated with the Rainbow Bridge, but the
energy beam you see is a bright white light.
Our Physicist will explain.
PHYSICIST 1
Light is made up of electromagnetic waves.
The distance between 2 crests in this wave is
called the wave length. All of the colors in white
light have different wavelengths. White light
contains all the colors of the rainbow. The
amount of light scattered for any given colour
depends on the wavelength of that colour. And
since you are observing all of the colors of the
rainbow combined to create the white Bifrost, it
is also bright. In ancient mythology, the
Rainbow Bridge was used for travel between
planets.
John leads the group over to the Weapons Fire Control Systems Monitors.
WEAPONS ENGINEERING SPECIALIST 1 is standing by the consoles to prove
his narrative.
The entire bathysphere is now filled with people listening to the other narratives
and looking over this unique spacecraft, its systems and decks.
WEAPONS ENGINEERING SPECIALIST 1
Light is given off at a specific frequency by an
atom or molecule. Every different type of atom
or molecule gives off light at its own unique set

of frequencies, including life forms. This here is
what our light spectrum scanner is for. It
instantly scans, targets and calculates the
necessary charge to be applied to our laser
beam, as well as the frequency, and color
necessary to destroy whatever object or life
form that threatens the safety of the
bathysphere.
Weapons Engineering Specialist 1 leans over to the far end of his Firing Control
Systems console.
WEAPONS ENGINEERING SPECIALIST 1
This button here is engages the black hole
imploder fire control system. This weapons
system can neutralize any light spectrum beam
or conventional weaponry by implosion by
creating a black hole. The speed of light in
vacuum is exactly 299,792,458 meters per
second. Our new focused black hole imploder
beams of hot gas shoots into space at more
than 99 percent the speed of light. The third
fire control system is and electromagnetic
pulse blaster. The fourth fire control system is
a sound frequency blaster and a very unusual
weapon. The fifth fire control system is the
nuclear spheroid projectile. When this projectile
is shot out into space or a target, it must be
activated by a laser igniter. The explosive
power is so strong it could alter the trajectory
course of a small planet or large asteroid. The
sixth fire control system has an X marking on
the control button. John can explain.
John smiles affirmatively.
JOHN
What our Weapons Engineering Specialist
means is that if the first five fire control
systems don't work, press the X fire control
system as a last resort. This is a new system
that is still under testing. It is a different kind of
system, that may or may not be applicable to
the protection of the bathysphere. It's installed,
and works. Until the testing on regulating its
intense power, is complete, it's better to not

explain its applications. The system is in the
manual.
John walks over to a type of futuristic elevator platform. The group of people who
were first in line, follow him.
JOHN (CONT'D)
The Command Control Center is here on the
mid level. The decks just below and above us,
contain crews berthing and mess decks. If you
would care to follow me.
Tyr for the first time speak to John.
TYR
I don't know how you put this all together. I am
amazed. The bathysphere is a miracle.
JOHN
It wasn't just me, it was teamwork, Tyr. You
gave me the best of the best engineers and
employees. It was our team and the standards
your provided for us that put this new vehicle
together.
TYR
How many spacecraft will we be able to
produce from this point on.
JOHN
The production line is set up and bathyspheres
are being made this very moment. . We need
to increase our personnel by quadruple. We
can mass produce 3000 bathyspheres off the
production line by the end of the year.
TYR
Excellent.
INT. TYR'S OFFICE - LATER
(TYR, JOHN)
Tyr is sitting at his desk. He pushes an intercom button and speaks into the
microphone.
TYR

John, this is Tyr, would you please come into
my office right away.
JOHN (V.O.)
Sure. I'll be there in a couple minutes.
TYR
Thank you.
Tyr presses the intercom off button. And begins to look over some documents.
John enters Tyr's office.
JOHN
What do you need Tyr?
TYR
You have created the impossible in record
time. We have orders for our bathyspheres
from all over the world, right here on my desk,
right now. These companies and agencies
want delivery dates. I am proud of your
accomplishments. Can you fly one of those
bathyspheres?
JOHN
I designed it, so of course I can. But, most of
my engineers can fly the bathysphere too.
Why?
TYR
We have just received an emergency order
from the United Nations Rapid Deployment
Peace Keeping Forces for seven of these
bathyspheres with a delivery date upon
completion.
JOHN
That's great! This means that our project is
paying for itself.
TYR
Well start packing your bags and bring your
wife. This coming weekend you and I are going
on a trip in one of our new space vehicles. It is
sort of a pleasure trip, a delivery and a
business meeting with some of my other

colleagues. On the way, you're going to show
me what these vehicles can do!
John looks surprised, but nods affirmatively.
JOHN
Okay. I will do that. The second bathysphere
will be rolling off the production line later today.
We are just finishing up the manuals of
operation. I streamlined the controls so anyone
can fly these vessels. I'll talk to my wife tonight.
I'm sure she will love to come with us but, I
must warn you, she's pregnant.
TYR
Pregnant? Well, Congratulations. When is your
baby due?
JOHN
Actually, the term is babies. We just had the
ultra scan last week. She's carrying twins. A
boy and a girl.
TYR
Great! Okay, then, can you give me a list of our
employees who can fly these for delivery along
with providing instructions to the new captains?
JOHN
Sure. By the way, if we're coming back on one,
we're going to need eight bathyspheres for the
delivery. By this coming weekend as the
production line increases output, the first fifty
bathyspheres will be available by Saturday.
TYR
Excellent! We will deliver them all. Go ahead
and designate the flight crews and give me the
list of who can fly them.
JOHN
As you request. But, who else are we
delivering too?
TYR
You'll know when we get there.
INT. UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT GENERAL'S OFFICE - DAY

(SECRETARIAT GENERAL, SECRETARY 1)
The SECRETARIAT GENERAL is sitting at his desk, when one of his
secretaries, SECRETARY 1 enters with a strange sealed scroll like document
and envelope. She hands the strange document and envelope to the Secretariat
General who takes it. She turns to walk out of his office.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Wait! Where did you get this?
SECRETARY 1
The U.N.C.I.A. The envelope is marked eyes
only.
The Secretariat General looks back down at the envelope marked "Eyes Only"
then opens it. His face looks extremely grim.
INT. ZY'S OCEANIC COMMAND CENTER - LATER
(ZY, ZY-5, ZY-14, ZY-2, ZY-7, ZY-20)
Zy is in council with his 20 High Command colonial representatives.
ZY
Has our peace treaty been delivered to the
humanoid leaders.
ZY-5
Yes. The humanoids delay a treaty agreement
by providing no response.
ZY-14
Our warriors and battle battalions are preparing
and positioning themselves along the surface
continents.
ZY
Based upon a galactic trajectory change by
Ymir, we have new information that Midgarð’s
magnetic fields are about to reverse. How
much time will we need to preserve our
species and secure our food supply prior to this
occurrence?
ZY-2
When the magnetic field of Midgard vanishes,
the solar wind of Ymir with its million-kilometrean-hour stream of hydrogen and helium nuclei,

will result in this solar wind wrapping itself
around Midgard in a way that induces a new
magnetic field in the ionosphere as strong as
the original field. Zy has sufficient time.
ZY-7
Humanoids are susceptible to huge casualties
and losses once the galactic trajectory change
of Ymir begins, unless we provide protection or
evacuate.
ZY
We will provide protection. We must secure a
peace treaty with humanoid subspecies.
ZY-20
What about the Utgarðians? Their space fleets
are constantly monitoring Midgard. Utgard
causes trouble for Zy.
ZY
Utgard can not sustain our species. Our
technologies are superior. Our species survival
depends only on peace with humanoids.
INT. UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMAND CENTER - DAY
(SECRETARIAT GENERAL, UNCIA AGENT 1, UNCIA AGENT 2, AMERICAN
GENERAL, UNCIA AGENT 3, UNCIA AGENT 4, CHINESE GENERAL,
CANADIAN GENERAL, EUROPEAN UNION GENERAL)
The United Nations of the World have assembled their top military leaders in
preparation for the imminent galactic alien attack. The huge auditorium has
translators and microphones placed before each of the 300 MILITARY
OFFICIALS representing the world's military.
The UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT is standing on stage talking with FOUR
UNCIA AGENTS. He walks up to the podium to address the top military generals
of the world's nations with a very grim face.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Greetings. Mankind has been given an
ultimatum to accept the terms of Peace
dictated by an alien race known as Zy or
Kraken, which now inhabited our oceans and
threaten an imminent attack against the
surface land masses, if we refuse. The United
Nations can not accept Peace terms which

require us to allow these aliens to harvest and
enslave humans for food consumption. The
United Nations peace keeping forces are now
on high alert. There is hope, and we do have a
counter offer for Peace which we believe they
may accept. We are going to send a delegation
with a shipment of food and offer the Zy
sufficient food supplies to sustain their
species. If our counter offer fails, it will be
war. I will now turn the podium over to our
intelligence sources.
United Nations Central Intelligent Agents1 and 2 walk up to the podium, where
the two agents, shake the Secretariat General's hand. The Secretariat General
turns and walks away. UNCIA Agent 1 begins to speak first.
UNCIA AGENT 1
Until now, our sources of information have only
come from world wide reports by fishermen,
sailors, survivors at sea, and survivors from
small oceanic islands where entire populations
have disappeared. The United Nations has
kept secret from the general public of
interplanetary contact with our allies, the
Utgarðians who are providing us as much
information as they have to help defeat this
enemy of mankind.
UNCIA Agent 2 intercedes.
UNCIA AGENT 2
If the world's counter offer for peace fails, the
galactic aliens will use their collective
intelligence to mount what can only be
described as swarm behavioral attacks on the
battle field. Swarm behavior shows great
versatility and adaptability on the battlefield -swarms in vast numbers of galactic alien
warriors, can overcome problems they
encounter by keeping their enemies engaged
for the purpose of carrying out surveillance,
and to gain time to formulate a military strategy
and advantage, then adapt. Mankind must
prepare to do battle in a similar style or we face
defeat.
UNCIA Agent 1 adds more with his comment.

UNCIA AGENT 1
This species has the ability to carry out
missions on the ground, oceanic and indeed
aerial environments with highly sophisticated
and advanced weaponry, some of which we
have never seen before, nor fought against.
One thing we note by where their colonies
have been established is that the aliens do not
prefer the far North or the far Southern
climates, where it is colder.
The AMERICAN GENERAL interjects a question.
AMERICAN GENERAL
We are well aware of the crisis before us. The
American military High Command has the
positions of all alien oceanic colonies and are
preparing a preemptive simultaneous nuclear
strike, should our counter offer for peace fail.
We have already set in motion an evacuation
plan to move our citizens North to Canada. We
only need the numbers of their troops, troop
movements and locations. We do not need to
resort to swarm military tactics. The American
military can handle any enemy force alien or
human.
UNCIA AGENT 3 immediately stands up from his seat, next to UNCIA Agent 4
and walks over to a project which places satellite images on a huge wall screen.
UNCIA Agent 3 then walks up to the podium with a stern decor.
UNCIA AGENT 3
General, with all due respect you and your
military are dreaming, if you plan to use
nuclear weapons.
UNCIA Agent 3 points to the projection on the wall of satellite surveillance along
the American, European and literally the world's coasts. Long dark streaks are
shown along the continental shelves of the two continents.
UNCIA AGENT 3 (CONT'D)
Do you see those dark areas along the
continental shelves of the United States,
Europe, Asia, South America, and Africa?
Those dark areas represent the alien warrior
buildup of positioning over 7 billion warriors
along our coasts with such advanced

weaponry they will knock out of the sky
anything you try to deliver. Then, the aliens will
attack en masse. There is no way out, if our
counter offer for Peace is rejected, except to
counter attack with a counter swarm attack of
our own.
AMERICAN GENERAL
No matter which way we chose to fight, you're
talking about total mutual suicidal destruction,
in some kind of specie's battle of all battles.
The Chinese General now speaks from his seat into his microphone.
CHINESE GENERAL
What you are telling the world's military is that
we must mobilize our entire world of nations,
including every single civilian man, woman and
child alive to fight on the battle field if our
counter offer for food is rejected. Is this
correct?
UNCIA AGENT 2
That is correct. If our Peace mission fails, the
results of this failure is a battle of the species
for our planet. Our only alternative is to be
classified as a subspecies in Zy’s zero
tolerance system for peace or what ZY calls
Kraken. Humans would be harvested in a
quota system for food to supply over 7 billion
ZY with protein, excluding human leaders.
AMERICAN GENERAL
Our military is both stockpiling and preparing
for shipment tons and tons of food for this
counter offer. Our nation alone, can feed the
world. There is no reason that we can not feed
the entire alien population. But, in the worse
case scenario, the United States has classified
over 36 million Americans as undesirables,
where we pay to imprison or keep them under
surveillance. We could empty our prisons by
secretly turning them over to the aliens and no
one on the street would notice a thing.
The Canadian General adds an oral note.

CANADIAN GENERAL
General, once a treaty exempting leaders from
the process of voters being packaged for
dinner was made known to the public, I doubt
any American President would be reelected.
The Secretariat General brought us together so
we can plan a military swarm counter attack in
the hope that we can neutralize a world wide
attack on our civilization, if our counter offer
fails.
AMERICAN GENERAL
I will bring this military ideology to the attention
of our President. Who is going to deliver our
counter offer for Peace with the first shipment
of food as a good will?
The Secretariat General comes back to the podium to answer this question. The
UNCIA Agents set aside.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL The
Australian Ambassador is in charge of
delivering our counter offer for Peace, with the
first shipment of food as our good will gesture.
He has at his command our United Nations
Rapid Deployment Force of Peacekeepers.
Hopefully, this peaceful resolution can result in
some kind of trade rather than tribute.
The European Union General stands up with a very alarmed expression on his
face.
EUROPEAN UNION GENERAL
How much time are we looking at before they
attack?
UNCIA AGENT 4 walks up to the podium and stand next to the other three
agents, and speaks.
UNCIA AGENT 4
We don't know exactly. We do know the
Secretariat General has very little time to
deliver an acceptance of Zy's peace treaty
terms. With the United Nations submitting a
counter offer of Peace to the aliens, we don't
know how much time we have, if they refuse
our counter offer. There's no time for any

further discussions if our offer is refused. We
must be prepared to fight mankind's battle of all
battles against the galactic aliens or perish. If
the Zy finds out we are planning a counter
attack, they will most likely not wait.
UNCIA AGENT 1
There are some questions we know the
answers to, and some questions which we do
not have the answers to. We know the aliens
eat aquatic life as well as humans. Their
species needs protein to survive. We do not
know how the galactic aliens arrived here and
established their colonies. We've never seen a
galactic alien space craft, therefore, we do not
know how many they have available for an
attack. We do not know where their spacecraft
are kept. What we do know, is that the aliens
came here and there are at least 7 billion of
them who dwell in the oceans of our planet.
We know their warriors have strange personal
and artillery laser like weaponry.
INT. AUSTRALIA - GENERAL BORSSON'S OFFICE - LATER
(GENERAL BORSSON, LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON, STAFF SERGEANT
MCGREGOR, U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR)
The United Nations Ambassador enters the General's Office.
General Borsson, Lieutenant Morrison, and Sergeant McGregor are standing
over a strategy table, which has been created with all of the informational layout
of the suspected alien colonies, the oceanic floor and subterranean caves
leading into what appear to be cities.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON knocks on the General's office door.
GENERAL BORSSON
Come on in Lieutenant.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
It's good to see you made it back. How was
your fishing trip?
GENERAL BORSSON
We caught more than we bargained for Mr.
Morrison.

LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
Those look like Navy maps. We're Air Force.
GENERAL BORSSON
They are naval maps. Actually, they were
created from a satellite.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
Well, sir. I don't want to cut you short, but I
came in here to tell you, our United Nations
Ambassador is waiting out in the lobby and
wants to see you.
GENERAL BORSSON
Don't keep the gentleman waiting. Please, by
all means, ask him to come in.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
Yes, sir.
Lieutenant Morrison exits the General's office.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
What do you think he's here to see you about?
GENERAL BORSSON
This destiny is paralleling the other future right
now. He is going to reassign me for a peace
mission. And, this has to happen. So, you're
coming along too!
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
Okay.
A short knock on the door.
GENERAL BORSSON
Come on in Lieutenant.
Lieutenant Morrison and the U.N. Australian Ambassador enter the General's
office.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
General Borsson. This is our Ambassador to
the United Nations.
General Borsson and the U.N. Australian Ambassador shake hands.

U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
General, I was assigned by the Secretariat
General to head a peace mission. I overlook
the new United Nations Rapid Deployment
Peace Keeping Forces. You are being
reassigned to command those forces. I am
delegating you the authority on behalf of the
world to present our peace offer. Here are
your directives from the United Nations for this
mission.
The General looks over the first page with a very intense look. Staff Sergeant
McGregor and Lieutenant Morrison look over his shoulder.
GENERAL BORSSON
(questioning)
Amazing, these creatures seek to make
contact and secure peace under these terms?
That isn't going to happen. They're cannibals.
Look at this, they even provide specific
directions for immediate delivery of acceptance
of the terms.
General Borsson flips to page 2 of the directive.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
General can I correct you. Cannibals are living
beings that eat their own kind. These creatures
from what I am reading in the directives, well,
there not human. Therefore, they're not
cannibalistic. Sir, do you realize what this
report is saying? For the first time in history, we
have an encounter with aliens from another
world?
GENERAL BORSSON
Morrison, quit reading over my shoulder and
get the hell out of here. And, by the way, you're
going with us!
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
(surprised, then distressed)
Ah..., Yes, sir!
Morrison exits the office.
GENERAL BORSSON

Mr. Ambassador. How am I supposed to make
contact with this species when they dwell at the
bottom of the ocean. This is the Australian Air
Force, not the Australian Naval Submarine
base.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
Please read page three General. The world's
counter proposal for Peace. This weekend
seven new prototypes of space, atmospheric
and aquatic vehicles are arriving at our base
on Kerguelen island from International
Aerodynamics Corporation. This is the reason I
chose you. You're training as a test pilot was
crucial in my decision.
GENERAL BORSSON
International Aerodynamics, huh? Hey, what's
this item about all the vessels proceeding as
one group into the alien colony filled to
capacity with food for peace?
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
General, please. As the leader of the
delegation, you are fully protected by the
aliens. There is no risk to you. And, these new
craft are so swift, that we can conduct
deliveries around the clock almost instantly.
We have hundreds of these new prototypes on
order. If these creatures accept our terms for
peace, we can meet their needs to supply
sufficient food for their species. They only
require protein.
GENERAL BORSSON
Mr. Ambassador, from I read, their definition of
protein is meat. Human meat! What kind of
food are we delivering to replace ourselves
from the dinner plate?
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
I don't know. The top American and European
Union nutritionists have provided an entire list
of foods to offer in replace of the alien's
demands for human flesh. These experts
believe the only reason for the aliens acquiring
a taste for human flesh, is because humans

are the only surface species that are seafarers.
There is a need to introduce the aliens to new
and abundant alternatives to meat, or I should
say humans. Please note the aliens term
Kraken means Peace. And, they also state, it is
crucial for their survival to secure peace with
humans.
GENERAL BORSSON
Mr. Ambassador, from my perspective this
treaty can be interpreted completely different
from what you are suggesting. Zero tolerance
of sub-species where they also state failure to
agree to the terms is subject to imminent attack
is defined by me as unconditional surrender,
not Peace.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
General, may I remind you of your position. We
are the diplomats. You are the military. You
have your orders.
General Borsson looks sternly at the Ambassador. Then, expresses a look of
compliance.
GENERAL BORSSON
Yes, sir. You're right. I will be on the plane
tonight.
U.N. AUSTRALIAN AMBASSADOR
Thank you.
The U.N. Australian Ambassador exits the General's office.
EXT. KERGUELEN ISLANDS - AIRPORT - SUNNY WINDY DAY
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, CAPTAIN JOSE FERRER, GENERAL BORSSON,
GENERAL LI BAI, STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR, HOLIDAY, JOHN, TYR)
The Peacekeeping Rapid Deployment Airport has been totally constructed,
prepared and modernized with futuristic looking barracks, shops, vehicles,
weapons, and military craft for the new volunteers.
Aircraft transports with different national designations are coming and going.
Some of the Aircraft are unloading hundreds of tons of food and hundred of NEW
UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING TROOPS who are congregating in squad
size formations, a flag of the nation of origin is patched on every person's

uniform. United Nations Peacekeeping High Command Officers are greeting
these individuals, then escorting them to their new barracks.
A portion of the airfield has been sealed off, where U.N. Peace Keeping Rapid
Deployment Forces are surrounding the entire area.
In the background is the barren landscape and a small city, Port-aux-France
where new high rise United Nations buildings with their futuristic boulevards have
been built.
CAMERA ON seven U.N. Peace Keeping Officers waiting among the forces who
have secured the area.
One of the Officers, Lt. GENERAL JETHRA RAMA is wearing a Sikh head
garment but the same standard uniform as everyone else.
The other United Nations Officers are General Borsson, his aide Staff Sergeant
McGregor, GENERAL LI BAI, LIEUTENANT ALEXANDER PATERSON,
WARRANT OFFICER HERNANDEZ MARTINEZ, CAPTAIN JOSE FERRER
and CAPTAIN LISA COLLINS.
General Borsson looks down at his watch.
GENERAL BORSSON
Well, gentlemen, it's 1 p.m. sharp. In about 5
seconds we should be seeing our new
prototypes appearing in the sky.
Just as General Borsson makes his statement, fifty flying saucers sudden appear
overhead in a huge circular formation. The entire U.N. Peace Keeping Forces
surrounding the landing area for their arrival look up in amazement of this new
style of craft.
The fifty bathyspheres simultaneously begin to slowly descend to the landing
area.
The fifty bathyspheres simultaneously touch down. A whirling noise suddenly
ceases and all is silent.
Fifty ramps suddenly emerge from the flying saucers and an opening appears.
TWO HUNDRED AND fifty employees of International Aerodynamics exit the
space craft, including some with their families.
John, his pregnant wife Holiday and Tyr lead the group over to the delegation of
U.N. Officers who are standing by to greet them. Following John are his two
invisible Gwitchen Gootchee and Mootchee.

CAMERA ON seven U.N. Peace Keeping Officers waiting to greet these
International aerodynamics employees who just emerged from the spacecraft
which just landed. The officers salute the employees.
John suddenly recognizes General Borsson and Staff Sergeant McGregor
expressing a somewhat surprised look. Tyr has a similar expression but for
different reasons. Holiday moves up on her tiptoes and whispers in John's ear.
HOLIDAY
John, I've seen those two guys before. They
were on your boat that sank.
JOHN
(whispering)
Shush. I know.
General Borsson introduces his comrades.
GENERAL BORSSON Welcome
to the United Nations Rapid Deployment
Peace Keeping Forces Base on Kerguelen
Island. I am General Borsson. This is General
Li Bai, Mr. Rama, Mr. Paterson, Mr. Martinez,
Ms. Collins, and my aide, Staff Sergeant
McGregor.
TYR
I am Tyr, the president of International
Aerodynamics. We are here to personally
delivery our first seven prototypes of the
bathyspheres.
GENERAL LI BAI
Mr. Tyr, our contract calls for over 200 of your
bathyspheres to be delivered upon completion.
You have fifty of them here. We need them all.
TYR
I am sorry sir. The other forty three are a
special delivery, but our company is has the
production line going 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, and these craft will be delivered
as they come off the production line.
Tyr and General Borsson and Staff Sergeant McGregor all look at each other
with a smile.
GENERAL LI BAI

Mr. Tyr, I don't think you understand the
serious emergency that is upon us. We need
those vehicles and we need them now.
GENERAL BORSSON
General Bai, I am the new commanding officer
here. On this first mission to make contact with
an alien species, I'd just as soon keep the
contact minimal until after we are assure that
our counter proposal is acceptable. Seven of
these craft right now is fantastic.
GENERAL LI BAI
But sir?
GENERAL BORSSON
Please, no buts.
GENERAL LI BAI
Yes, sir.
TYR
General, what we can do, is take whoever you
choose to go with us on a training flight, right
now using all fifty bathyspheres.
JOHN
Flying one of our bathysphere is as easy as
driving a car. Next to the Captain's chair in
each one of the vessels is a instruction manual
for all systems, including flight. In an
emergency one person has control of all
systems and can fly a bathysphere. However, I
would recommend a minimum crew of five to
twenty-five crew members per bathysphere.
Our company standard is to fly with a five or
more person crew.
Captain Collins expresses excitement at this offer.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
That is an awesome offer. I would love to go on
a training flight.
All of the other officers nod affirmatively.
GENERAL BORSSON

I noticed some of your employees brought their
families. To give us a little more space for our
trainees, how about the Sergeant here
escorting the family members over to the
cafeteria for a free brunch.
The family members numbering 100 all begin making positive assurances this
was acceptable. Sergeant McGregor takes the hint.
SERGEANT MCGEGOR
Okay, everybody follow me, who wants a free
brunch.
GENERAL BORSSON
How many trainees per spacecraft?
JOHN
Captain, I mean General, bring your trainees
aboard until we close the doors. Men back to
your bathyspheres and get ready to show
these people how to fly them. Put them in the
Captain's seat.
The bathysphere crews begin to return to their spacecraft.
TYR
General Borsson, may I suggest you fly with
me?
GENERAL BORSSON
I think that is a great suggest Tyr.
GENERAL LI BAI
Mr. Rama, Mr. Paterson, Mr. Martinez, and Ms.
Collins, let's go get our squads on the double.
We're going on a training flight.
Tyr, General Borsson, John and his pregnant wife Holiday are walking back to
their bathysphere, Sleipnir. As the four start to walk up the bathysphere ramp
General Borsson notices the name of the space craft.
TYR
This one's yours, Vodthin, son of Bor.
John turns and looks at Tyr with a strange confusional expression.
JOHN

Vodthin? Not a minute ago, his name was
General Borsson. It seems to me, I heard the
name Captain Jack a while back. By the way,
where is your midget Gidget?
General Borsson smiles.
GENERAL BORSSON
I told you we would meet again, didn't I?
JOHN
Tyr, who is he, really?
TYR
He is our King. Vodthin, the King of Asgard and
the nine worlds of Ymir.
John, Tyr, Holiday, General Borsson, Mootchee and Gootchee enter the
bathysphere Sleipnir. The hatch opening closes behind them and the ramp
rescinds back into the spacecraft.
INT. BATHYSPHERE SLEIPNIR - COMMAND CENTER - DAY
(GENERAL BORSSON, HOLIDAY, JOHN, TYR, SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S
COMPUTER, VODTHIN)
General Borsson follows Tyr, John, and Holiday into the command center.
JOHN
Okay, Captain. This is the Captain's chair. Go
ahead and sit in it. Take a look at your console.
You will notice control buttons which indicate
auto-pilot, manual, or voice activated. If you
don't know what button to push or how
something works, press the top seven autopilot buttons. The ship's computer will
command and navigate the ship for you. The
ship's computer is self learning.
General Borsson sits down in the captain's seat. He pushes the seven top autopilot buttons.
GENERAL BORSSON
Okay. I pushed them.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Destination, Captain?

Tyr, Holiday, John, and the two Gwitchen are standing around the Captain's chair
to help instruct General Borsson.
GENERAL BORSSON
Mount Gimli.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Do you wish the All-Sky Monitor activated with
holographic trajectory positioning?
General Borsson looks to John for an answer. John nods affirmatively.
GENERAL BORSSON
Yes.
Suddenly, the huge visual All-Sky Monitor activates appearing like a window to
the outside. A holograph of Midgard simultaneously appears showing the start
and destination trajectory with a miniature bathysphere hovering over a Northern
Mountain Range in Europe.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
John, you better take over. I don't know what I
am doing. All I see is white on this huge
window screen in front of us and this
holograph, well, I don't know where we're at?
Tyr, John, Holiday, and the two Gwitchen start laughing at the General's
nervousness at being at the helm.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Sleipnir is hovering ten meters above Mount
Gimli. Do you authorize descend or do you
chose to manually descend?
GENERAL BORSSON
What? Come you guys, someone take over
here! Why are you laughing.
Everyone is continually laughing.
JOHN
The reason you can't see anything on the AllSky monitor is because we are hovering in a
cloud cover over Mount Gimli. It took Sleipnir
less than a minute to reach your destination.
GENERAL BORSSON

You mean we're not on Kerguelen Island at the
airport right now?
TYR
No we are not. We are hovering above Mount
Gimli in Northern Europe.
GENERAL BORSSON
Well, if we're hovering on top of Mount Gimli, I
would like to get out and check the cavern out.
I want to see if Thor's ship is in there. The red
Light Elves said it was in the highest cavern.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Standby, scanning Mount Gimli. Sleipnir is now
repositioned for ramp exit. Hatch open.
Suddenly the hatch opens. The ramp is extended from Sleipnir which is hovering
in the air directly in front of the highest cavern on Mount Gimli.
TYR
Well, don't just sit there, go look!
General Borsson is amazed at the precision of the computer navigation and
comprehension of his commands. He steps out of the Captain's chair and walks
over to the open hatch. He observes, the ramp is extended from Sleipnir right up
to the cavern opening.
GENERAL BORSSON
Look at this! I can walk right in to the cavern.
TYR
Let's go!
Tyr, John, Holiday, and the two Gwitchen follow General Borsson (Vodthin) out of
Sleipnir.
EXT. SLEIPNIR HOVERING AT MOUNT GIMLI - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON)
The Majestic ice-capped forested mountain
name Gimli stands above the other
surrounding mountain peaks. A large
cavernous opening near the top of the
mountain makes it stand out as an unusual, yet
beautiful site. A beacon from the air, but, its
location is hidden by the surrounding range of
mountain and valley.

General Borsson and his crew walk across the ramp to the cavern entrance, like
they are walking over a high altitude bridge. General Borsson and his crew walk
into the cavern.
INT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, HOLIDAY, JOHN, TYR)
General Borsson, Tyr, John, and Holiday walk inside of the large cavern. To
everyone's astonishment, Thor's spacecraft ToothGap-ToothGrinder is sitting
there like it has for the last one thousand years.
General Borsson walks around and inspects the Thor's ship.
GENERAL BORSSON
It's here! ToothGap-ToothGrinder made it from
Asgard. Unbelievable! Wait until Thor sees
this!
INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, HOLIDAY, JOHN, TYR, SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S
COMPUTER)
General Borsson, Tyr, John, Holiday and the two Gwitchen are back inside of the
bathysphere Sleipnir. General Borsson being full of confidence immediately takes
to the Captain's chair.
GENERAL BORSSON
This bathysphere Sleipnir is a better spacecraft
than my original Sleipnir! John, you are a
genius! And, you say Sleipnir can travel in the
ocean and space too!
JOHN
Yes.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Do you command the hatch to close and the
ramp to rescind?
GENERAL BORSSON
Yes.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Next destination?
GENERAL BORSSON

I don't know yet. Standby.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
As you command. Sleipnir will maintain its
present position.
GENERAL BORSSON
Okay, John. So, I have the oceanic coordinates
for the capital of the alien colonies. And, all I
have to do is speak those coordinates while i
am sitting in the Captain's chair, correct?
JOHN
Yes, that is one way to get there. Or, you can
literally describe the place where you want to
go. We came in contact with the aliens in the
North Pacific correct?
GENERAL BORSSON
Yes, but their planetary colonial capital is in the
North Atlantic.
JOHN
All you would have to do to find this place is to
tell the computer to find it for you. You would
make a statement to the computer, there is an
oceanic city of alien life forms, I need to locate
entrance into the city for possible destination.
The computer will scan the ocean floor and
analyze the information instantly and take you
there. We can travel to the moon instantly or
another planet.
GENERAL BORSSON
Incredible! What about the weapons systems?
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
The status of the six weapon fire control
scanner systems are activated.
GENERAL BORSSON
What does that mean?
JOHN
In simple terms, if any hostile projectiles,
beams, wave lengths, or unknown descriptive
objects are engaged and fired at us, the
bathysphere automatically neutralizes the

attack and counter attacks, with one or more of
the fire control systems inclusive of shielding
the ship.
GENERAL BORSSON
I will warn you of one system, in another
destiny that was obtained by the aliens causing
paradox. They are in possession of a star
blaster. The only known neutralizer is the
weapons system known as the Ásgarðian
black hole imploder.
John looks shocked in his facial expression.
JOHN
I created and named this black hole imploder
system from my own mind. How could you
know about my creation?
GENERAL BORSSON
I don't know. I only know what happened in
another destiny and time. When the aliens
seized the Utgarðian ship, they obtained the
star blaster weapons system. A system that
fires a fire ball, which spherical micro sun,
which expands into an enormous size and
immerse an entire planet with a thunderous
explosion. The Asgardians developed a
counter weapon to neutralize this system which
is the black hole imploder. The black hold
imploder weapons system fires a small
spherical black void of dark energy which
expands to engulf matter such as an entire
planet, which will compress and shrink
suddenly it shrinks with the spherical size of
the black hole and disappears. Possibly, this
information was imprinted on your genetic
code.
JOHN
I do not have a star blaster weapons system
incorporated into my design. But, the
information you give me, is amazing. This is an
interesting system that you are talking about!
GENERAL BORSSON

Okay then, I can easily command this ship! I'll
read the manual tonight. It's time return to
Kerguelen Island.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Destination is Kerguelen island. Do you wish
Sleipnir to descend?
General Borsson looks at the holograph which indicates Sleipnir is over
Kerguelen Island.
GENERAL BORSSON
You mean we're already there? Yes, descend.
The General observes the buildings and hangers of the Air base coming into
view on the All-Sky monitor as the ship touches down.
EXT. KERGUELEN ISLANDS - AIRPORT - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, HOLIDAY, JOHN, TYR)
The ramp from the Bathysphere Sleipnir descends to the ground and the hatch
opens.
General Borsson, Tyr, John, Holiday, and the two Gwitchen walk down onto the
airfield.
GENERAL BORSSON
It looks like we are the first ones back. Let's go
see Thor and give him the good news.
The four begin to walk towards the cafeteria.
General Borsson looks up in the sky. Two of the bathyspheres have just
appeared and are descending to the ground.
INT. KERGUELEN ISLANDS - CAFETERIA - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, HOLIDAY, JOHN, STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR,
TYR)
General Borsson, Tyr, John, Holiday with the two Gwitchen following behind
enter the cafeteria where Staff Sergeant McGregor is sitting eating with the group
of families who stayed behind during the training flights.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
That was sure a fast test flight! How does the
ship handle General?

GENERAL BORSSON
It's unbelievably easy to fly with amazing
speed. Better than my old Sleipnir. And, we
found your ship in tact on Mount Gimli right
where the Light Elves said it was.
STAFF SERGEANT MCGREGOR
(excitedly)
What? When can we go?
GENERAL BORSSON
(proudly, concerned)
Today. The quicker you and the other Aesir
have their ships the better I will feel. I must
council with all of the Aesir soon. Very Soon!
Tyr and John will take you to pick your ship up.
TYR
Yes, sir.
GENERAL BORSSON Contact
Heimdall, and all of the rest of the Aesir,
including the dwarfs. I want them all at Mount
Gimli in three days. Use your bathyspheres to
get every single one of them there by Tuesday.
Until I get there, train every one of them on
flying these new spacecraft. I want Mount Gimli
as my Command Center. Have the dwarfs
reconstruct Hlidskjalf with Huginn and Muninn
capabilities. Make sure the Aesir are first to
receive the bathyspheres off of the production
line.
TYR
They will be there!
EXT. MOUNT GIMLI - NORTHERN EUROPE - AFTERNOON
(HOLIDAY, JOHN, TYR, THOR, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1)
Forty Three Bathyspheres are descending at the base of Mount Gimli, near a
large cavern opening. The ramps of all of the bathyspheres almost
simultaneously extend to the ground and the hatches open.
John, Holiday, Tyr, Thor and an International Aerodynamics Engineer, along with
John's constant companions, the Gwitchen Mootchee and Gootchee exit the
hatch of one of the bathyspheres and walk down to the ground at the base of
Mount Gimli. Thor is fairly excited.

THOR
Where's my ship?
Tyr laughs and points to the top of Mount Gimli.
TYR
Try looking up at the top of the mountain, Thor.
THOR
Why did Magni park it up there?
TYR
Probably because you and I weren't here to tell
him to.
Tyr laughs again.
The forty three Engineers who have accompanied Tyr and John walk over to
their bosses. International Aerodynamics Engineer 1 looks confused.
INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS ENGINEER 1
Tyr, we're out in the middle of a mountain
range in Northern Europe. Who are we
delivering the Bathyspheres to?
TYR (CONT'D)
We're delivering them right here. This is where
our customers are going to pick them up.
International Aerodynamics Engineer 2 walks over to Tyr.
INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS ENGINEER 2
How long are we going to be here?
TYR (CONT'D)
Not long. Give me, John and his wife, and
Sergeant McGregor a couple minutes alone
okay.
INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS ENGINEER 2
Sure, no problem at all.
All of the Employees gather around the bathysphere that John and Tyr exited.
John sees a huge cavern opening near by.
JOHN
Look at that huge cave over there!

TYR
This is where we shall assemble the Aesir.
Let's go take a walk in the cavern. It's been a
long time since I've been here.
Thor looks around the mountain, the nearby forest and the sky.
THOR
Who would have ever dreamed that we would
appear so far in the future with our memories in
tact, as if it all happened yesterday? And, yet, it
almost looks the same. Except the trees are
bigger.
JOHN
Why did the Aesir select this mountain? What's
so special about it?
THOR
That's simple. This is the very first mountain
peak we'd see when emerging from the Bifrost.
So we used it to get our bearings when we
traveled to Midgard from Asgard.
John, with Holiday holding his arm, Tyr, and Thor and the two Gwitchen walk to
the Cavern entrance and look inside.
Holiday, John and the two Gwitchen look up at the ceiling and at the cavern walls
in an exploratory manner.
JOHN
This is a pretty huge cavern.
THOR
As big as our mansions on Asgard!
TYR
Indeed. You know, if we gather the Aesir here
we need tables and food for a reunification
celebration.
THOR
I agree with that. I have to get Galar and Fjalar
here quickly to construct the Command Center.
But, who is going to set the banquet all up?
TYR

How about you Holiday? Do you think you can
gather some of the wives of our employees
and we deliver everything here with one of the
bathyspheres?
HOLIDAY
Sure. How many people are coming?
John intercedes.
JOHN
We have 43 of the top engineers right here.
How about seeing what they can do to
construct the command center, and you invite
our entire company to the banquet?
TYR
John that is an excellent idea! Holiday, I will get
the list from Heimdall. I think a few hundred for
sure. If the entire company is coming then you
have a big project to put all of this all together.
HOLIDAY
It's not a problem at all. The banquet will be pot
luck.
TYR
The company will pick up the tab. Make sure
the Command Center is filled with enough food
for a huge feast!
THOR
Let's get down to business. I also have to get
Fjalar and Galar here, only they are craftsmen
who can construct the throne of Vodthin. I want
to see my ship. It's been sitting a long time,
and those two know everything there is to
know about ToothGap-ToothGrinder.
JOHN
Why do you call your ship such a stupid name
as ToothGap-ToothGrinder?
THOR
Because it's has twin engines and each one
sounds different from the other. It reminds me
of my two goats.

JOHN
You had goats on Asgard?
TYR
We had everything and even more on Asgard.
THOR
Let's go see my ship!
Thor, Tyr, John, Holiday and the two Gwitchen return to their Bathysphere ramp.
The Employees are standing by.
TYR
Gentleman, you and your families are invited to
a banquet celebrating the reunification of the
Asgardians. The Mount Gimli Cavern over
there, has to have a Command Center set up
here within two days. Triple time on the
company tab. The bathyspheres are at your
disposal.
The engineers are all cheering. One Engineer smiling speaks for everyone.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1
You have yourself a deal, Tyr. By Monday
morning, you'll you will have your command
center. Right guys.
All the engineers start cheering affirmatively!
Tyr and his group enter the bathysphere.
INT. ONE-HAND BATHYSPHERE - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, TYR, TYR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER, THOR)
John takes the Captain's seat. The others take seats at the various consoles.
JOHN
Hey Tyr, what should we call this bathysphere
to give it a little uniqueness, in your honour?
TYR
Well, if it's mine, let's call it One-Hand, since I
can pilot the vessel with one hand, and I got
my hand back in this destiny!
JOHN

Okay. Tyr, this is your personal bathysphere.
One-Hand's Computer. Ascend to the upper
level of Mount Gimli at the entrance of the
highest cavern. Set ramp to extend to the
entrance.
TYR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Ascent completed. Hatch is open and ramp is
extended.
JOHN
Okay, Thor go check your ship out!
Thor rushes out of the bathysphere and across the ramp and into the cavern.
INT. MOUNT GIMLI HIGHEST CAVERN - CONTINUOUS
(THOR, JOHN, TYR)
Thor looks around and sees his ship ToothGap-ToothGrinder completely intact.
He takes his hand and rubs it across the hull. Then with a sigh of relief, he talks
to himself.
Tyr and John are unobserved by Thor as Tyr and John enters the highest
Cavern.
THOR
I finally have my ship back. I have everything
back!
Thor is startled by Tyr presence.
TYR
Well are you going to invite us in for a tour?
THOR
I sure am. Come on! I can hardly wait until I am
piloting my ship again!
Thor presses the hull with his hand. Suddenly, ToothGap-ToothGrinder's ramp
extends down to the ground. Thor, Tyr and John walk up the ramp and into the
hatch. Above the hatch door are symbols identifying the spacecraft as ToothGapToothGrinder. Thor looks around. Thor walks into ToothGap-ToothGrinder's
Control Center.
JOHN
It looks like your ship could use a little
maintenance and clean up.

TYR
Well John, if you were sitting for a thousand
years, you might need some maintenance too.
The two laugh.
Thor sits in the Captain's seat and presses some buttons on his command
console. Suddenly, the engines roar a thunderous roar, simultaneously but each
on its own frequency.
THOR
Music to my ears!
Thor turns on the visual monitor and it works perfectly.
THOR (CONT'D)
Excellent. Now let's see if my ship ascends and
stabilizes in mid air.
Thor pushes another button. Suddenly the Yggsdrasil Energy Panel and Ship's
Gyro alarms go off. The engines stop and the power goes off. The visual monitor
turns quits.
THOR (CONT'D)
What did Magni do to my ship?
Tyr looks concerned. John laughs. Thor goes over to the hatch door and pushes
the button. The hatch opens. He pushes the button again. The hatch closes.
John laughs out loud again.
THOR (CONT'D)
What do you think is so funny?
John points over to a power console.
JOHN
The problem is so obvious. You have a short in
your major power feed over in that control
panel over there!
THOR
Well, if you know so much why don't you fix it,
so I can get my ship out of here!
JOHN
Because a Captain of a ship should know how
to fix everything. I'll show you what to do. And,

if I were you, I would trade this ancient
machine in for one of our bathyspheres.
They're much more advanced.
THOR
ToothGap-ToothGrinder is just fine for me. It's
a classic, one of a kind and it's mine!
John walks over to the power control panel and opens it up. Thor is looking over
his shoulder with Tyr peering in to see what the problem is.
JOHN
If you noticed, you had power in the beginning.
Once you turned those loud vibrating engines
on, the alarms went off and the power quit.
This means some cable was loose and when
the ship vibrated the cable moved and shorted
out.
John points to an obvious loose cable lead.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Like this cable here! This is why the ramp and
the hatch work. They're on a different power
lead.
Thor turns around and opens a large drawer. He pulls out a type of screw driver
and hands it to John.
THOR
Since you have your hands in there, you can
tighten it.
John tightens the screw down and closes the power control panel.
Thor goes back over to the Captain's chair. And pushes the engines start
buttons. The ship's Yggsdrasil Energy Panel and Ship's Gyro alarms go from red
to green. Thor's loud thunderous engines start immediately. Thor turns on the
Visual Monitor. Thor pushes the ascend button. ToothGap-ToothGrinder lifts up
from the ground. The visual change is shown on the Ship's Visual Monitor.
Tyr and John are standing by the Captain's chair.
THOR (CONT'D)
Excellent! Now it's full speed a head.
JOHN

Wait a minute! You have a bathysphere
blocking the entrance! We have to get off first.
THOR
Well, I am a little excited. Sorry.
TYR
Thor, we have to work together to get all of the
Aesir here as quick as Vodthin wants them.
Where do you plan on going?
THOR
First, I have to go back to Kerguelen Island and
get my weapons. Then, I plan on finding Fjalar
and Galar. They’re the only two dwarfs on this
planet that know my ship inside and out. I want
every ship's system checked. And, they have
to have Vodthin's Throne completed before he
arrives at Mount Gimli.
TYR
Okay. When the Aesir start arriving, can you
instruct them on how to navigate the
bathyspheres until either John or I return?
THOR
Sure. I will do that.
TYR
Thank you. John let's get back to the
bathysphere and back to the company. I have
to get a hold of Heimdall immediately.
Thor walks over with John and Tyr to the hatch door. He pushes the button to let
them exit.
EXT. MOUNT GIMLI HIGHEST CAVERN - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, TYR)
John and Tyr walk out of the highest cavern, on to the bathysphere's ramp and
enter the hatch.
The Bathysphere ascends into the sky.
EXT. KERGUELEN ISLANDS - AIRPORT - LATE AFTERNOON

(CAPT. COLLINS, CAPT. FERRER, GEN. BORSSON, GEN. LI BAI, LT. GEN.
RAMA, LT. PATERSON, AH QUIN, ALVAH ZUVER, JOHN ASHCROFT,
KELTON MCKENZIE, SERGI ZHUKOV, LT. MORRISON, LT. DUNDEE)
The United Nations Officers are General Borsson, his aides Lieutenant Morrison,
General Li Bai, Lt. Gen. Jethra Rama, Lt. Alexander Paterson, Warrant Officer
Hernandez Martinez, Captain Jose Ferrer, Lieutenant PUTIN, and Captain
Collins.
The seven new U.N. Bathyspheres plus General Borsson's for a total of eight are
in the background with truckloads of food being taken aboard by HUNDREDS OF
U.N. PEACE KEEPERS.
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA on a COMMERCIAL AIRLINER from the UNITED
STATES is being taxied over by one of the hangers. The Descending Ladder is
placed next to the aircraft.
CAMERA CLOSE IN on five men stepping down the ladder from the aircraft to
the airfield. Each of the men looks around the surrounding area as they step
down into their new surroundings. The men are KELTON MCKENZIE, AH QUIN,
SERGI ZHUKOV, ALVAH ZUVER, and JOHN ASHCROFT.
The U.N. Officers salute the 5 individuals.
GENERAL BORSSON
Welcome gentlemen. We have been expecting
you. This is my Executive Officer General Li
Bai, and our other officers are Mr. Rama. This
is Lt. Paterson, and Warrant Officer Martinez,
Captain Collins and Captain Ferrer.
CAMERA ON all of the men SHAKE HANDS and introduce themselves. It quite
evident that each of the five new arrivals are independent of each other and on
their own. The five men place themselves in front of different officers and
introduce themselves, in a processional manner.
KELTON MCKENZIE
General and gentlemen. I am Kelton McKenzie
from the Canadian Consulate for the United
Nations.
AH QUIN
Please to meet you gentlemen. My name is Ah
Quin and I represent China.
SERGI ZHUKOV

I am Commander Sergi Zhukov of the Strategic
Rocket Forces representing the Russian
Federation.
ALVAH ZUVER
General. I am Major General Alvah Zuver
representing the United States and the Allied
High Command.
JOHN ASHCROFT
I am the General John Ashcroft. Mr. Zuver's
Commanding officer and a member of the
Allied High Command.
CAMERA ON The UNITED NATIONS GENERAL as he GESTURES the
direction for the men to go as he speaks to all of them.
U.N. GENERAL LI BAI
We were notified that you gentlemen have
been selected to over see this first official
encounter with the alien species, assure the
nations of the world that peace treaty counter
offer has been properly presented, review our
new bathysphere prototypes, and assure the
food for peace supplies are delivered
simultaneously.
KELTON MCKENZIE
I notice those strange flying saucers over
there. Are those the new bathyspheres? If so,
have they been flight tested.
GENERAL BORSSON
Yes, they are and yes we have. We test flew
them earlier this after noon.
SERGI ZHUKOV
Now, those spacecraft I am very interested in
seeing how they fly.
JOHN ASHCROFT
The new bathyspheres look like they are
excellent quality. I notice there are eight of
them. The report I reviewed said there were
only seven of them delivered. I presume they
are American made?
GENERAL BORSSON

No, actually and factually they are of an
Ásgarðian design. The eighth bathysphere was
given to me personally. I know the President of
the company. He's a good friend of mine.
ALVAH ZUVER
I thought the U.N. had contracted International
Aerodynamics? That is an American company
and we are here to make sure we take a test
flight on those craft.
JOHN ASHCROFT
If they can do what is claimed they can do, our
President has authorized our military to seize
the company by using military personnel to
increase production.
AH QUIN
You Americans seem to always be jumping the
gun so to speak. Our first priority here to
assure a peace treaty is agreed to.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Well, we cover all bases so to speak. It seems
to me, that if you’re any kind of representative
of the Chinese, then your people are rather
quick to surrender.
GENERAL LI BAI
I think you two gentlemen should tone your
conversation down a little. General Borsson
and myself run this U.N. Peace Keeping base
and General Borsson has been delegated as
the world representative to meet with the
aliens. You two are merely spectators to
assure we have done everything possible to
secure peace.
GENERAL BORSSON
Thank you, General Bai.
ALVAH ZUVER
I read the treaty terms presented by the aliens.
My big question is what kind of protein we are
giving these creatures in exchange for peace.
Our nation has zero tolerance of terrorists
whether they are aliens or not. If they don't

accept our counter terms, I can guarantee the
United States of America will attack them first.
And, that is why Mr. Ashcroft and myself are
here.
General Borsson turns and addresses his question to everyone under his
command, including the new arrivals.
GENERAL BORSSON
I was wondering this very question myself. I
sure as hell hope, at the least that its some
kind of canned meat. Who knows?
KELTON MCKENZIE
I can tell you what Canada sent for its
presentation. Our nation sent some canned
salmon, but mostly canned beef.
GENERAL BORSSON Great. I
feel a little better. I am aware that Australia
sent tons of canned Kangaroo meat.
Lt. Morrison interjects his personal comments.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
With all of this canned food. Did anyone supply
the aliens with can openers?
GENERAL BORSSON
You know Morrison, for the first time, that might
be a very good question. We want this first
encounter to go smoothly. Make sure we have
a case of can openers placed by the door and
marked, so I know where to grab one when it
comes time for them to taste our replacement
on their food table.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
Yes, sir. I will see to it right away.
Lt. Morrison leaves the group and heads towards the base canteen, next to the
base cafeteria.
JOHN ASHCROFT
When are we leaving? Or, are we going to
stand around here all day?
GENERAL BORSSON

Mr. Ashcroft, if you turn around you will see
they are still loading food onto the
bathyspheres. Each bathysphere is a pretty
large spacecraft at 1,000 meters. If you want to
volunteer to help load the food, we can leave a
little sooner. When the ships are filled we
leave. Understood?
JOHN ASHCROFT
General, I don't think you know who I am and
who you're dealing with. I will not be ordered
around by any Australian.
General Borsson face expresses a furious rage. He walks up and with a left hook
slams his fist into John Ashcroft's face. John Ashcroft falls to the ground knocked
out.
Alvah Zuver who is much bigger than John Ashcroft, but only the size of General
Borsson stands up face to face and eye to eye, to General Borsson.
ALVAH ZUVER
(quietly)
That was a good solid left hook.
GENERAL BORSSON
Thank you, Zuver. I think I'm starting to like
you.
A group of about twenty U.N. Peace Keepers are heading towards General Li Bai
and General Borsson from the direction of the bathyspheres. LIEUTENANT
DUNDEE leads the group and notifies the Generals of the bathysphere status.
Lt. Dundee Salutes the Generals, who return his salute.
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
General Bai, all eight of the bathyspheres are
loaded. The crews are placing the fork lifts on
board the bathyspheres right now.
GENERAL LI BAI
Thank you, Lieutenant Dundee. You and your
Peace Keepers standby.
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
Yes, sir.
Lieutenant Dundee takes the group a few feet away from the officers, where they
all make small talk among themselves.

GENERAL LI BAI
General Borsson. You haven't explained who
will be designated as Captains of the
respective bathyspheres and how were going
to proceed on this mission.
John Ashcroft wakes up from his sleep, rubbing his jaw. His American
subordinate Alvah Zuver helps him up.
General Borsson turns towards General Bai.
GENERAL BORSSON Okay.
This is what will happen. Each bathysphere will
carry fifty personnel. I can tell by Dundee
remarks and a decision to put fork lifts on
board, that someone isn't aware of what these
vehicles can do. We have retractor beams that
will literally pick up or set anything down
directly from the bathysphere. We will
use those. There will not be any physical
contact with the aliens, by any other crews,
other than mine.
KELTON MCKENZIE
I presume this means that I will be going with
you?
GENERAL BORSSON
You presume correctly. And, so will the rest of
your group, including that moron I just knocked
on his ass.
GENERAL LI BAI
This means your bathysphere will be the last
vessel to enter the alien colony, correct?
GENERAL BORSSON
Correct, General. The first seven vessels will
proceed to the alien landing pad. None of the
bathysphere will touch down. Use the retractor
beam to unload the food. Then leave the alien
colony. After the seventh bathysphere leaves
and is out of danger, I will go in with Sleipnir.
That is about all you need to know. The
decision on who Captains these bathyspheres
is up to you.

General Bai salutes General Borsson and begins making his own orders to
facilitate the mission.
GENERAL LI BAI
Collins, Rama, Ferrer, Martinez, Paterson,
Morrison, and Putin. Each of you will Captain
the bathyspheres, as well as myself.
GENERAL BORSSON
Excuse me, General Bai. I want Morrison as
well as, Captain Collins and her crew on board
my bathysphere!
GENERAL LI BAI
Yes, sir. Okay.
General Bai turns to Lieutenant Dundee.
GENERAL LI BAI (CONT'D)
Dundee, go find Lieutenant Angel. Tell her
she's just been promoted to Captain and to
report to her new bathyspheres with a 25
person crew in no later than ten minutes. You
should find her over in the officer's mess. On
the double, Lieutenant.
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
Yes, sir.
Lieutenant Dundee turns and starts to run towards the Officer's Cafeteria.
GENERAL LI BAI
The rest of you, go find your crews and man
your ships. Be prepared to leave in 15 minutes.
On the double.
The officers in formation salute General Bai.
U.N. Peace Keeping Officers Rama, Ferrer, Martinez, Paterson, Morrison, Putin
and General Bai proceed away from General Borsson towards the bathyspheres.
Captain Collins appears distraught and approaches General Borsson.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
General, I was so much expecting to Captain
one of these new bathyspheres on my own. I
am a Captain, with first priority of rank. I am
requesting to Captain my own bathysphere.

GENERAL BORSSON
Your request is denied. You and your crew get
aboard the Sleipnir now.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes, sir. But, why did you choose me and my
crew to go with you?
GENERAL BORSSON Captain. I
don't expect the galactic aliens to accept our
counter offer for peace. I am not going in there
alone. And, call it instinct, or whatever you
want. But, if any crew is to get in there and get
out, you and your crew will. That's why. Now
go get your crew and get aboard.
Captain Collins salutes the General.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes, sir. And, thank you for answering my
questions.
General Borsson salutes back.
Captain Collins walks over to her crew.
CAPTAIN COLLINS (CONT'D)
You heard the General! We're going in!
Lieutenant Dundee can be seen in the background with Lieutenant Skye Angel.
He points her in the direction of the bathyspheres and then turns and walks
towards Captain Collins' group.
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
Well Captain Collins, what's the plan?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
We're part of General Borsson's crew. We're
going in with him.
LIEUTENANT DUNDEE
Yes, ma'am.
Captain Collins leads her crew towards the bathysphere Sleipnir. She is followed
by Lieutenant Dundee, Warrant Officer Torres, Sergeants Sherman, Samford,
Laffiette, Samford, Utterbach and Staff Sergeant Kalinski, with Privates Janzing,
Beiarano, Grinols, Janzing, Fischel, Britton and Markuson.

General Borsson, Lieutenant Morrison, Kelton McKenzie, Alvah Zuver, Ah Quin,
John Ashcroft, and Sergi Zhukov are still standing in a group.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
General, where is Sergeant McGregor?
GENERAL BORSSON
I sent him on a errand with Tyr and John.
Gentleman its time to go aboard.
General Borsson leads the group towards the Bathysphere Sleipnir.
General Borsson walks up Sleipnir's ramp and through the hatch. The U.N.
delegation and Mr. Morrison follow him inside.
EXT. NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN - AFTERNOON
Simultaneously 8 bathyspheres suddenly appear over the North Atlantic like a
light beam. The eight bathyspheres simultaneously dive at an intense speed in a
trajectory angle into the ocean waves for sub-oceanic navigation.
The eight bathyspheres parallel the surface floor appearing like a beam of light
until they reach a huge cavernous gorge in the bottom of the ocean floor.
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE ON the eight bathyspheres vessels descending along
the wall of the cavern.
CAMERA PANS 45 DEGREES as the eight bathyspheres position themselves
back from the cavern wall, but in various depths, in front of a huge bubble
protrusion embedded in the wall, with a Trident Emblem appearing above the
entrance.
CAMERA ANGLE DOWN TO Not far below the huge bubble but directly below it,
where TIGHT ON is another opening with long bar like steel similar to what would
appear to be an enormous gate. ZOOM SWOOSH IN through the barred gate to
see a herd of enormous 200 feet long Nidhögg wolf eels corralled.
INT. BATHYSPHERE SLEIPNIR - COMMAND CENTER
(GEN. BORSSON, AH QUIN, ALVAH ZUVER, JOHN ASHCROFT, KELTON
MCKENZIE, SERGI ZHUKOV, CAPT. COLLINS, LT. DUNDEE, STAFF SGT.
KALINSKI, SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER, CAPT. FERRER, GEN. LI BAI, LT.
PATERSON, LT. SKYE ANGEL)
General Borsson is sitting in the Captain's chair.

The United Nations Observers Kelton McKenzie, Alvah Zuver, Ah Quin, John
Ashcroft, and Sergi Zhukov are talking among themselves and observing the AllSky Visual Monitor Station.
Although the crew has their eyes on the All-Sky Visual Monitor and Holograph,
Captain Collins and Staff Sergeant Kalinski are stationed at the Navigational
Console: Lieutenant Dundee and Warrant Officer Torres are stationed at the
Firing Control Systems console; and in the circular positioning of stations
Sergeants Sherman, Samford, Laffiette, Samford, Utterbach and Staff Sergeant
Kalinski, with Privates Janzing, Beiarano, Barney Grinols, Janzing, Fischel,
Britton, Markuson and Lieutenant Morrison have filled and are observing their
respective monitor console stations.
JOHN ASHCROFT
(quietly)
We are here in less than a minute from the
other side of the world. I am outraged these
bathyspheres are not under the direct control
of our military.
ALVAH ZUVER
(whispering)
This is an amazing vehicle. I can't even try to
comprehend the super computer technology
which makes flying the bathysphere so simple.
General Borsson speaks and the bathysphere
reacts. There is no real need for a crew.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Correct. When the President hears of this, we
will seize International Aerodynamics for our
exclusive defense.
General Borsson suddenly makes some commands.
GENERAL BORSSON
Sleipnir's computer give me a complete visual
scan of this cavern wall. Engage remote
observation via radio soundings and map any
subterranean waterways coming into the
oceanic alien colonial capital.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Visual scan and radio soundings in progress.
The All-Sky Visual Monitor shows the bathysphere has lighted up the Cavern wall
with some kind of bright lighting.

WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON lighting up a huge area of the cavern walls with
various kinds of light spectrum scanning for some kind of opening, everything
and anything which would indicate life.
The All-Sky Visual Monitor shows the trench wall and a huge circular Trident
Emblem centered on a disk like object which is embedded into the cavern wall.
The All-Sky Visual Monitor makes it appear that Sleipnir is repositioning itself
automatically as the CAMERA descends and shows a lower, but huge similar in
size entrance which is blocked with one foot thick perpendicular steel like bars
spaced about 1 meter apart.
The All Sky Visual Monitor ZOOMS IN ON the second lower entrance.
CAMERA ON the restless herd of corralled Nidhögg. Suddenly, one of the
Nidhögg races to the barred entrance. The creature opens its jaws and releases
tons of human bones and skulls which drop down into the depth of the cavern.
The Nidhögg remains motionless and appears to be observing the underwater
bathyspheres. The Nidhögg nudges another huge pile of human bones from just
inside of the barred entrance and pushes them out of the tunnel. The Nidhögg
maneuvers itself around and leaves then comes back to batter the bars with its
head. The Nidhögg remains motionless.
CLOSE IN FRONT SHOT of Nidhögg’s eyes showing an intelligence and
curiously helpless visual of the creature.
The close imaging of these events shock the Sleipnir and other bathysphere
crews.
AH QUIN
I have seen this creature before in my
nightmares.
KELTON MCKENZIE
You know, Quin. I've had the same feeling
about this mission, like I've been here and
done this before. But, I know I haven't.
John Ashcroft who is now standing away from Alvah Zuver over by the
Navigation Console, next to Captain Collins and Staff Sergeant Kalinski has
observed the Nidhögg for the first time.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Holy Shit! What the hell are these creatures?
GENERAL BORSSON

They are called by different names, Midgarðian
Serpent's, some humans call the creature
Kraken, but the creatures call themselves,
Nidhögg.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Are you trying to tell me they talk?
GENERAL BORSSON
No, I am telling you they talk. Next to humans
they are the second most intelligent life form on
this planet. Also, the Trident Emblem you see
is Utgarðian. A group of Aliens had stolen an
Utgarðian ship and that Trident Emblem is from
that ship.
General Borsson ignores John Ashcroft and turns to the issue of putting his plan
into action.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Sleipnir's Computer. Establish interlinking
communications and visual contact with the 7
other bathyspheres on this mission.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Communications and visual established.
The All-Sky Monitor instantly breaks into nine screens. Those officers sitting in
their Captain's chairs are visually seen in a sub pane on the main screen with a
sub-title identifying the bathysphere and the Captain of the respective
Bathyspheres.
General Li Bai, U.N. Bathysphere 1; Lt. General Jethra Rama U.N. Bathysphere
2; Lt. Alexander Paterson U.N. Bathysphere 3; Warrant Officer Martinez U.N.
Bathysphere 4; Captain Jose Ferrer U.N. Bathysphere 5; Lieutenant Skye Angel
U.N. Bathysphere 6; Lt. Alexander Putin U.N. Bathysphere 7; General Borsson Sleipnir; All-Sky Main Screen visual of Alien Cavern Entrance.
GENERAL BORSSON
General Bai and the rest of you, can you hear
me?
GENERAL LI BAI (OS.)
I have visual and audio on everyone.
LT. GEN. JETHRA RAMA (O.S.)
I hear and see everyone fine.

LT. ALEXANDER PATERSON (O.S.)
Same here.
WARRANT OFFICER MARTINEZ (O.S.)
I have visual and audio.
CAPTAIN JOSE FERRER (O.S.)
Contact is established.
LIEUTENANT SKYE ANGEL (O.S.)
Generals, we have audio and visual with all
bathyspheres.
LT. ALEXANDER PUTIN (O.S.)
We are awaiting your orders.
GENERAL BORSSON
The bathyspheres will enter the alien colony in
the numerical order of their ship's designation.
This means General Bai will be first and Lt.
Putin's craft will be last. Your crews should
have filled your retractor beam room with food
supplies. When you go in, drop the supplies
and exit immediately. After the first
bathysphere exits and is safe. The second
bathysphere will proceed.
GENERAL LI BAI
Those of us waiting will maintain our weapons
systems on automatic with personnel
positioned for manual override.
General Borsson turns to his crew and the U.N. Observers.
GENERAL BORSSON
Captain Collins. Is the retractor room filled with
the food supplies? When I exit the ship, you
will take over the Captain's Chair. I have all
systems on automatic. But, may I ask if you
versed yourself on the fire control systems?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes, General on both questions. The retractor
room is filled to capacity. Both Lt. Dundee and
myself are well versed on all systems. I have
read the Captain's manual and will position
myself in the Captain's chair at all times you
are outside of Sleipnir.

GENERAL BORSSON
Great. When we go in, no one leaves Sleipnir
except me. We want no hostages, no
problems, and no casualties. I will make my
presentation, in a manner that they will not
have time to say no. The moment I return, the
hatch is to be closed and we are out of there.
Understood?
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Your orders are pre-programmed for
compliance.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes, Captain.
GENERAL BORSSON
Sleipnir's Computer. Interlink all bathysphere
All Sky Visual Monitors to Sleipnir. I want to
see first hand what's going on.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Yes, Captain.
GENERAL BORSSON
You make it difficult for a Captain to have a
crew.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Yes, Captain.
CAMERA ON Kelton McKenzie, Alvah Zuver, Ah Quin, John Ashcroft, and Sergi
Zhukov who are walking around and observing each of Sleipnir's console station.
Sergi Zhukov turns to General Borsson.
SERGI ZHUKOV
General, in compliance with the United Nations
Directive, we are to accompany you to confirm
compliance on this first alien contact. Your
orders conflict with this directive.
GENERAL BORSSON
Your safety is my first priority. Only leaders are
immune from harm. I am the only leader here,
understood?
SERGI ZHUKOV

Understood, but, under protest. I note the
alien's have not tried to attack us, when we are
right here sitting on their door step.
GENERAL BORSSON
Enough talk. We have spent more time talking
than the time it took to get here. Let's start the
mission.
GENERAL LI BAI (O.S.)
By your Command General. Bathysphere 1
proceed into the alien colony. Locate a cite and
engage protractor beam for food delivery and
exit the colony.
BATHYSPHERE 1 SHIP'S COMPUTER. (O.S.)
As you command, Captain.
EXT. OCEANIC CAVERN BENEATH NORTH ATLANTIC - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL LI BAI)
OCEANIC WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON the Eight Bathyspheres when
Bathysphere 1 Commanded by General Li Bai breaks formation and instantly
positions itself in front of and then through the transparent bubble.
INT. GALACTIC ALIEN COLONY ENTRANCE - LANDING PAD AREA CONTINUOUS
AERIAL WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON a huge landing pad like entrance which
expands out into a huge galactic alien city. Structures are built in to the huge
cavern like city walls with boulevard-like streets extending into tunnels can be
seen in length for miles. A dim luminance is lighting the entire cavern area, from
a luminous substance covering the entire walls of the cavern. A lake in the alien
city can be seen in the distance Unusual like weapon systems and a control
center area with numerous monitoring screens appear to be manned by the
Galactic Aliens which are aimed at the trident entrance.
As Bathysphere 1 hovers, HUNDREDS OF CREATURES can be seen below
racing to gather in formation. Bathysphere 1 engages its retractor reverse
polarity where the food supplies are protracted in mid air from the bathysphere to
the landing pad.
Bathysphere 1 instantly disappears.
NUMEROUS FROM ABOVE AND WIDE ANGLE CAMERA SHOTS ON
Bathysphere 2, Bathysphere 3, Bathysphere 4, Bathysphere 5, Bathysphere 6,

and Bathysphere 7, engaging in protracting food supplies just inside the
entrance.
NUMEROUS WIDE ANGLE AND HIGH ABOVE and ZOOMING DOWN TO food
supplies multiplying and more Galactic Aliens coming into formation, as well as
inspecting and relocating the food boxes. The Alien body movements are so
precise and fast, the creatures just seem to appear and re-appear in different
areas in a blur. During the protracting of food by Bathysphere 7 there are TWO
GALACTIC ALIENS who appear with a huge red carpet and extend it out to an
area which is large enough for a bathysphere to land.
INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE -CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI, CAPTAIN COLLINS,
JOHN ASHCROFT)
General Borsson is in the Captain's chair. He the U.N. Observers and his crew
are analyzing the All-Sky Visual Monitor of this mission from the data provided by
the other seven bathyspheres and what is happening on the mission.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
General, It looks like they are going to be
giving you the red carpet treatment.
General Borsson laughs.
GENERAL BORSSON
I observed that too. Interesting.
John Ashcroft makes small talk with Captain Collins and Staff Sergeant Kalinski.
JOHN ASHCROFT
It's nice to be in the company of some beautiful
women. My name is John. Where are two
from?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
The United States.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
Canada. I'm a nationalized Canadian.
Vancouver.
Staff Sergeant Kalinski smiles flirtatiously back at John Ashcroft.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI (CONT'D)
I am Staff Sergeant Kalinski. But, my name is
Koko when I'm off duty.

Captain Collins maintains her professionalism.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
My name is Captain Collins. I don't make
associations with people I meet on the job.
The snub does not interest John Ashcroft who clearly has eyes for six foot tall
blond Staff Sergeant Kalinski.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Well, Sergeant maybe later we can meet for
dinner when this mission is over. My treat.
Staff Sergeant Kalinski smiles again and lowers her eyes shyly.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
Sure.
John Ashcroft walks away from the Navigation Console sharing parting smiles
with Sergeant Kalinski.
Captain Collins turns to Sergeant Kalinski and speaks quietly.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Watch out Koko! That guy only wants one
thing.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
(giggling)
Don't we all? His friend is cute too.
Captain Collins shakes her head as if to remove herself from another's private life
and decisions.
INT. ZY'S OCEANIC COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(ZY, ZY-19)
Zy is with his High Command observing holographic advances of his warriors on
the surface as well as reviewing intelligence reports instantly given him by his 20
high commanders who are positioned before their personal battle monitors.
Zy swiftly turns towards Zy-19 with a concerned expression.
ZY-19
Zy, the humanoids have arrived. Our monitors
have eight strange vessels in formation outside

of our colony. They bring strange gifts. We are
running a chemical analysis of their gifts.
ZY
I must meet with them now.
ZY-19
Beware, the first seven vessels have not made
direct contact. There is only one humanoid
vessel that remains to enter our colony. Our
monitors can not analyze some of their
systems.
ZY
That is impossible. Check your monitors for
malfunction. This last vehicle will make contact.
I will go to greet them.
INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE - CONTINUOUS
(GENERAL BORSSON, SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER, LT. MORRISON)
CAMERA ON General Borsson in the Captain's Chair.
GENERAL BORSSON
Sleipnir's Computer. Set coordinates to enter
the Galactic colony for the protractor beam to
protract the food supplies and for the Sleipnir
to descend for touch down in a secure area.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Coordinates set. Ready at your command.
GENERAL BORSSON
Proceed.
General Borsson quickly turns to Lt. Morrison.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Morrison. Do you have that case of can
openers?
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
General. I couldn't find a case of can openers
anywhere on base. So, I brought my own and a
large spoon.

Morrison takes the can opener and spoon from his back pocket and hands them
to the General.
The General looks down in disbelief.
GENERAL BORSSON
Only humans would give gifts of thousands of
tons of canned protein and forget the can
openers to open them with. Thank you
Morrison. You can leave now.
LIEUTENANT LOUIE MORRISON
Yes, sir.
Morrison leaves the area of the Captain's chair and walks over and stands near
Sleipnir's hatch.
EXT. OCEANIC NEAR GALACTIC ALIEN COLONY - CONTINUOUS
OCEANIC WIDE ANGLE CAMERA on the eight bathyspheres. CAMERA ON
Bathysphere Sleipnir as the vessel instantly leaves formation and enters the
galactic alien colony through the bubble like portal.
INT. GALACTIC ALIEN COLONY ENTRANCE - LANDING PAD AREA
(ZY, GENERAL BORSSON)
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON the Bathysphere Sleipnir hovering in mid air above
the landing pad area. CAMERA ON food descending down safely via the
protractor beam.
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE on Bathysphere Sleipnir slightly repositioning and
descending to a safe landing where the vessel ramp is precisely in line with the
red carpet.
CAMERA ON Sleipnir as the ramp extends and the hatch opens.
Instantly, THOUSANDS of GALACTIC ALIENS appear near the narrow opening
dividing this area from the Alien Colony. HUNDREDS of GALACTIC ALIENS
appear as a blur and reappear in formation along both sides of the red carpet.
ZY and his TWENTY COUNCIL MEMBERS are standing at the end of the red
carpet.
General Borsson carries a document, as he walks out of the open hatch and
proceeds alone down Sleipnir's ramp. The hatch to the Sleipnir Bathysphere
instantly
closes
behind
General
Borsson.

The can opener and spoon can be seen in the back pocket of General Borsson's
trousers as he proceeds towards Zy and his welcomers.
The Galactic Aliens in formation along both sides of the red carpet curiously look
the General over. General Borsson in his manner of protocol looks at each of the
aliens in formation. He stops half way turns and looks one of the aliens eye to
eye and inspects his decor. He observes the strange belts which holster their
strange weapons.
General Borsson turns and continues his walk up to Zy.
General Borsson and Zy are three feet away from each other, now face to face
and eye to eye.
INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE - CONTINUOUS
(CAPT. COLLINS, SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER, GEN. BORSSON, ZY)
Captain Collins is in the Captain's chair. Everyone is observing the proceedings.
The entire crew have their eyes fixed on the All-Sky Visual Monitor.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Computer, zoom the All-Sky visual monitor in
on General Borsson.
Instantly, the All-Sky Visual Monitor zooms in.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Monitor has engaged zoom in.
General Borsson and Zy are seen face to face and eye.
INT. GALACTIC ALIEN COLONY ENTRANCE - LANDING PAD AREA
(ZY, GENERAL BORSSON, Z-13)
Zy's snake like tongue with a second mouth extends out and speaks.
ZY
Peace, Paz, Kraken.
General Borsson hands him the United Nations counter Peace treaty offer.
Zy looks down and appears to read the words. He hands the document to one of
his Council aliens.
GENERAL BORSSON
Peace to you and your species.

ZY
You are leader of humanoids?
GENERAL BORSSON
I am King of all living creatures of the nine
planets under the Yggsdrasil of our sun Ymir.
Your species originates from the third planet of
a triple stellar star system which lies 4.35 lightyears from Ymir called Alpha Centauri A. Why
do you come here?
Zy brings his face closer to inspect General Borsson and hisses in General
Borsson's face. Zy turns towards, and looks at his high commanders who stare
back at Zy.
Z-13 suddenly hands Zy some kind of small gadget that scans General Borsson.
Zy looks down at the readings.
INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE -CONTINUOUS
(GEN. BORSSON, ASHCROFT, ZUVER, MCKENZIE, CAPT. COLLINS)
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA OF the entire Sleipnir crew who appear stunned,
shocked and in disbelief of what General Borsson is saying.
JOHN ASHCROFT
We have a damn General with a screw loose
trying to dazzle these creatures with bullshit.
We have to go out there and talk to these
creatures on a professional level.
ALVAH ZUVER
I don't like what I am hearing, either.
KELTON MCKENZIE
All I can say, is whatever works, go for it!
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Mr. Ashcroft, no one is going anywhere, until I
say so. My orders are no one is to leave this
ship.
INT. GALACTIC ALIEN COLONY ENTRANCE - LANDING PAD AREA
(ZY, GENERAL BORSSON)
Zy's snake like tongue with a second mouth extends out and speaks in a
screechy irritating voice.

ZY
Your carbon based genetic code nanostructures are different than this world but with
one human spliced genetic modification of your
transcriptual circuits. You are a humanoid subspecies.
GENERAL BORSSON
I am Vodthin, King of all species and the nine
worlds under Ymir's Yggsdrasil. You're species
is in my kingdom. I bring your species food for
Peace.
Zy screeches out.
ZY
I am Zy, King and Protector of all species
whom make Peace.
General Borsson expresses an irritated look on his face.
GENERAL BORSSON
I am Vodthin, King of all species and all worlds
under our Sun, Ymir. I bring your species food
for Peace. Your species is not from the nine
worlds of Ymir.
Zy expresses a stunned expression to General Borsson remark and looks at his
Council with a strange look.
General Borsson points over to the stockpiled food supplies in boxes.
Zy nods towards on of his alien warriors. SIX ALIENS races to the supplies and
brings numerous boxes back before Zy and General Borsson.
Zy nods to his alien warriors who rip open the large boxes instantly exposing
various large gallon one containers of various foods. General Borsson gestures
for Zy's warriors to hand him one of the large cans from a box that was marked
China. Zy nods affirmatively at the alien who turns to Zy for approval. The Alien
Warrior hand the large metal can to General Borsson who pulls the can opener
from his back pocket and begins opening the large can. Zy and Zy's aliens look
at each other in disbelief of such a timely process, but silently wait.
General Borsson opens the can takes his spoon and feeds himself an oyster and
then hands the open can to Zy.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)

Oysters, Protein from the region of my planet
called China.
Zy takes the can from General Borsson. Zy's snake like tongue slithers into the
can where the second mouth grabs a mouthful. Zy's second mouth zips right
back into his mouth. The alien leader expresses a facial expression of 'not bad'.
Zy hands the open can to his council who takes a sample and passes the can
around each tasting the food.
General Borsson points to two other boxes with markings from the People of
Canada. Another of Zy's aliens grabs two cans from each box and hands them to
General Borsson. The General reads the labels, sets one down by his feet and
opens the other can. Then, opens the second can as he passes the first can to
Zy. General Borsson samples each can before handing the can to Zy.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Caribou and Cow. Proteins from the region of
my planet called Canada. We can feed your
species protein for peace.
Zy takes some sample tastes and hands the cans over to his council.
ZY
These vessels are not Utgarðian, nor
humanoid. Who creates this?
GENERAL BORSSON
I do not see your vessels. How did you come
here?
Zy screeches.
ZY
I am Zy, King and Protector. I speak question.
GENERAL BORSSON
I am Vodthin, King of all nine worlds. I speak
Peace.
ZY
How do you know of Alpha Centauri A and our
species.
GENERAL BORSSON
I am Vodthin, King of all nine worlds. I know all
and I have seen all.

General Borsson points to one of the other boxes marked from the People of the
United States of America. One of Zy's aliens hands General Borsson a large can.
General Borsson reads the label. His face expresses a somewhat surprised look.
He opens the can. General Borsson scoops some peanut butter on to his spoon
and swallows it, then passes the can to Zy.
GENERAL BORSSON (CONT'D)
Peanut Butter. Protein from the region of my
planet called the United States of America.
Zy looks down at the contents. He hands the open can to one of his Council
aliens without tasting the food.
In the background, the Council Alien who takes the can dips his snake tongue
into the peanut butter. Suddenly, the Council Alien screeches as if in pain,
throwing the can like a baseball player in a tantrum of rage and pain. Zy turns
and looks with concern. There is screeching between Zy and his Council Alien.
ZY
It is crucial for our survival to secure Peace
with humanoids. Do you accept our terms?
GENERAL BORSSON
It is crucial for survival to secure Peace. Do
you accept counter terms for Peace?
ZY
Gimli.
General Borsson expresses shock at hearing this word for the first time from the
Alien leader Zy.
GENERAL BORSSON
I go in Peace. You go in Peace.
ZY
You go. Zy go.
GENERAL BORSSON
Do we council again?
ZY
I am Zy, King and Protector of species who
agree to Peace. Do we council again?
General Borsson turns around and walks down the red carpet to the Sleipnir
Bathysphere.

INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, PRIVATE BARNEY GRINOLS, GENERAL BORSSON,
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER, LIUTENANT DUNDEEE)
Captain Collins is sitting in the Captain's chair.
The U.N. Observers and crew are confused at this first encounter.
PRIVATE BARNEY GRINOLS
Captain, does this mean we have a peace
treaty?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
I don't think so, Barney. But, I don't know.
The Sleipnir hatch opens and General Borsson walks into the Bathysphere.
GENERAL BORSSON
Captain, get us out of here, now.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes, General. Computer Sleipnir activate and
engage navigational coordinates.
GENERAL BORSSON
Take us out in front of the lower entrance
where we saw the Nidhögg.
CAPTAIN COLLINS Yes, Sir.
Computer Sleipnir. Engage coordinated 100
meters in front of the lower entrance to the
alien city.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Engaged.
A visual of the huge barred entrance where the Nidhögg are enclosed is now on
the All-Sky Visual Monitor.
GENERAL BORSSON
Captain, have the weapons system activate
lasers and make those bars disappear.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes, Sir Captain. Computer Sleipnir engage
weapons system and destroy the metal

entrance to the lower tunnel and engage
coordinates for Kerguelen Island.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Laser Weapons System engaged. Navigational
coordinates engaged.
The All Sky Monitor shows a laser blast destroying the bars and over one
hundred Nidhögg rapidly escaping in all directions, then instant ascending to the
surface and up into the atmosphere.
GENERAL BORSSON Transfer
the audio video negotiations to the United
Nations and Utgarðian High Command.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Yes sir, General. Computer Sleipnir transfer
the audio-video negotiation recordings to
Utgarðian and United Nations High Command.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Transfer complete.
Lt. Dundee turns to Captain Collins and expresses his displeasure.
LIUTENANT DUNDEEE Damn
Captain, there are times when a weapons
specialist loves to push the button.
Captain Collins smiles back at Lt. Dundee.
EXT. GALACTIC ALIEN COLONY ENTRANCE - LANDING PAD AREA
(ZY, ZY-5)
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE ON the Bathysphere as it instantly raises up hovers for
a moment of time and in a beam of light disappears through the Alien portal. Zy
watches in amazement.
Zy is unaware the vessel momentarily stops and laser beams the bars corralling
the Nidhögg herd.
CAMERA CLOSE IN ON Zy.
ZY
Vessels are dangerous! Analyze our scanners
for system's technology and systems we did
not have access to. We must council.

ZY-5
By the command of Zy.
Zy 5 and the rest of Zy's council disappear from the landing area.
INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE - CONTINUOUS
(GEN. BORSSON, ASHCROFT, ZUVER, QUIN, MCKENZIE, ZHUKOV, PVT.
BARNEY GRINOLS, SGT. NILS UTTERBACK, PVT. JANZING, PVT.
MARKUSON, LT. DUNDEEE, SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER, CAPT.
COLLINS)
General Borsson takes a huge barrage of questions from the U.N. Observers.
JOHN ASHCROFT
You are insane! What the hell did you get
mankind into?
ALVAH ZUVER
General, I am still trying to figure out what
happened. Is there a treaty or not. Zy asked if
you would council again? This leaves the door
open. They're not going to attack.
AH QUIN
The only assessment I made was the aliens
don't like peanut butter. Do we continue more
food shipments?
KELTON MCKENZIE
Yea, whose the hell came up with the idea that
a species of meat eaters is going to trade
something that tastes good, for something that
sticks to the top of your mouth without jelly?
Actually General, considering who you were
dealing with, I thought you presented a really
good bluff, pretending to be the king and all.
You stood up to them, point for point. A kind of
draw, where no one wins the debate.
SERGI ZHUKOV
General, I am a little confused about the end of
the negotiations. Zy said you go. Zy go. And,
Gimli?. What does this mean? And what about
all of the food we have stockpiled at Kerguelen
Island?
PRIVATE BARNEY GRINOLS

Wow! Two Kings and nether conceded! Those
aliens are like the Yanks. Zero tolerance, strike
first, talk later during cleanup. I think we scared
those aliens with these bathyspheres. Did you
see the interest on that alien's face? He
wanted information.
Alvah is closest to Private Barney Grinols and hears his personal comments. The
two get in a shouting match and start pushing each other.
ALVAH ZUVER
Private Grinols. We don't care what you think!
You're just a private. So shut up while the
professionals discuss this matter.
PRIVATE BARNEY GRINOLS
Mr. Zuver, I am a human being first and this is
my world too. I will be heard to influence any
decisions that affect my future. Silence may
adversely affect my future if I have to rely on
assholes like you and Mr. Ashcroft to make my
decisions for me. You give the illusion that
somehow you Yanks are some kind of superior
beings where everyone and everything is
classified as something other than just a
person. The same trait as the aliens. Zero
tolerances of sub-species classifications. It's
always justified and never works. Remember
Hitler?
Sergeant Nils Utterbach, Privates Janzing and Markuson tries to defuse the
argument.
SERGEANT NILS UTTERBACK
Come on Barney chill out! There's no use
arguing with neo-republican conservative
Yanks or aliens, except shoot them.
PRIVATE JANZING
Nilsy's right. Chill out.
PRIVATE MARKUSON
Barney leave the guy alone. We're home in a
minute or two and these guys are history in our
life.
LIUTENANT DUNDEEE
(shouting)

Utterbach, Janzing, Markuson, Grinols back to
your consoles. That's an order.
The U.N. Peace Keepers including Private Barney Grinols return to their stations.
Alvah Zuver walks over and stands by his commanding officer John Ashcroft.
General Borsson sitting in one of the console chairs with his hand holding his
chin.
GENERAL BORSSON
I'm not sure. It could mean a couple of things.
Gimli was destroyed in another destiny. I said
we go in Peace. Zy says, we go. But, if we go,
then he will go and I will go, but we will not go
in peace. I believe they are going to attack! I
must mobilize the Aesir!
JOHN ASHCROFT
General, I've heard enough insanity to have
you removed from command. The minute I
return to Washington, D.C. You will be packing
your bags and you will turn this vessel over to
U.S. military authorities.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
We have descended and have arrived at the
Kerguelen Island United Nations Airport.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Sleipnir's Computer extend the ramp and open
the hatch.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Ramp extended and hatch open.
The bathysphere's hatch opens. General Borsson and the crew depart the
Bathysphere named Sleipnir.
EXT. KERGUELEN ISLANDS - AIRPORT
(GEN. BORSSON, GEN. LI BAI, CAPT. COLLINS, JOHN ASHCROFT, SGT.
KALINSKI, AH QUIN, SERGI ZHUKOV, ALVAH ZUVER, KELTON MCKENZIE)
General Borsson is walking over to meet General Bai who is walking towards
him. The five U.N. Observers gather and begin walking near the crew of U.N.
Peace Keepers who are heading towards the barracks.
GENERAL LI BAI

General Borsson, I don't know if we have a
peace treaty or not. That was a good bluff you
pulled and I think it confused the aliens. But, I
think we're in for trouble.
GENERAL BORSSON
We're in for trouble. I'm turning command over
to you as of now. I must prepare and command
my warriors for battle. We will maintain
interlinking communications and intelligence. I
was not bluffing, I am Vodthin, the King of
Asgard.
General Bai, looks shocked. General Borsson walks away.
CAMERA ON John Ashcroft who is with the other U.N. Observers but talking to
Staff Sergeant Kalinski. Sergeant Kalinski is walking with Captain Collins and Lt.
Dundee, who in turn are leading the crew back to the barracks.
JOHN ASHCROFT Sergeant
Kalinski, we don't leave until 11 o'clock tonight
on our flight back. How about an early dinner?
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
Sure. I'm off duty now, so you can call me
Koko.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Okay, Koko, do you know a good restaurant?
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
I sure do! As soon as I change my clothes in
the barracks we can take a taxi into town.
JOHN ASHCROFT
I will wait for you outside.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
I will be out in less than 10 minutes.
JOHN ASHCROFT
I will be here!
Captain Collins and her crew proceed up the steps and into the barracks. The
five U.N. Observers following John Ashcroft are a little confused as to what they
are doing standing with him.

AH QUIN
What are we suppose to do until 11:00 o'clock
tonight?
SERGI ZHUKOV
Well, we can follow the American lead and go
have dinner.
ALVAH ZUVER
Damn John, the Sergeant sure is a tall one.
JOHN ASHCROFT
I love tall women and I love blonds. This one is
a babe! If only I had more time on Kerguelen.
But, I'd rather have dinner with a beautiful
blond, than a bunch of guys. I'm waiting here.
You gentlemen can go wherever you want until
our flight takes off.
KELTON MCKENZIE
She is tall, but she looks kind of young for me. I
love Asian babes myself!
ALVAH ZUVER
John, what are we going to tell them when we
get back home?
JOHN ASHCROFT
I don't know, but we had better use the time we
have to prepare for war.
KELTON MCKENZIE
That's my assessment too! Especially after the
peanut butter.
AH QUIN
Mine too! But, the alien did ask if they would
council again. Strange conversation. I am not
quite sure how to interpret the negotiations.
SERGI ZHUKOV
I don't know either. The aliens, like that Barney
guy said, didn't like the sight of those
bathyspheres. I think the aliens will stall until
they know more. But we should prepare for the
worst. This is going to be my recommendation
to our government.

ALVAH ZUVER
Well, guys, I'm going over to the cafeteria and
have some coffee. If you want to join me, fine.
But, John can handle himself here.
Alvah Zuver, Kelton McKenzie, Ah Quin, and Sergi Zhukov start walking with
Alvah towards the base cafeteria, just as Staff Sergeant Kalinski comes rushing
down the barrack's steps and rushes up to John Ashcroft.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
Hi John, I ready. I called the base taxi. He will
be here in any minute.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Great! You sure nice out of uniform.
A taxi pulls up. John Ashcroft opens the door for Staff Sergeant Kalinski. The two
enter the vehicle.
EXT. PORT-AUX-FRANCE STREET - LATE AFTERNOON
(JOHN ASHCROFT, STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI, JOHN, MABLE KALINSKI)
The taxi comes to a stop in front of a small house in the small city, Port-auxFrance and only village on Kerguelen Island.
John Ashcroft and Staff Sergeant Kalinski exit the taxi. Staff Sergeant Kalinski
takes hold of John Ashcroft's hand and leads him to the door.
JOHN ASHCROFT
What are we doing here? This isn't a
restaurant.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
I'm going to cook us dinner. This is my home
off of base.
Staff Sergeant Kalinski takes her keys out and opens the door. She turns on the
living room lights and leads John by the hand into the living room.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI (CONT'D)
Make yourself at home. I'll fix us some drinks
fix us something to eat.
Sergeant Kalinski walks over to the counter by the refrigerator taking two glasses
from the shelf and setting them on the counter that has four bar stools in front of
it.

She turns and reaches in the refrigerator and takes some ice cubes and Canada
Dry Ginger Ale out and pours two drinks. She reaches back into the freezer
portion of the refrigerator and pulls out two large microwave dinners. She takes
the dinner out of the box, opens the microwave oven, places the dinner inside,
turns the timer and pushes the cook button.
John sits down on the sofa which has a nice coffee table in front of it.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Sounds great! Port-aux-France sure is a quaint
town. So, you live here alone?
Staff Sergeant Kalinski hands John Ashcroft his drink, while sipping hers.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
No, my sister and I share the house. Hey, do
you like music? I have some good music, if
you'd like to hear some.
JOHN ASHCROFT
Yea, I do. Music's great!
Staff Sergeant Kalinski walks over to a stereo stand and pushes a button. The
song is NOVEMBER RAIN by Gun's N' Roses.
JOHN ASHCROFT (CONT'D)
Nice song. So how big is your house?
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
It's a one bedroom, nice yard, and laundry
room. I rent it because it's cheap and has
everything I want to make me happy while I'm
off duty. Do you want to see it?
JOHN ASHCROFT
Sure!
John Ashcroft follows Staff Sergeant Kalinski to the hall way which leads to the
backyard, where the laundry room is across from the bedroom.
She shows him the backyard and the laundry room. Then she opens the door to
her bedroom. Two twin beds with two dressers, a night stand between the beds,
a telephone, a lamp, and clothes closet that's open.
JOHN ASHCROFT (CONT'D)
Nice bedroom.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI

You really like it? My sister's bed is by the
closet. She never makes her bed.
John acts jokingly.
JOHN ASHCROFT
I'd like it a lot better if I was in it!
The microwave bell rings.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
Oh, your dinner!
Staff Sergeant Kalinski rushes into the Kitchen and pulls the first dinner out and
puts the second dinner in, closes the door, turns the timer, and pushes the cook
button. John has followed her in to the kitchen. She turns and the two are face to
face. John puts his arms around her and the two embrace in a romantic but,
short kiss. She looks into his eyes, with a look of - what did we just do - look.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI (CONT'D)
(softly)
I think it's that time in my life when I need to
experience a man.
Staff Sergeant Kalinski takes John Ashcroft's hand and leads him back to her
bedroom where the two disappear. The music continues to play. The microwave
bell goes off.
CAMERA PANS AROUND to the living room door, as Staff Sergeant Kalinski's
sister, MABLE KALINSKI walks in from the outdoors.
MABLE KALINSKI
Koko I'm home!
Mable Kalinski walks to the refrigerator and takes out some Canada Dry Ginger
Ale and snoops for something to eat. Mable hears two soft male and female
moans coming from the bedroom, while opening the Microwave.
MABLE KALINSKI (CONT'D)
You fixed me dinner. Thanks. What are you
doing.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
I have company. Leave us alone for a minute,
okay?
MABLE KALINSKI

Okay, that's kewl. Hey, your teacher gave me
your homework to give you. Oh, the twins Jeff
and Mike want to know if we'll go to the High
School's Freshman Dance with them?
EXT. STAFF SEARGEANT KALINSKI'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN ASHCROFT, STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI, JOHN)
A very extremely red faced JOHN ASHCROFT is tucking his shirt in his trousers
and rushes out the door leaving it open.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
John, where are you going?
John refuses to turn around and acknowledge Koko Kalinski. Kalinski can be
heard angrily upset about his departure to her sister as she slams the door.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI (CONT'D)
What a jerk! He gets his rocks off and takes off!
EXT. KERGUELEN ISLANDS - AIRPORT CAFETERIA
(JOHN ASHCROFT, ALVAH ZUVER, KELTON MCKENZIE, SERGI ZHUKOV,
AH QUIN, CAPTAIN COLLINS)
The four U.N. Observers are still having coffee as John Ashcroft walks into and
sits down with them. John Ashcroft's face is still bright red with embarrassment.
ALVAH ZUVER
Damn, that was a quick dinner! The food bad
or something?
JOHN ASHCROFT
Ah....., I'd didn't ah....When does the plane
leave?
KELTON MCKENZIE
Damn General. That's all you have to say
about a dinner date with a six foot beautiful
blond?
JOHN ASHCROFT
Blond? Who? I don't know what your talking
about.
Sergi Zhukov teasingly laughing.

SERGI ZHUKOV
The young lady probably realized Americans
are ass holes and made him walk back.
Ah Quin joins the laughter.
Captain Collins walks into the Cafeteria and up to the seated gentlemen.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
I just want to say good-bye to all of you on
behalf of the United Nations Peace Keepers.
She notices John Ashcroft among the men.
CAPTAIN COLLINS (CONT'D)
I thought you took Koko to dinner? This is the
weekend. She doesn't have school tomorrow!
KELTON MCKENZIE
School? Do they have a university here on
Kerguelen?
CAPTAIN COLLINS
No. Some of our part time U.N. Peace Keepers
are recruited from the local high school.
Grades 9 through 12.
All of the four peace keepers start laughing out loud.
ALVAH ZUVER
Thank you Captain Collins. We don't need to
know anymore information. Mr. Ashcroft's
integrity is unquestionable. He left the young
lady to herself, when he found out she was in
high school. Right, John?
Alvah Zuver is laughing even louder. John Ashcroft has an expression of
cringing.
JOHN ASHCROFT
I left immediately.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
There's no complaint here. She's legal age. It's
her business if she wants to go to dinner with
whomever she chooses. Koko's integrity is
unquestionable, too. I know for a fact, she's a

virgin, by last month's quarterly physical exam
submitted for high school recruits.
John Ashcroft cringes again. He turns his head a little with a hand covering a
portion of his face. The other men are laughing out loud.
CAPTAIN COLLINS (CONT'D)
Well, you guys have a nice trip! It's too bad
your dinner date didn't work out.
EXT. KERGUELEN ISLANDS - AIRPORT
(THOR, GENERAL BORSSON, GENERAL BAI, GENERAL LI BAI)
Thor's spacecraft ToothGap-ToothGrinder descends down onto the airfield at
Kerguelen Island. The ramp extends to the ground and the hatch opens.
Thor races down the ramp and down the landing area towards the General"s
Quarters.
General Bai and General Borsson are just coming out of the building as Thor
rushes up excitedly to the Generals.
THOR
Look there! I got her back! I'm going to get my
weapons , find Galar and Fjalar to help me
tune my ship up!
General Bai looks over at Thor's spaceship very oddly, questioning what he is
seeing.
GENERAL LI BAI
McGregor, that's not a bathysphere?
THOR
No it's not! It's ToothGap-ToothGrinder, my
ship! I am Thor, son of Vodthin.
GENERAL LI BAI
I'll be! You two really are from some kind of
other world and dimension aren't you?
General Borsson ignores General Bai's comment.
GENERAL BORSSON
Fine. Get word to Tyr and John to contact
Heimdall and Idunn for the data to program the
bathysphere's computer to locate the

biomicromolecular signature of all Asgardians
and protract them up to the bathysphere where
ever they are and whatever they are doing and
bring them to Mount Gimli. Make sure Fjalar
and Galar have my throne ready when I arrive
at Mount Gimli. We must begin evacuation
before the war begins.
THOR
I will do that on my way to pick up Fjalar and
Galar. And, your throne will be completed
before you arrive!
Thor turns and rushes towards the building where his quarters are.
General Borsson turns towards General Bai.
GENERAL BORSSON
General Bai. I have a plan. Once I hold council
with the Aesir, Utgarðians, and the United
Nations, I will be contacting you to set up an
evacuation of the planet.
GENERAL LI BAI
General I am not sure if I know what this is all
about. First we are talking preparing for war.
And, in the next breath you're talking about
evacuation. Where and what comes first?
GENERAL BORSSON
If everything is put in place at the right time and
the right place, with the right events happening,
we will have no need for a war with Zy. But
timing is crucial. Have your crews prepare for
both possibilities. When the time comes, bring
the U.N. Bathysphere Fleet to Mount Gimli.
Have them filled to the brim with these food
supplies stored here for the aliens. Bring all of
the peace keeper's families for we will be
having a banquet in honour of the Ásgarðian
reunification. The may be needed for ourselves
as evacuees. This is my last order before I turn
command over to you.
GENERAL LI BAI
Yes, sir.
The two officers salute.

EXT. CITY STREET - SOMEWHERE - DAY
(GALAR, FJALAR, FJALAR'S WIFE)
Galar and his MIDGET WIFE are walking down a city street hand in hand in a
small village.
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA showing Thor's vessel ToothGap-ToothGrinder in the
sky coming towards Galar and his wife who are meeting Fjalar and his midget
wife for lunch at a local restaurant.
FJALAR and FJALAR'S WIFE are just walking up to greet Galar and his wife.
Galar looks up with an expression of curiosity, then recognition.
GALAR
That's Thor's ship! Thor is here!
Suddenly, a protractor beam secures Galar, Fjalar and their wives taking them up
and ascending into Thor's spacecraft.
EXT . MORRISON BIOMOLECULAR RESEARCH FACILITY - CONTINUOUS
(GALAR, THOR)
Thor's spacecraft ToothGap-ToothGrinder descends directly in the parking lot of
the Morrison Bio-Molecular Research Facility.
The hatch opens and ramp descends to the ground. Thor, Galar and Galar's
Midget Wife hastily rush into the building.
INT. MORRISON BIOMOLECULAR RESEARCH FACILITY - CONTINUOUS
(BRAGI, HEIMDALL, IDUNN, PROFESSOR HEIMDALL, FJALAR, GALAR,
THOR, FJALAR'S WIFE)
Professor Heimdall and Ms. Idunn are in the laboratory, working on their
experiments. Her husband Bragi is bringing in some potted apple trees and
setting them in a corner.
BRAGI
Idunn, these are the experimental fruit trees
you wanted to examine. Do you want me to
bring them all in?
IDUNN
Yes, of course. These are our golden apple
trees
for
extended
life!

Thor, Galar, Fjalar and their wives unexpectedly intrude into the experiments by
walking right into the laboratory.
THOR
Heimdall, Vodthin wants all of the Aesir to
assemble at Mount Gimli now. He said for me,
to get the biomolecular readings on everyone
from you and input them on our ships computer
and protract them up off the street if we have
to. It looks like we're going to evacuate
Midgard or some kind of battle. I'm not sure
which is which.
HEIMDALL
This sounds serious. How did you get here?
THOR
I've got my ship, ToothGap-ToothGrinder back
again. I landed in your parking lot. So, let's go.
IDUNN
Well, if we going my experiment is going with
me. Bragi grab the trees. Thor you’re going to
have to give us a few minutes unless you want
to help.
BRAGI
Yes, dear!
THOR
Sure. You too take whatever you think you
need. We're here to help. Come on Galar and
Fjalar. Let's give Idunn a hand.
Heimdall begins boxing up computer disks, research notes, bottles of serum, and
some of his equipment. Thor, Galar, Galar's wife, Fjalar, Fjalar's Wife, Bragi, and
Idunn begin picking up the small potted fruit trees.
INT. TYR'S OFFICE - INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH CONTINUOUS
(BRAGI, FJALAR, FJALAR'S WIFE, GALAR, HEIMDALL, IDUNN, JOHN, TYR,
THOR)
Tyr and John are sitting inside of Tyr's going over some of the details for the
Ásgarðian reunification at Mount Gimli. John's two Gwitchen companions are
sitting up on the sides of the desk snoop on what is going on. Thor, Heimdall,

Galar, Galar's wife, Fjalar, Fjalar's wife, Idunn and Bragi are standing by the
door watching. Tyr is handing John some of the specifications.
TYR
This is the first time that all of the Aesir and
Vanir will be reunified as Vodthin's council.
They will Captain the Ásgarðian bathyspheres,
so we shall name their vessels in honour of
their ancient vessels. Here is a list of names.
John looks over the list of strange names listed for bathysphere names.
JOHN
Consider this done. I have decided that I will
name my vessel after the mansion of Balder
and Nanna, in honour of being their sole
descendant. Breidablik.
GALAR
The dwarfs have served the Aesir loyally
through time. Don't we get a vessel?
JOHN
Sure, Gidget. Put the name you want on this
list.
John laughs, then hands Galar the list with a pen, that Tyr had just given him.
Galar writes a name down and then turns to John.
GALAR
The name's Galar, John. I am a person too!
JOHN
Okay, Galar! No more teasing from me.
TYR
This information on this disk is from Heimdall
and Idunn. It must be programmed into the
bathysphere computers.
JOHN
Consider this done too. Ah..., Tyr what about
possible threats of our company being seized
or attacked by the aliens? I don't know Vodthin
plans, but he says there's very little time. We
can't afford to be unprepared.
TYR

What do you suggest?
JOHN
The idea came to me from Holiday. She's at
home contacting the wives of our employees to
prepare the banquet for Aesir reunification . I
suggest our entire company comes to Mount
Gimli piloting our bathyspheres. They are
already trained on all systems and we have
them right here. This will protect their families
by temporarily evacuating them to the North,
away from the coasts, or fight on a moments
notice. If there is a war, this will be the battle of
all battles for our world. We need the best
crews in the shortest time. If all is well, we will
use this as a drill for any emergency that may
arise in the future.
HEIMDALL
Now that is a good idea!
TYR
I agree, let's do it. Let's do it now. Our King
waits!
JOHN
I will have our secretaries beep everyone on
their pagers and have them here within hours.
All Employees and families, along with
whoever and whatever they can bring on a
moments notice, including food to man the
bathyspheres. Once everything is together,
our employees can use their bathyspheres to
secure anything else they may need from their
homes.
TYR
Okay, have the security guards pass our flyer
instructions so each of our engineers knows
that this is an emergency drill and a pot luck
banquet for our employee with our customers,
the Asgardians. We will program all
bathysphere computers with the
biomicromolecular information and protract up
all Asgardians along the way to Mount Gimli.
That should take care of it.

THOR
Okay, I will meet you both at Mount Gimli.
We're going to take off now.
Thor shakes Tyr's hand. Thor turns and departs with Idunn, Galar, Bragi,
INT. INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH - CONTINUOUS
Vehicles are pouring into the parking lot with International Aerodynamics'
employees and their families.
All of the employees are proceeding to the bathyspheres with their families and
minor possessions, including food. Other employees are securing documents
from their desks, as well as some of the equipment that they respectively work
with.
INT. INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS PRODUCTION HANGER
(JOHN, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1, GOOTCHEE, MOOTCHEE)
John is walking up to some of the newest bathyspheres which have just come off
the production line.
JOHN
This craft is constructed excellent. I wonder
what name, I shall name this bathysphere?
TEN INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMIC EMPLOYEES walk up to John standing
in front of the latest finished bathysphere. EMPLOYEE 1 leads the group over to
John.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1
John, we are ready to make another delivery of
new bathyspheres to the United Nations Peace
Keepers.
JOHN
There has been a change of plans. Go up to
security and ask for the new orders from Tyr.
You have some people to pick along the way.
They need to be trained on piloting. Take these
bathyspheres to Mount Gimli. We have to
make sure we have the new bathyspheres
stenciled with these names here. You might
pick up your families and take them along too!
Or, the next trip for sure.
John hands him a copy of his list of bathysphere names from his clipboard.

ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1
Okay, will do. We'll take one of the painters
with us, and the other spray painting machine.
JOHN
You look as tired as I am. This is like a never
ending job. Every time we have one done, one
more is ready to go. We must strive at all
costs. Our planet is in deep danger.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1
I am tired too. There is so much to do, and we
are exhausted. It seems like we have no time
for our families.
Employee 1 and his nine other colleagues head out the hanger doors to where
the other bathyspheres are parked.
The two transparent Gwitchen, Mootchee and Gootchee are standing next to
him.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Gootchee, should we ask him now?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
It is about our survival too. Yes, we must ask
him.
Mootchee pulls out a small pouch of the magical potion which suddenly appears
before John's eyes.
JOHN
So the Gwitchen want to speak to me.
John takes the pouch and drinks. His eyes become blurred. The two Gwitchen
suddenly appear before his every eyes.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN The
Aesir, the humans, and even the Utgarðians
prepare for war and for evacuation. We know
these aliens can see us too. What
are we Gwitchen to do?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Do we, our families and flock not go too?
JOHN

Oh, my goodness. I have spent so much time
overlooking production and making deliveries,
and thinking about the battle of all battles to
come, I almost forgot you. Of course the
Gwitchen shall evacuate and have a new home
on New Asgard. I will take you myself.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Our Gwitchen colonies are many. You may not
be able to see the Gwitchen, but this doesn't
mean that we can not fly our own machine.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
John, with only one bathysphere we can
evacuate ourselves and our flocks. We have
been with you and watch you fly. We can do
this too.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
And, help evacuate humans too!
JOHN
Mootchee and Gootchee, do you see this
bathysphere here?
The two Gwitchen look up at the huge new bathysphere and nod their heads
affirmatively.
MOOTCHEE- GWITCHEN
Yes.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Yes.
John walks over to the large work table along the production hanger wall, where
a large spray paint canister, hose and nozzle that is sitting in a boxed area which
is attached to a kind of fork lift.
John picks up a huge stencil like board and begins to put letters together in a
large block like frame.
John takes the newly framed stencil and hops in the driver's seat of the fork lift
like mechanized cart. John drives the forklift up the bathysphere ramp next to the
hatch opening. John steps inside the paint box area that is attached to the fork lift
blades and pushes a button.

The box ascends in the air to where John is standing above the bathysphere
entrance. He places the boxed stencil above the hatch opening and begins to
spray paint a new name on the bathysphere in huge large red letters.
John pushes the button and the fork lift box descends back to the ground with
him and the spray painting canister. John backs the forklift back against the
production hanger wall.
The two Gwitchen stand looking at the new name of the bathysphere as John
walks over to them. The name of the new bathysphere reads, GWITCHEN.
JOHN
This bathysphere is the Gwitchen's. My
production numbers were off by one. This was
never built. Now take it and get out of here.
You two have some evacuation to do!
Mootchee and Gootchee rush up to John and hugs his legs.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
If ever there was a peacemaker. You are the
one who knows the power of the word called
Peace. And, the Gwitchen love you!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Mootchee is right! We the Gwitchen worry
about our survival too. Just as you, we don't
know what the future holds for our species on a
new planet. Will the Gwitchen change again?
But, we the Gwitchen thank you in the hope of
our survival too! We too must take this chance.
It is our only hope!
The two Gwitchen step back from John. John reaches down shakes each
Gwitchen hand and give the little Gwitchen a hug. John steps back and motions
them to get going with a swing of his arm and hand.
The two Gwitchen rush into the GWITCHEN bathysphere. The hatch door closes.
John watches, as the bathysphere lifts up from the hanger floor and floats out the
hanger doors.
John walks over to the hanger door and out onto the outdoor production line
where some of finished bathyspheres are taking off and where the GWITCHEN is
now hovering in the air about 10 feet off of the ground.
EXT. INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS OUTDOOR PRODUCTION LINE CONTINUOUS

(JOHN)
John is standing outside of the Production Hanger of International Aerodynamics.
The bathysphere Gwitchen is still hovering. The plates tilt back and forth a couple
of times, as a sign of knowing John is watching.
Suddenly, the bathysphere Gwitchen instantly flashes upwards into the
atmosphere.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND LOCATED IN THE NORTH PACIFIC - CONTINUOUS
(HOOTCHEE, MOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN)
The bathysphere descends down to the small Gwitchen village located on
Volcano Island in the North Pacific near the human village of Sitka by the Sea.
The local Gwitchen on the ground are amazed when the bathysphere lands and
the hatch opens and the two Gwitchen appear, to discover, that the Captains of
this strange craft are Mootchee and Gootchee.
One of the elders of the Gwitchen village named HOOTCHEE speaks.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Look!
It is Mootchee the eldest of the eldest elders of
the Gwitchen grand council. And, with
Gootchee too!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN My
Gwitchen, it is time to evacuate! Gather your
families, your flocks the Leekkapeekka and the
Gumpee, with your tools, and seeds to be
sown.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
And, don't forget to bring food to eat.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
There is plenty of room in this ship! In the
name of survival alert all of the forest creatures
who wish to evacuate with us.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Mootchee, where are we going and why?
MOOTCHEE- GWITCHEN
The only place in our solar system that is safe!
New Asgard. A new species is about to attack
our world. But, the situation is even worse. Our

world is about to burn from the solar flames of
Ymir. We must hurry! We have many more
Gwitchen colonies to evacuate and we can't be
late.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
In the name of our survival, we are going to be
the first colonial species on New Asgard and
establish New Alfheim.
Elder Gwitchen Hootchee looks shocked as well as the other Gwitchen villagers
All of the Gwitchen race back into the Gwitchen village huts, gathering their
families, their flocks, their mushrooms which they always eat, and everything
else there is to gather and immediately proceed up to the spacecraft ramp.
Some of the Gwitchen Scout race off and notify as many of the creatures of the
forest as they can.
Deer, bear, elk, eagles, hawks, blue-jays, even creatures with no names, and of
course some white doves proceed up the ramp.
Other Gwitchen begin to dig up trees, herbs, and other plants, potting them in dirt
and taking them aboard the spaceship.
And, still other Gwitchen are out digging clams and placing fish from the sea in
pails of water bringing all aboard for this trip of survival.
Finally, the entire Gwitchen colony is aboard the ship. Mootchee standing by the
hatch, on the ramp, turns for one last look at Volcano Island, and then proceeds
inside of the Bathysphere Gwitchen. The ramp ascends back into the ship and
the hatch opening closes.
EXT. MIDGARDIAN ATMOSPHERE - CONTINUOUS
CAMERA ON the bathysphere Gwitchen racing out of Midgard upper
atmosphere towards New Asgard.
EXT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - LOWER LEVEL
(VODTHIN, FREYJA, IDUNN, NJORD, BRAGI, FREYR, GRID, MAGNI, THOR,
FJALAR, GALAR, HEIMDALL, HOLIDAY, JOHN, VOLVA, TYR)
The Aesir and Vanir Asgardians are grouped together to form a procession in two
rolls, where they may personally feast with, greet, and honour King Vodthin for
the first time again since the destruction of Asgard.

Off to the side, as if spectators of a great event happening are over five hundred
International Aerodynamics employees with their families watching the events.
On the left side of the procession are FREYJA (fray-ah) the Syr (seer),
Njord,Tyr, Idunn (id-doon), BRAGI (bra-ghee), SIF (siff), Thor, HNOSS, ULL,
JORDTH (yordth), HERMOD (hare-mod), HODER, LODUR, VE (way), VILI (willee), HONIR (ho-near), VIDAR (we-dar), GRID, RINDA, MAGNI (mag-nee),
MODI (mode-ee), and FREYR (fray-er).
On the right side of the procession are
AEGIR (a-gear) with his NINE DAUGHTERS, RAN, GULLVEIG (gool-wague),
Heimdall (hame-dall), SKIRNIR (skeer-near), FRIGG, OD (odd), VALI (wah-lee),
SHAKER, RAGING WARRIOR, SHRIEKING, VOLVA, FULLA (full-ah), GNA,
LIN, MISTA, SANGRIDA, SAGA,HILDA, BOR, BESTLA, Galar, Fjalar, John,
Holiday, the Gwitchen Mootchee and Hootchee.
In the background are hundreds of bathyspheres in formation. The first row of
bathyspheres has been emblematized with strange Ásgarðian names above their
hatch openings.
The very first spacecraft before Vodthin's Bathysphere is Thor's Ásgarðian
vessel, ToothGap-ToothGrinder solely an ancient Ásgarðian design. The names
of the other first row vessels are:
TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER (Thor); SLEIPNIR (Slape-near) (Vodthin);
HILDISVINI ( hill-dee-sween-ee), Freyja; GULLTOP (gool-top) (Heimdall); ONEHAND (Tyr); GULLFAXI (gool-fax-ee) (Magni): BREIDABLIK (John);
SKIDBLADNIR (skid-blad-near) (Ull); NOATUN (Njord); GULLINBURSTI (goolin-burst-ee) (Freyr); RATATOSK (rat-ah-tosk) (Modi); NIDAVELLIR (nee-da-vellear) (Galar, the dwarf); HEIDRUN ( Vidar); HRIMFAXI (Vali); YGG (Bragi);
VINGOLF (win-goolf) Shrieking; BORI (Gullveig) ; EINHERJAR (Od); GOLDEN
APPLES (Idunn); SOKVABEK (Saga).
Vodthin looks over the crowd as he walks slowly looking at each face with much
expressed excitement. He expresses much excitement, then concern.
VODTHIN
(quietly)
Where is Balder?
VOLVA in procession answers Vodthin's question and welcomes her
reunification.
VOLVA
It's good to see you again Vodthin. You look for
Balder, Nanna, and Forseti, before their birth.
Do you know more now, or not?

Standing next to Volva is Saga, who also makes a curt remark to Vodthin as he
acknowledges them.
VODTHIN
Volva and Saga, faces from the past, which are
now in the present.
SAGA
(turning to Volva)
I think not, this new Vodthin is going to be the
same old story!
INT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - LOWER LEVEL - DAY
(FJALAR, GALAR, HEIMDALL, IDUNN, JOHN, MAGNI, NJORD, THOR,
MEMORY, THOUGHT, VODTHIN, UTGARDIAN ONE, U.N. REP. 1, U.N. REP.
2, CAPTAIN YMIR, MIDGARD-LOKI, GRID, U.N. REP. 3, SURT, U.N. REP 4,
U.N. REP. 5)
Thor, Njord, Heimdall, Idunn, Magni, John, and the rest of genetically recreated
Ásgarðian mutants are sitting around a large crescent shaped table, at a newly
constructed Ásgarðian Control Center in the cavern of Mount Gimli. The two
recreated dwarfs, Galar and Fjalar, along with the Gwitchen are also present.
The International Aerodynamics' employees and their families are sitting at other
tables feasting on the pot luck banquet, talking and intermingling.
Vodthin walks up to the crescent table, where a large chair is placed for his
person. The chair is a recreation of his ancient throne. The name HLIDSKJALF
is inscribed high upon the back of the chair. Mounted just below the throne name
and to each side of Vodthin are two strange speaker like devises, similar to voice
activated computers, each with an identifiable label, HUGINN (Thought) and
MUNINN (Memory).
VODTHIN - (Whoa-dith-in)-(Odin). HLIDSKJALF - ( Hlid-skyalf).
Vodthin looks over the chair astonished by its perfection.
VODTHIN
Excellent job, Galar and Fjalar! It looks like the
original!
FJALAR
We knew you would need the dwarfs, in this
future, so here we are!
GALAR
Fjalar is right!

The unseen Gwitchen begin to giggle!
A centrally mounted holographic beam in the cavern ceiling suddenly comes to
life, where two additional crescent shaped tables, combine with the Ásgarðian
council table to form a circular table.
Each crescent section is representative of the UTGARDIANS and UNITED
NATIONS REPRESENTATIVES who are now allies and holographically seated
before the Ásgarðian council.
Another holographic beam projects downward, with our Milky Way Galaxy
suspended centrally in mid-air.
The Utgarðian Council begins the emergency meeting.
UTGARDIAN ONE
Our Astrophysics data team has calculated our
galactic spiral electromagnetic spectrum and
concludes the trajectory course of our sun Ymir
will be altered as simulated on the holograph.
The holograph zooms in from wide angle of the entire Milky Way galaxy to our
solar system's and its altered trajectory course where the Sun, is moving like a
baseball on a curve.
The solar wind is suddenly diverted from its normal path, and the Earth in its
rotational path, finds itself being engulfed by solar flares, and scorched. The
oceans vaporize and the atmosphere dissipates into space, leaving a barren
planet, which suddenly disintegrates.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 1
No matter what we do to defend our life against
the galactic aliens, our planet is doomed!
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 2
Is there any hope? What can we do to survive?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Precisely! This is why we have formed an
alliance with the Ásgarðian and human
species.
MIDGARD-LOKI
When we destroyed Asgard, in the war of
Ragnarok, we altered the Yggsdrasil of both
Midgard and Utgard.
GRID

Although our species survived, and our planet
exists, we have altered our planetary and solar
system destinies in many paradoxes.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 3
When does the destruction of the Earth occur
by this galactic process?
SURT
The situation is far more serious. Our planet
too, is about to become uninhabitable. If the
power of Yggsdrasil from your planet is altered,
then so, our own planet becomes
uninhabitable.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 4
Yggsdrasil? What is this power?
John from the Ásgarðian table interrupts.
JOHN
A very generic term for the various kind of
galactic and planetary gravities and their
characteristic powers, would be a good
definition.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 5
How much time does the human race have
before the galactic aliens attack and before our
planet is destroyed by the solar flares?
UTGARDIAN THREE
We have time, but not much time!
VODTHIN
(excitedly)
Now, I know why Mimir made his agreement
with me, when he spoke of the final destiny! He
knew, that I knew how we all can and will,
survive!
Vodthin pushes the Ásgarðian holographic trajectory button which replaces the
central holograph with new images.
VODTHIN (CONT'D)
If we work together, we can defeat the aliens
and survive! It's a strange paradox that they
seek to conquer a planet that is doomed!

A second holographic beam projects downward, displaying the Jupiter moon,
Europa as it slowly revolves and revolves around the largest planet of our solar
system.
U.N. SECRETARIAT GENERAL
What planet is this?
NJORD
The moon is Europa.
MIDGARD-LOKI
Vodthin, we are aware of the fourth destiny and
destruction of Europa as your new Earth.
GYMIR
The new planet was destroyed when Ymir
altered it's galactic course, just as the Earth in
this destiny will be destroyed.
VODTHIN
I know everything about this solar system! I am
it's King!
HEIMDALL
Not anymore Vodthin. You are an Ásgarðian
mutant who’s stranded on modern day
Midgard, with ancient visual imprintations of
what you knew and who you were on Asgard.
But, you, me, and every Ásgarðian are now
humanoid, with no where to go.
VODTHIN
No, Heimdall. Knowledge is power and I have
the knowledge for our survival. And, we will
survive!
Vodthin reaches over on his arm rest and pushes some activation buttons. The
two speakers, on his throne begin to respond with information.
VODTHIN (CONT'D)
Memory and Thought. Analyze Europa for
successful colonization and evacuation of
Ásgarðian, human and Utgarðian species.
MEMORY (V.O.)
Searching all information.
THOUGHT (V.O.)

Analyzing your request.
VODTHIN
(to all)
If it is possible, then we will do it!
HYNDLA
Vodthin, our species needs an atmosphere of
helium in a combination with sufficient
hydrogen to sustain our life forms. We do not
believe the resolution you seek with Europa is
possible for our species. We need atmospheric
analysis and testing to be done.
INT. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ROOM - SIMULTANEOUS
(U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 1, SECRETARIAT GENERAL, U.N. SECRETARIAT
GENERAL, U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 2, U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 3, U.N.
REPRESENTATIVE 4, U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 5, VODTHIN)
The human representatives are seated at their crescent table with holographic
appearances that form the round table of Asgardians, Utgarðians, and
themselves.
The humans speak among themselves.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 1
Do you realize what they are saying? How can
we possibly evacuate the entire earth? What
other species of animal and plants must we
take with us to assure our survival in new
environmental conditions?
U.N. SECRETARIAT GENERAL
It is just a matter of time, before the Galactic
aliens attack the surface. If the human race
isn't exterminated one way, we are destroyed
the other way!
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 2
We can send our species into outer space in
search of a new home! Even is it is just an
Adam and Eve, our species will continue to
exist!
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 3
If our planet has the time! These are our allies.
Just as they, we too, have no choice but to

evacuate the Earth. The Ásgarðians need
everything a human needs. The Utgarðians
have technologies to achieve galactic travel.
These allies are our only hope!
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 4
But, where? May I remind everyone, that this
question, - where - is only germane if we are
not exterminated by the galactic aliens first.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 5
Look at this moon! It sits there in some kind of
a majestic orbit, around Jupiter. But, there is no
way our species can sustain life there. We
must sign some kind of peace treaty with the
galactic aliens!
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 2
Why? So, the human race can continue to exist
until we are burned into galactic dust? No! No
treaty is acceptable where the peace terms are
zero tolerance of humans, except
classifications as slaves and food.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 5
If it is our planetary and galactic destiny to be
destroyed. Let our species breath every single
breath of life it can take until that destruction
comes. This means a peace treaty with the
galactic aliens, until that time comes.
U.N. Representative Three turns and looks towards both the Utgarðians and
Asgardians council, then directly to Vodthin.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 3
Can any of our allies project the time of our
planetary destruction? How much time does
our planet have?
INT. UTGARDIAN COUNCIL CHAMBERS - SIMULTANEOUS
(SURT, CAPTAIN YMIR, VODTHIN, UTGARDIAN FOUR)
The Utgarðians are also talking among themselves.
SURT
I am going to recommend we do our own
analysis for possible evacuation to Europa.

This destiny, is undefined. Mimir did not
document his findings of the present destiny
from the Fountain of Knowledge. Why?
CAPTAIN YMIR
Vodthin knows what this destiny is! You heard
him! He said, that he and Mimir made some
kind of agreement, if this were truly the final
destiny.
SURT
Paradoxical destiny, time, and galactic space is
too unpredictable to predict the fixed destiny
until the final destiny is here. How does
Vodthin know this is the final or fixed destiny?
We must find out precisely if, how, and under
what conditions or planetary modifications, can
our species exist on Europa.
Surt turns and looks to address Vodthin.
Captain Ymir stands up from the table and leaves just as Surt asks a question.
UTGARDIAN FOUR
I will request and recommend our scientists
make an analysis of Europa for possible
Utgarðian colonization and evacuation.
INT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - CONTINUOUS
(VODTHIN, JOHN, THOR, MEMORY, THOUGHT)
Vodthin is sitting back in his throne. He smiles.
VODTHIN
Mimir requested payment of an eye for my
need to see the futures and destinies before
Asgard and my solar system. He made me
agree, that if I foresaw one destiny where all
intelligent species created under Ymir, do
survive, that I would make Peace, with the
Utgarðians. I agreed to his terms. But, I fought
Utgard and lost my planet. Now, I am here in
this destiny, with the ancient knowledge and
agreement. So are you! It took the
transformation of being a human being and the
paradox of the galactic aliens for me to

recognize your species as my brothers. And, I
got my eye back!
All of the Asgardians, John, the dwarfs and Gwitchen, intensely listen and
absorb, Vodthin's words in admiration.
THOR
(amazed)
Vodthin, indeed you have changed!
Vodthin is sitting in his chair detailing the plans for new Asgard with the Aesir and
Vanir.
VODTHIN
I envision, our new Ásgarðian cities shall be
constructed exactly the way they were on
ancient Asgard. Every mansion, every
boulevard, and every hall shall be laid out as if
it were the original. Our capital city, Gladsheim
shall rise again. And, I shall sit in my halls of
Valhalla and Valaskjalf once more. But, a wiser
king. My Valkeries shall be selected from the
finest stock of females to serve a King.
THOR
Well, you've changed a lot, except for a few
things, and, definitely still Vodthin, our King.
Suddenly the two speakers on Vodthin's throne begin to spurt out information.
MEMORY (V.O.)
All information regarding Europa has been
downloaded and categorized for statistical
probability in conjunction with planetary cause
and effect vectors.
VODTHIN
Proceed.
THOUGHT (V.O.)
Solar system positioning at 2.42 Astronomical
Units from our sun, Ymir is essential to sustain
all species. Problematic requirements to
facilitate evacuation and colonization due to
severe asteroid impact risk.
VODTHIN

Excellent! So there is a planetary position for
Europa to accommodate all intelligent species?
THOUGHT (V.O.)
Correct.
VODTHIN
Thought. Generate a holograph of Europa in
this orbital position, without the asteroid impact
risk, incorporating it's space-time continuum at
the time of Ymir's galactic trajectory change.
The holograph suddenly changes to a solar system view of Europa being in a
orbital position removed from the Earth's destruction.
VODTHIN (CONT'D)
Excellent. Now, from the time of repositioning
Europa's orbit to complete planetary
stabilization. Show me a visual close up of the
planetary results of the new position in our
solar system.
As the holograph zooms in towards the planet's surface extreme transformations
begins occurring holographically by the reconstruction of planetary environmental
probability as to what planet will look like.
The planet transforms for an icy white-blue and brown, without any formal
atmosphere, into a extremely fast melting to a liquid ocean-land planetary mass
similar to Earth.
The planet shows one remarkable difference. Three atmospheres! One oceanic,
with another clear liquid atmosphere layered below Europa's ocean and finally an
gaseous atmosphere forming, where land masses are exposed.
VODTHIN (CONT'D)
May I present to all of you, the new Asgard!
This is our hope for survival!
INT. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ROOM - CONTINUOUS
(U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 1, U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 2, VODTHIN, THOUGHT,
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 3, U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 4, SURT, GYMIR,
SECRETARIAT GENERAL, U.N. SECRETARIAT GENERAL, JOHN, NJORD,
THOR, CAPTAIN YMIR, MIDGARD-LOKI)
The humans looks at the transformed Jupiter moon, in amazement.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 1

Look, an atmosphere with clouds, just like here
on Earth.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 2
May I ask the alliance, what's the third bluishclear colored liquid under the moon's ocean of
the planet is?
VODTHIN
Thought. Please answer any questions from
the alliance council.
THOUGHT (V.O.)
As you command!. The first atmosphere is a
breathable atmosphere liquid identified as a
perflorinated hydrocarbon or perfluorcarbon
saturated with gaseous nitrogen 72.5%,
oxygen 23.5%, 1.1% helium 1.1%, and
hydrogen .3% extending 7 miles deep. The
second atmosphere is an oceanic liquid H20 or
pure water 5 miles deep The third atmosphere
is a breathable gaseous atmosphere of
nitrogen, oxygen, helium, and hydrogen in the
same percentile ratios.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 3
You mean we may have to breath liquid, like
fish? Insane!
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 4
No one said, we have to inhabit the liquid
atmospheric regions of this planet, if this
evacuation is feasible. That atmosphere is
under the ocean anyhow!
THOUGHT (V.O.)
Human genetic adaptation is highly probable in
this region of Europa. Human stomach and
intestinal polyps, quickly reacted as little gills
for remarkable oxygen absorption into the body
when tested in scientific research with similar
oxygenated water here on Midgarðian.
Ásgarðian and human procreation after several
generations, will adapt.
SURT

It appears, that Utgarðians can survive as a
species in this new planetary environment and
atmosphere.
GYMIR
Indeed we can peacefully coexist with all
species on Europa. We still need our own
conclusive tests.
U.N. SECRETARIAT GENERAL
Thought. Calculations! We need calculations.
How much time do we have to evacuate to
Europa?
THOUGHT (V.O.)
Time is relative and warps to the planetary
rotational gravity which warps the local space
and time curvature continuum. Which time
calculations do you require and for which
orbital object of mass?
U.N. SECRETARIAT GENERAL
(irritated)
Earth! Or, Midgarð. How much time do we
have before our Sun changes its galactic orbit
and destroys the Earth?
THOUGHT (V.O.)
In accordance with Ásgarðian space time
continuum curvature, Midgarð, has thirteen
years, two months, seven days, five hours, and
fifteen seconds until natural planetary
destruction by Ymir's trajectory galactic orbital
change. Time Gate, exceptions. We can start
evacuations 30 years before it happens or from
the instant space time continuum of 43 years,
two months, seven days, four hours, 59
minutes and 33 seconds.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 2
Thank you. Okay, Now, approximately how
much time is required to reposition and
stabilize Europa's orbit in our solar system,
where our species of alliances can inhabit
successfully.
THOUGHT (V.O.)

Thirty years, one month, twenty-seven days,
fourteen hours and thirty-two seconds. Time
Gate exceptions.
John suddenly expresses an inspiration facial feature of secret knowledge.
JOHN
(quietly to himself)
Time Gate!
NJORD
Vodthin. How do you propose to evacuate and
colonize a new planet between now and thirty
years from now, when Midgard is destroyed in
not more than thirteen years? Your solutions
do not make sense!
THOR
I agree with Njord.
John stands up and reveals his resolution.
JOHN
Time Gate! By tomorrow, we can have Europa
ready for colonization today!
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 3
Time Gate? What are you talking about?
JOHN
It's simple! We use Midgarð’s Southern Pole
Time Gate to transfer ourselves back into the
past using Midgarð’s time-space dragging.
Each planetary time-space curvatures both
accelerates and drags in accordance with the
rotational spin of the celestial body.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 4
Just exactly where and how do we enter the
time gate?
VODTHIN
We have one Ásgarðian vessel and over two
hundred of our new Ásgarðian prototype
bathyspheres ready for space travel and battle
with the galactic aliens. We have three
missions at hand. Travel through Midgarð’s
Time Gate to remove the asteroid impact risk,

relocate Europa and stall for time before we
have to battle the galactic aliens, in order to
save as much life, as we can for evacuation.
CAPTAIN YMIR
Agreed! We can propose the Utgarðian space
fleet remove the asteroid risk, while the
Asgardians and Midgarðians neutralize
Europa's Yggsdrasil where is sent on a
trajectory course to intercept and be captured
in Ymir's former Ásgarðian Yggsdrasil. Vodthin,
your plan for this destiny just might work!
U.N. SECRETARIAT GENERAL
The U.N. Representatives agree with your
evacuation plan. Vodthin, we have six U.S.
Rapid Deployment SSA crews at your disposal
on Kerguelen Island.
VODTHIN
We must begin making a list and gathering all
animal and plant species for immediate
evacuation to Europa.
MIDGARD-LOKI
Utgarð, will prepare its own list and engage in
our own gathering of species.
U.N. REPRESENTATIVE 4
The U.N. will issue emergency directives to
facilitate this gathering of the species for
evacuation.
THOR
We are going to need as many space craft and
weapons as we can, to do battle against the
galactic aliens if they attack before we can
evacuate.
U.N. SECRETARIAT GENERAL
I agree with Thor!
EXT. NEW ASGARD ORBIT - ENDLESS TIME
The Utgarðian Trident and emblem of Utgarðian Space Craft Skoll is seen as the
vessel continually orbits New Asgard.
INT. KING THRYM'S THRONE ROOM - JOTUNHEIM - DAY

(BURI, GRID, GERD, HYNDLA, HYRROKIN, JARNSAXA, KING THRYM,
SKRYMIR, SUTTUNG, GYMIR, THIAZI, FARBAUTI, SKANDI)
King Thrym is seated on the Utgarðian throne before a huge conference table
with name plates on the table, along with monitors, which is occupied by
BRAUGI (brow-ghee); GERD (gird); GILLING (ghill-ing); GRID (greed); HYMIR
(him-ear); HYNDLA (hind-la); HYRROKIN (hirro-kin); JARNSAXA (yarn-sax-a);
FARBAUTI; SKANDI; SKRYMIR (skree-meer); BURI (bur-ree); SUTTUNG (
Soot-ung); THIAZI (thyah-zee); GYMIR and HEL. The lone Utgarðian on the
Jotunheim throne is KING THRYM (thrim).
KING THRYM
Our vessel Skoll is monitoring the biosphere
changes of New Asgard, as the moon
transforms into a new planet. Do our projected
analysis conform with favour conditions for
Utgarðian colonization?
HYRROKIN
Europa has three atmospheric biospheres.
Gaseous which is breathable, an aquatic
atmosphere suitable to sustain much of our
aquatic life forms and finally located under the
oceanic atmosphere is a breathable super
oxygenated, clear and transparent
perfluorocarbonic type atmosphere.
HYNDLA
New Asgard is still undergoing a series of
chemical reactions that ultimately form
molecular hydrogen, oxygen, and helium. The
new atmospheric molecular structure will
accumulate to form an atmosphere which will
extend 125 miles (200 kilometers) above the
surface.
BURI
New Asgard has a diameter of 3,160
kilometers (1,950 miles) in diameter, or about
15 percent smaller than the Midgarðian moon,
Luna. There is sufficient habitable surface area
to sustain our entire species in the far Northern
and Southern latitudes.
SKRYMIR

The information I am receiving from Skoll's
planetary scanners indicate both forms of
gaseous and aquatic species, excluding
Jotuns, may inhabit the third atmosphere since
it is an oxygen rich breathable liquid.
SUTTUNG
Europa's new planetary orbit has changed the
surface pressure sufficient to generate and
maintain a 21% oxygen atmosphere and more
than sufficient helium for unaided Utgarðian
atmospheric breathing.
FARBAUTI
The planetary temperature has risen from -230
degrees Fahrenheit to a mean planetary
temperature of +50 degrees Fahrenheit which
is sufficient to support all Utgarðian life forms.
GERD
We have found dormant microorganisms on
Europa as small as 0.2 microns which are now
active. They are carbon-base, utilizing nucleic
acid bases and base sequences of DNA and
RNA type molecules, and linear informationbearing polymers. These new species of
microbes will certainly evolve and interact with
our colonial species with both positive and
negative results due to new space time
continuum and planetary environments.
Planetary biospheres are however, designed to
recycle everything. The universal biosolvent of
New Asgard is liquid water. But, these are the
chances we must take to assure our survival.
SKANDI
My statistical probability indicates a prognosis
that hundreds if not thousands of new species
of animals and plants will appear on the new
planet In but a few generations.
JARNSAXA
Humanoids as well as the Ásgarðian hybrids,
have polyp like little gills in their stomach lining,
which absorb oxygen from water. There is a
genetic probability that the humanoid or hybrid
species, if allowed to procreate in this third

atmosphere for several generations, will deevolve to full-fledged intelligent aquatic life.
THIAZI
Our major colonization problem is any new
species will be susceptible to potentially new
diseases, microbes, and cohabitation with both
domestic species, as well as those aquatic
species whom enter or adapt to the third
biosphere. Our secondary problem is that our
species will create environmental
contamination which if not research, the new
combinations of contamination could harm our
own species.
KING THRYM
From the information you have provided we will
begin colonization immediately. I authorize our
fleet to secure for our species the colder polar
surface regions, where our adaptation to this
new environment will less impact our species.
And begin construction of our new cities for
occupation. Transfer the information we have
gathered and are gathering to the Asgardians
and Midgarðian world government for their own
analysis.
INT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - CONTINUOUS
(THOR, VODTHIN)
The huge banquet and feast is being devoured by the Aesir, Vanir, humans,
dwarfs, and the U.N. Peace Keepers. Vodthin motions Thor to come before his
throne. Thor sits up and comes before Vodthin who quietly whispers to him.
VODTHIN
We're going on a secret mission. Meet me out
by Sleipnir. I figured it all out. Quietly, let's go.
THOR
Yes, Vodthin.
EXT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - OUTSIDE OF THE LOWER LEVEL
(THOR, VODTHIN, NJORD, FREYJA)
Thor is standing by Sleipnir as Vodthin walks up to him.

VODTHIN
We're going through the Midgarðian time gate. I
have your vessel linked with Sleipnir's
communications system. I'll explain on the way.
Let's go.
Thor walks over to his vessel ToothGap-ToothGrinder as Vodthin enters Sleipnir.
CAMERA ON ToothGap-ToothGrinder and Sleipnir as the two vessels ascend
into the air. The thunderous roar of Thor's engines brings many of those in
attendance out to the entrance of the lower cavern to see what is going on.
Freyja and Njord arrive at the entrance lower cavern entrance just as the two
vessels disappear into the atmosphere.
FREYJA
The same old Vodthin leaves the feast in his
honour and takes off fishing with Thor!
NJORD
You under estimate our King, Freyja!
Everyone returns to the feast.
INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE - CONTINUOUS
(VODTHIN, SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER, CAPTAIN YMIR, SURT, THOR,
BURI, FARBAUTI, GRID, GERD, HYNDLA, HYRROKIN, JARNSAXA, KING
THRYM, SKRYMIR, SUTTUNG, THIAZI)
Vodthin is alone in Sleipnir sitting in the Captain's Chair.
VODTHIN
Sleipnir's computer. Activate visual and oral
interlinking communications the Utgarðian High
Command, nearest Utgarðian vessels and
ToothGap-ToothGrinder.
SLEIPNIR'S SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Communications established with Utgarðian
High Command Vessels, Svadilfari, Starkadhr
and Jotunheim High Command Headquarters.
The All-Sky Visual Monitor displays images of Thor, Surt, Captain Ymir and
Captain Geirrod as well as Holographic images on a smaller Holographic
Monitor.
VODTHIN

Surt, Thor and I are about to go through the
Midgarðian time gate to reposition Europa in
the former Ásgarðian Yggsdrasil. I need your
battle fleet to remove the debris from the orbital
rings.
SURT
We talk in the flesh now. I have learned more
of this destiny Vodthin. Our treaty calls for
equality and peaceful coexistence. You agreed
that any new Jotunheim was solely ours under
our laws and king.
VODTHIN
King? I am the only King. Yes, our treaty called
for no interference into Jotun affairs and
peaceful coexistence. I rule the nine worlds of
Ymir fairly. Who do you dare claim as your
king?
Suddenly, the All-Sky Visual Monitor and Holographic Station shows an image of
an Utgarðian on the Utgarðian throne before a huge conference table with name
plates on the table, which is occupied by the most prestigious planetary
representatives of Utgarðian. Braugi, Gerd, Gilling, Grid, Hymir, Hyndla, Hyrrokin,
Jarnsaxa, Farbauti, Skadi, Skrymir, Buri, Suttung, Thiazi and Hel. The lone
Utgarðian on the Jotunheim throne is KING THRYM (thrim).
KING THRYM
Greetings King Vodthin.
Vodthin appears a facial expression of absolute shock.
VODTHIN
King Thrym? Impossible! You're alive!
KING THRYM
Do you accept Mimir's agreement?
VODTHIN
Mimir has tricked me!
KING THRYM
No, Vodthin. You have tricked yourself. There
is only one issue before you. Utgarðians need
evacuation to Europa as much as the Aesir.
With out Utgarð, you have no sanctuary or new
Asgard. Without the Asgardians, we have no
sanctuary. Mimir only agreed that the name of

the new planet would be called Asgard. Now,
do you agree with Surt? Yes or No?
Vodthin lowers his head, then looks up sternly.
VODTHIN
A last minute compromise in the name of
survival of our species? Yes, I agree to the
terms for eternity! We will know the power of
the word called Peace!
KING THRYM
Surt, you shall proceed under Vodthin's
command. Vodthin, Utgard appeared
holographically for tripartite negotiations for the
evacuation and defense of Midgard. Contact us
when your mission is accomplished.
King Thrym disappears from the screen and holograph.
EXT. SOUTHERN MIDGARDIAN POLAR REGION - CONTINUOUS
The Sleipnir Bathysphere and ToothGap-ToothGrinder are descending at a sharp
angle towards the snow and ice of the South Pole.
Suddenly when near the ground the two vessels veer upwards into some kind of
spinning gray fog-like whirling atmospheric crater which looks like a funnel, and
isn't moving, but stationary in the sky over the pole. The two vessels, soar
upwards and immediately disappeared.
EXT. UTGARDIAN FLEET - OUTERSPACE - CONTINUOUS
The entire Utgarðian Fleet of 200 spaceships in a pyramidal battle formation
maintains a position of alert outside the rings of Utgard (Neptune). The Utgarðian
Battle Fleet is led by the Utgarðian Vessels Svadilfari (Swad-ill-far-ee),
Starkadhr, MUSPELL, HVERGELMIR (kware-gel-meer), NAGELFAR, NIFL,
GINNUNGAGAP, and SKOLL.
The fleet dives back into the Utgarðian atmosphere and enter the Utgarðian
Southern Polar Time Gate.
The Utgarðian Battle Fleet appears at the former Ásgarðian orbital ring, now the
Asteroid Belt between Jupiter and Mars.
The Utgarðian Battle Fleet commences firing at the asteroids vaporizing the solar
objects.
EXT. SOUTHERN MIDGARDIAN POLAR REGION - CONTINUOUS

The Sleipnir Bathysphere and ToothGap-ToothGrinder are descending at a sharp
angle towards the snow and ice of the South Pole.
Suddenly at the atmospheric altitude of cloud cover some kind of large spinning
gray fog-like whirling atmospheric crater which looks like a funnel, and isn't
moving, but stationary in the sky over the pole is seen.
The two vessels soar downwards and immediately disappeared.
Immediately after descent from the small funnel end of the whirling cloud, near
the lower portion of the cloud cover, the two vessels veer their trajectory course
back up into near orbit at almost the speed of light.
INT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - LOWER LEVEL
(THOR, VODTHIN, GALAR, GENERAL BAI, GENERAL LI BAI, CAPTAIN
COLLINS)
Vodthin and Thor reenter the Mount Gimli Cavern and continue with the banquet.
Thor stands by the cavern entrance as if he were a warrior guard.
VODTHIN
Asgardians take to your Bathyspheres and
begin the construction of our cities on New
Asgard. Thor shall lead the way! You must
hurry! Asgard has been resurrected from the
dead! Soon, Midgarð’s Yggsdrasil will begin to
rock this planet, as the pull of the new planet
changes our solar system's Yggsdrasil.
The entire Aesir, Vanir, and Galar stand up and proceed to the cavern entrance.
Following Thor, the Asgardians rush to their ships.
General Bai whose U.N. Peace Keepers are enjoying the banquet, intermingling
among the employees of International Aerodynamics and the Asgardians who
now just depart, as if there was an alarm, walks up to Vodthin.
GENERAL LI BAI
General Borsson, I mean Vodthin. You and
McGregor weren't gone more than ten minutes
from the banquet. Now, the Asgardians leave.
What did you do and where are they going?
VODTHIN
We created a new world! When my Ásgarðian
fleet returns, you shall take the food supplies
you have brought and the evacuees you have,
to New Asgard. When you have completed

your first mission, come back and do it again.
Take every human, every species of life where
plant, aquatic, or animal and evacuate them to
our new world.
GENERAL LI BAI
How do I know or who is going to decide what
species of animals and plants are going to be
evacuated to New Asgard?
VODTHIN
Take every creature large or small that you can
evacuate. We have no time left! Believe me!
There is no time left, the moment my
Ásgarðian fleet returns. With the speed of the
Bathyspheres you have time to scour the world
and retractor beam up as much as you can to
fill your vessel. And, we still have the battle to
fight against the aliens. We will evacuate the
people you have brought here, if it helps.
GENERAL BAI
How much time do we have before your fleet is
back?
VODTHIN
They are traveling through time gate. It does
not matter how long they are in the future.
They will be back here, as quick as I was. Ten
minutes. Fifteen minutes at most.
General Bai turns to his U.N. Peace Keepers.
GENERAL BAI
Peace Keepers, man your ships! On the
double!
Captain Collins, who is nearby the General and Vodthin walks up to them.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
General, can I take a ship for myself and my
crew.
General Bai looks to Vodthin.
VODTHIN

You wouldn't be the Captain I think you are if
you wouldn't have asked. Pick a bathysphere
out for yourself and crew.
Captain Collins has an extremely excited facial expression.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Thank you, sir.
The entire U.N. Peace Keepers follow General Bai, who rushes, just like his
troops out to man their respective Bathyspheres.
EXT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - LOWER LEVEL
(TYR'S EMPLOYEES, FREYR, THOR, VODTHIN, GENERAL LI BAI)
The Ásgarðian Fleet arrives back at Mount Gimli and descend to the ground. The
crews return to the feast, intermingling with Tyr's employees who are all
astounded at the events before their very eyes, but also, excited.
Freyr walks in to the Cavern with Thor by his side.
FREYR
Vodthin, your cities are complete and
reconstructed. We are ready to evacuate
Midgard.
VODTHIN
Excellent!
Suddenly, General Bai walks into the lower Cavern of Mount Gimli.
GENERAL LI BAI
Vodthin, we have our ships filled with family,
evacuees, livestock, and equipment. The
bathyspheres are hovering waiting for your
command.
Vodthin turns to Freyr.
VODTHIN
I wish time to feast with my son, Thor. Freyr,
you lead the peace keepers to New Asgard.
FREYR
I will do that. Let's go General!
Freyr and General Bai leave the cavern.

EXT. OUTERSPACE NEAR MIDGARD - MOMENTS LATER
The planet Midgarð can be seen from outer space slightly convulsing in its orbital
elliptical trajectory around the sun, as the Yggsdrasil of the planet changes to a
closer orbital ring around the sun Ymir. The planet spasms in a world wide
trembling earthquake.
EXT. OUTERSPACE NEAR UTGARD - SIMULTANEOUS
The planet Utgarð can be seen from outer space slightly convulsing in its orbital
elliptical trajectory around the sun, as the Yggsdrasil of the planet changes to a
closer wobbly orbital ring around the sun Ymir. The planet spasms in a world
wide trembling earthquake.
EXT. ORBIT - NEW ASGARD - DAY
AERIAL CAMERA ZOOM DOWN through the clouds showing the newly
completed construction of the cities around the equator of NEW ASGARD named
Gladsheim, Vanaheim, Vingolf, Nidavillar (need-da-wekl-ear), Alfsheim, and a
new city named Migheim.
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE on near the Northern Polar region of New Asgard, the
newly constructed Utgardian cities of Jotunheim and near the Southern Polar
region, Niflheim (niffle-hame).
WIDE ANGLE ZOOM DOWN SWOOSH to PARALLEL WIDE ANGLE CAMERA
On the huge boulevards, mansions, halls, farms, and homes of the Ásgarðian
cities, yet uninhabited by the Ásgarðians, Utgarðians, or Midgarðians.
AERIAL CAMERA ANGLE DOWN on the huge crystal domes of Jotunheim and
Niflheim.
The first U.N. Peace Keeping Bathysphere's protractor beams begin lowering
huge quantities of food in the central area of the cities and immediately
ascending into the atmosphere and back to Midgard for more supplies.
The second wave of Ásgarðian and Human Bathyspheres are just landing and
other bathyspheres are landed and are in the process of extending their ramps to
the ground. Evacuees are departing with their possessions in hand.
Everyone is looking over the new but strange huge deserted buildings.
As the first evacuees arrive in the capital Ásgarðian city of Gladsheim, totally
enclosed by a huge city wall, next to the ocean, and they are amazed by the
silence of the huge magnificent cities, which have been constructed in advance
for colonization, as they walk the large boulevards.

The new evacuee are astounded by the architecture of the huge mansions that
are identified by markings identifying them as Valhalla (Val-hal-lah) and
Valaskjalf, where a great throne with the identification markings Hlidskjal (hlidskyalf) is seen surrounded by very high tech visual monitors. Off of the main
beoulevards, are other mansions with such names as Bilskirnir (bill-skier-near),
Breidablik (brad-a-blick), Sessrumnir, (Sess-room-near); Noatun (noah-toon).
The procession of bathyspheres protractions of food, supplies, equipment, fuel,
flocks, herds, sea life, birds, ravens, and creatures of every kind, or disembarking
evacuees seems like its a 24 hour a day airlift of never ending people and
creatures of Midgard.
EXT. WASHINGTON, D.C. WHITE HOUSE -DAY
The White House is seen during a short but strong Earthquake where the
building rolls back and forth, then all comes to a normal standstill.
INT. WASHINGTON, D.C. WHITE HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(AMERICAN GENERAL, ADMIRAL 1, ADMIRAL 2, GENERAL 1, GENERAL 2,
GENERAL 3, U.S. PRESIDENT, U.S. ADVISOR ONE, U.S. ADVISOR TWO)
The U.S. PRESIDENT, his SIX ADVISORS and his 6 Chiefs of Staff are in the
Oval Office. The Chiefs of Staffs are 4 Generals, GENERAL 1, GENERAL 2,
GENERAL 3 one of whom was the American General at the U.N. Military
meeting along with 2 Admirals, ADMIRAL 1 and ADMIRAL 2.
U.S. PRESIDENT
Damn, that was a strong quake.
U.S. ADVISOR ONE
We were expecting it Mr. President.
U.S. ADVISOR TWO
There are scientific reports that our planet is in
the mist of a polarity change. Planetary
rotational changes will be causing small but
continuous quakes around the world.
U.S. PRESIDENT
I've read the reports gentlemen.
The President has the intelligence reports about the galactic alien in front of him.
U.S. PRESIDENT (CONT'D)
This intelligence report reflects a horrible time
at hand for our nation. Have the food for Peace
shipments been sent out?

AMERICAN GENERAL
Yes, Mr. President. As of last night our C130's
are being loaded around the clock and on their
way to the United Nations Peacekeeping base
in the Kerguelen Islands.
U.S. PRESIDENT
Have the evacuation plans to relocate our
citizens from the coast started?
GENERAL 1
Mr. President. Three days ago, the entire
nation's National Guard, and all armed service
branches have been recalled from inactive and
overseas duty to facilitate evacuation of the
entire East and West Coasts inland, then
escort our citizens North to Canada. Canada is
already setting up refugee centers.
GENERAL 2
We have a media black out, to avoid national
hysteria.
GENERAL 3
We have set up 50 mile military check point
perimeters from both coasts from the Mexican
border to the Canadian border. This is where
we will engage the enemy with everything we
have, if they don't accept our counter terms for
Peace.
U.S. PRESIDENT
I don't believe these creatures really care about
our borders with Mexico or Canada. Make sure
we have added forces near the borders.
GENERAL 3
Yes, sir!
AMERICAN GENERAL
Mr. President. Myself and the rest of the Chiefs
of Staff have a problem with the numbers of
alien warriors now positioned along our shores.
I have an idea about reinforcing our military
with our prison population. We can put them on
the front lines as our first line of defense. We
don't feel it would be wise to wait and see if

these creatures decide to attack before
deploying reinforcements.
U.S. PRESIDENT
Permission granted. What about our
submarines, surface ships and aircraft?
ADMIRAL 1
Oddly, there has been no blockade of our
naval vessels. I have redeployed our entire
submarine fleets to the Northern and Southern
polar caps. Their weaponry are targeting the
alien colonies and awaiting orders.
ADMIRAL 2
Our surface fleet is extremely vulnerable. We
have deployed our battle fleets in a similar
fashion.
AMERICAN GENERAL
Our air force is on red alert and armed. We are
maintaining as many aircraft as we can in the
air at all times. Our aircraft have been routed to
remain at least 200 miles from the coasts.
U.S. PRESIDENT
Then, all we can do is sit and wait to see if the
aliens accept our counter proposal for Peace
and our food shipments.
AMERICAN GENERAL
Precisely. But, if war breaks out, we have both
Air Force 1 and the Colorado High Command
prepared for your emergency evacuation.
U.S. PRESIDENT
General. If their invasion is successful based
on shear numbers, either Air Force 1 would run
out of fuel or the Colorado High Command
would be seized. Worse case scenario we will
evacuate to the protection of Northern Canada.
In fact, you had better divert some of that food
we're giving away, North for our own refugees.
AMERICAN GENERAL
Yes, sir.
EXT. INTERNATIONAL AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH - DAY

(ALVAH ZUVER, BABES LU, GENERAL 1, JOHN ASHCROFT, KELTON
MCKENZIE, MILITARY OFFICER 1)
A huge fleet of Military trucks and personnel surround the facility. Troops rush in
to find the entire corporation deserted of personnel and bathyspheres. Standing
watching the operation are General 1 and John Ashcroft, Alvah Zuver, Kelton
McKenzie who is accompanied by his Asian secretary BABES LU as one of the
Military Officer 1 comes to them to make their report.
MILITARY OFFICER 1
General. The entire company is deserted. The
production line, equipment. Everything is intact
by there's no employees.
GENERAL 1
Okay. Round up all of my officers. They are to
go through this entire facility and get it back up
online as soon as it can.
ALVAH ZUVER
I have some civilian military contractors already
on the way, within the hour.
KELTON MCKENZIE
One of those companies, I am a major stock
holder in. That's why I came here to asses the
value of this seizure. Not cooperating with the
American and Canadian governments
demands is tantamount to being a terrorist
organization with too much technology. With
this seizure my stock will go up 500 percent in
the next twenty four hours. Right, Mr. Ashcroft?
JOHN ASHCROFT
Right Mr. McKenzie. General, once you see
what kind of space craft this facility has been
creating, you will move our nation up 100 years
in technology.
GENERAL 1
General Ashcroft. If those aliens attack before
we get this facility up on line. We don't have a
hundred years or even 100 days. I'm here
because if we can just get one of these space
vehicles off the production line, we can
evacuate our President and other leaders to a
safe position in outer space.

KELTON MCKENZIE
Personally General, evacuating the President
wasn't exactly on my agenda. There's much
more important people to be evacuated. Right
babes?
Kelton turns to babes when suddenly the group is engulfed in a bright light!
BABES LU
Kelton, it's getting really bright outside?
Kelton turns to Babes and looks up when suddenly, he sees that a bathysphere
has appeared and is hovering overhead, engulfing them in some kind of bright
beam.
A bright light engulfs the retractor beam the five people, where suddenly they
disappear in a beam of light.
EXT. U.N. BATHYSPHERE KOKO - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN COLLINS, KOKO'S SHIP COMPUTER, MABLE KALINSKI, STAFF
SERGEANT KALINSKI)
Captain Collins is sitting in the Captain's Chair. Her entire crew and their families
have filled the Bathysphere Command Center.
CAPTAIN COLLINS
Koko's Computer. Engage retractor beam on
the biomicromolecular readings of John
Ashcroft and all personnel within five feet of
him. Place targets in the pig livestock
containment section.
KOKO'S SHIP COMPUTER (V.O.)
Retractor beam engaged. Targets have been
quarantined in the livestock containment
section.
Staff Sergeant Kalinski who is sitting at the Navigational console with her sister
Mable Kalinski starts laughing.
STAFF SERGEANT KALINSKI
This will teach the jerk a lesson, if he thinks he
can take off after a booty call without using a
condom. Who knows, I could be pregnant!
MABLE KALINSKI

Personally, Koko, I don't think he's that cute.
But his friend, Alvah is!
EXT. U.S. PRISON - NIGHT
(GUARD 1, PRISONER 1, PRISONER 2)
The Guards are handing out flyers to all of the inmates in their cells guaranteeing
amnesty in exchange for military duty effective immediately, citing that the United
States is under threat of attack. GUARD 1 is just handing a flyer to PRISONER 1
and PRISONER 2.
PRISONER 1
Are you serious? If I sign this, then, I am out of
here? Who’s threatened us, the Chinese?
GUARD 1
I don't know. There's been nothing on the
news. But, there must be something big
coming at us. The Warden has a Presidential
pardon for anyone who signs up, regardless of
a prisoner's crime or his time.
PRISONER 2
What's this small print about? It says military
duty as the first line of defense of American
shores. And, this other sentence here says. If a
prisoner fails to volunteer, he is to be drafted
and subject to completion of his sentence after
hostilities end or be shot. This looks more like
a death sentence to me.
GUARD 1
What it means is everyone is going to the front
lines, including the guards. We received our
induction papers from the Warden too.
PRISONER 1
Holy shit! I guess I'm signing. There's no way I
am coming back here, if I'm forced to fight on
the front lines and have to volunteer one way
or the other.
Prisoner 1 and Prisoner 2 sign their respective flyers and hands them back to
Guard 1. Guard 1 immediately unlocks their cell door.
GUARD 1

The doors are open all the way down to the
busses. Just follow the other inmates. The
cooks are handing out box lunches as you get
on the bus.
The two prisoners begin to follow the other inmates down the corridor, who also
have just been release from their cells.
PRISONER 1
It seems like I had a nightmare about
something like this happening before.
PRISONER 2
Me too. They were monsters! I was fighting
monsters.
PRISONER 1
My nightmare was a little different. I was
fighting white boys and monsters. Not Chinese.
EXT. COASTAL CITY - MORNING
Soldiers are manning check points stopping and turning all vehicles around that
going into the coastal cities.
Military Soldiers are knocking on all of the doors, by going house to house and
ordering and forcing the civilian population to evacuate immediately.
CAMERA ON neighborhood leaving their houses with as much food and
possessions they can put in their cars, trucks, or carry.
Local buses are being filled with evacuees who are carrying.
EXT. MILITARY CHECK POINT - 50 MILES FROM COAST - MORNING
(PRISONER 1, PRISONER 2, SERGEANT 1, PRISONER 3, PRISONER 4,
PRISONER 5, PRISONER 6)
Battalions of American military soldiers are stationed at the 50 mile check point
with huge caches of various weapons. The Soldiers are handing the weapons
out to the prisoners who are already in line. Strict orders can be heard from
various weapon distribution points for the new volunteers to head for the coast
and engage the enemy when the enemy attacks.
Prison busses from around the nation are pulling up to the 50 Mile Military
Checkpoints established along the entire coast lines of the United States.

A steady flow of American refugee traffic is coming through the check point from
the Coast as the prison busses arrive.
The prison bus of Prisoner 1 and Prisoner 2 pull off to the side of the road.
Prisoner 1 and 2 are the last two prisoners stepping down out of their bus along
with 50 OTHER PRISONERS and are greeted by SERGEANT 1.
Sergeant 1 points to the weapons distribution areas and to the coast as he gives
his introduction speech.
SERGEANT 1
Welcome men. You have either volunteered or
have been inducted into the United States
Marine Corp. There's not much time for boot
camp. You are our first line of defense. The
Coast is fifty miles that way! Over there is the
weapons distribution areas. Go over and
choose your weapons and ammunition. Make
sure you grab a back pack. They contain food
rations and first aid kits. Make sure you stuff as
much ammunition as you can in your back
pack. If you attempt to come back across this
50 mile demarcation line without engaging the
enemy you will be shot on the spot. My advice
is don't look back. Any questions?
PRISONER 1
Damn, I feel like I've been here before.
PRISONER 2
Yea, me too!
The 50 prisoners walk over to the weapons distribution area and each of them
start grabbing back packs. Every kind of weapon, including tanks, artillery, jeeps,
machine guns, grenades, l.a.w.'s, Mortars, and rifles were available for the
asking.
Thousands of former prisoners can be seen in the background heading towards
the Coast.
PRISONER 1
Hey, in your nightmare, were you walking or
riding? What kind of weapon did you have?
PRISONER 2
Walking, and my weapon wasn't big enough,
why?

PRISONER 1
Me too! Come on. I know how to drive.
Nightmare or no nightmare, we're not walking
this time!
Prisoner 1 and Prisoner 2 walk over to an armored personnel carrier with a
mounted machine gun. The two men start packing their vehicle with grenades,
two grenade launchers, 50 l.a.w.'s, 4 flame throwers, and crates of bullets.
Prisoner 1 gets into the driver's seat. Prisoner 2 is about to get into the
passenger's seat, when Prisoner 2 stops him.
PRISONER 1 (CONT'D)
You get up on top and man the machine gun.
I'll go over and get some more ammo. We
need a couple more backpacks too. We can
fill up this seat. We can't afford to run out of
ammo or food.
PRISONER 2
You're right. We better get a couple of those 10
gallon gas cans too!
Prisoner 1 and Prisoner 2 go back over to the weapons distribution area and
grab some extra gas, back packs, and more weapons and ammo.
Prisoner 1 returns to the driver's seat. Prisoner 2 gets up on top of the vehicle
manning the machine gun.
PRISONERS 3, 4,5, 5, 7, AND 8 walk up to the armored personnel carrier.
PRISONER 3
Mind if we ride along?
PRISONER 1
Nope, not at all. You might want to get some
extra back packs and ammo, with some kick
ass fire power.
PRISONER 4
You have read our minds. We already got it.
PRISONER 1
Throw it in and hop in.
Prisoners 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 throw their gear in the truck and hop in the back.

Other prisoners start rushing over to the tanks, and other vehicles and acquisition
them for the battle.
The armored personnel carrier pulls up to the military check point and is waved
through. There is still a huge procession of vehicles heading East out of the
coastal zone.
The armored personnel carrier proceeds heading west at a speed of 5 miles an
hour.
Other tanks and vehicles can be seen in the background manned by the newly
release prisoners pulling up to the check point ready to join the battle.
Prisoner 5 yells from the back of the personnel carrier.
PRISONER 5
We can walk this fast. How about speeding it
up?
Prisoner 1 turns his head and shouts back.
PRISONER 1
We're in no rush. We stay by the troops and
cover their asses, when we have to.
PRISONER 6
You're the driver and that sounds just fine to
me.
EXT. SOLAR SYSTEM - CONTINUOUS
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA on our galaxy with ZOOM IN ON Ymir's galactic
position. ZOOM IN on the sun Ymir and its solar flares increasingly reaching
Midgard as the Sun's elliptical trajectory path is in the process of galactic course
changes course. Show the visual effects of Midgarð’s planetary upheaval by
changing polarity as its moon continues its normal path around the planet.
CAMERA ON outer atmosphere (ozone) being removed by a huge solar flare
engulfing Midgard.
INT. ZY'S OCEANIC COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(ZY-8, ZY-3)
A huge holographic monitor of the sun Ymir
and Midgard showing a huge solar flare
extending out towards Midgard with great
speed. There are strange readings being
instantly projected and ever changing, are also

being displayed in the holograph, before Zy's
High Command Council.
ZY-8
The planetary poles of Midgard will soon shift.
We must begin our mission to salvage this
planet.
ZY-3
Look, Midgard is going to be engulfed by
violent solar flares as Ymir's galactic trajectory
changes. The stellar winds are about to begin.
We must act swiftly.
EXT. NEAR BLACK HOLE VORTEX SAGGITARIUS A* - ENDLESS TIME
(ZY)
An extremely large Jupiter size transparent grayish like spheroid, that show
strange configurations of dark energy bursting as, turning other charges inside
out, but contained.
The transparent grayish spheroid slowly positions itself and maintains a constant
orbit outside of the whirling rotating gas rings around the rolling vortex of
Sagittarius A* black hole, orbiting outside the reach of the black holes death grip,
near three stars which are traveling in excess of 1,000 kilometers per second
around this very massive central object. The transparent spheroid has three disk
shaped antennae, the larger antenna is built into the design like a satellite dish
and is aimed at the center of the vortex of the black hole.
The two smaller disks although similar in shape, are just inside of the outer
transparent shell and have fluid like mobility with the ability to position
themselves in any direction. The second antenna is seen positioning itself for
some kind of specific mission. The gray spheroid is the construction and
technology of the ZY species.
A laser beam like light from the center of the second antenna is shot out towards
the planet Midgard, under the Yggsdrasil of the sun Ymir.
A second laser beam like light is shot out to the Constellation Taurus.
A third laser beam like light is shot out from the center of the second antenna,
towards the Alpha Centauri A region of the galaxy.
EXT. SOLAR SYSTEM -OUTSIDE OF MIDGARD'S ORBIT - CONTINUOUS
CAMERA Special effects of a region of solar spicules with sound-like waves that
flow over the Sun's surface but are leaking out into the Sun's atmosphere,

towards Midgarð with horrific mysterious sounding whooshes, whirls, and other
thunderous sounds in the background.
CAMERA ON the Earth as it is engulfed by huge solar flares as the sun's galactic
trajectory orbit changes.
-- For special effects imagine a pipe as wide as a state and as long as half the
Earth (Midgarð) with ever increasing energy reaching out and striking Midgarð. -Then an entire region of solar spicules reaching out and engulfing the Earth in a
huge solar flare. ORBITAL WIDE CAMERA ANGLE ON MIDGARD as the planet
orbits Ymir, the sun, where the North and South rotation are changing in a
reversal of polarity where West becomes South and East becomes North while
the planet maintains it orbital path just prior to the planet becoming transparent
and disappearing. The solar winds are simultaneously reaching out from Ymir as
a result of the sun's galactic trajectory change.
EXT. MIDGARD - NEW GALACTIC ORBIT - ENDLESS TIME
Midgard reappears in a new galactic location orbiting Alpha Centauri A, in the
fourth planetary gravitational ring, as Zy's species teleported Midgard into a new
safe orbit.
INT. ZY'S OCEANIC COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(ZY, Z-13, Z-17, ZY-9, ZY-8, ZY-16)
Zy is analyzing the information being provided to him by his command center
council. Zy looks concerned.
ZY
Zy must prepare to evacuate this sector before
the new solar trajectory destroys this planet.
New scanner readings come across Z-13's monitors.
Z-13
The planetary quantum transporter is in
position at the galactic vortex for planetary
transfer.
ZY
Good.
Z-17
We have detected a vortex energy anomaly.
We can not accumulate sufficient energy for

planetary transfer to the colonial zones located
in our Taurus constellation sector.
Zy expresses concern.
ZY-9
Scanning alternative quantum teleportation
sectors.
Zy-9 presses some buttons.
ZY-8
Midgard originates under the conditions of
spectral type of G2 solar energy, identical to
Alpha Centauri A. We have located a quantum
teleportation sector in the fourth planetary
energy ring spectrum of Alpha Centauri A.
ZY
Enter coordinates.
ZY-16
Coordinates entered.
Zy reaches over to a console and instantly touches a button.
EXT. NEAR BLACK HOLE VORTEX SAGGITARIUS A* - ENDLESS TIME
An extremely large Jupiter size transparent grayish like spheroid, that show
strange configurations of dark energy bursting as, turning other charges inside
out, but contained. The transparent spheroid's larger antenna which is built into
the design like a satellite dish and aimed at the center of the vortex of the black
hole suddenly sends a huge blast of bright transparent energy into the vortex of
the black hole, where in a reverse direction, a huge suction like energy flows into
the transparent gray spheroid and exits out the smaller third antenna directly
aimed at Midgard.
Instantly, the planet Midgard is seen in an instantaneous visual, being pulled
through a dark energy beam, like a retractor beam that has a firm grip on the
planet, and pulls the planet into the transparent gray spheroid, where Midgard
exits out of the second antenna at a different angle, towards a different region of
the galaxy.
EXT. MIDGARD ORBIT, SURFACE, ATMOSPHERE, OCEANS - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN)

WIDE CAMERA ON five bathyspheres entering Midgarðian orbit from the
Southern hemisphere on their way to New Asgard.
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE ON thirty three bathyspheres just entering Midgarðian
orbital altitude in trajectory towards Northern Europe.
WIDE OUTERSPACE CAMERA ANGLE ON MIDGARD as the planet's
ionosphere is being engulfed in the solar winds of Ymir, Midgard while the planet
is also
beginning to change polarity as it continues its orbital path when it suddenly
becomes transparent and disappears from orbit at the precise time it is about to
be destroyed.
CAMERA ZOOM RAPID FRAMES ON NUMEROUS CAMERA SHOTS of John
and his crew inside their bathysphere, galactic alien warriors engaged in battle
with humans, cities, clouds, mountains, civilians, where the objects become
momentarily double, as if everything is shifting somewhere, and are here and
there at the same time. A millisecond of total darkness.
RAPID CAMERA SHOTS superimposed showing these living creatures and
objects where suddenly they become transparent, where the camera shows
veins and bones through skin similar to an x-ray, but in colour.
INT. SLEIPNIR BATHYSPHERE - OUTERSPACE
(FJALAR, HOLIDAY, VODTHIN, JOHN, MAGNI, FJALAR'S WIFE, GALAR)
Vodthin is in his Command Center chair where his ENTIRE CREW, Holiday who
is pregnant with twins, the dwarf Fjalar, and his midget wife, are standing near
him, watching the huge visual monitor screen zooming in on Midgard, as a huge
solar flare is engulfing Midgard.
Holographic Image of Midgard showing thirty three bathyspheres entering
Midgarðian upper atmospheres instantly prior to a huge solar flare coming
around from an elliptical position unseen by the thirty three bathyspheres and
extending out to Midgard. Almost simultaneous, but microseconds later, just as a
huge solar flare comes around to surround the planet, five bathyspheres appear
from the solar flares on a trajectory course to New Asgard.
John appears on the audio-visual of Vodthin's All-Sky Visual Monitor sitting in his
Captain's chair.
JOHN (O.S.)
Vodthin, I have 32 engineers and their
bathyspheres on another evacuation run. Can
you put Holiday on the visual and holographic.

Vodthin Nods towards Holiday who walks over to the Communications Console
and appears on John's screen visually and holographic.
HOLIDAY
Hello, honey!
JOHN (OS.)
Just checking on you with kisses, snuggles,
and hugs.
HOLIDAY
(giggling)
John, you're so silly!
Instantly the All-Sky Monitor window where John is appearing, as well as the
holographic image of John appears a millisecond of total darkness.
RAPID CAMERA SHOTS superimposed showing John's body becoming double
like his spirit is being pulled from his flesh, but returns to his physical body.
Instantly, John now becomes transparent, where the camera shows veins and
bones through skin similar to an x-ray, but in colour. The All-Sky Monitor of John
goes totally dark.
CAMERA FRAME ON Holiday as she screams in horror!
The other All-Sky Visual shows five bathyspheres barely making it away from the
clutches of the solar flare engulfing Midgard which appeared like a huge beam of
light instantaneous over the planet.
MAGNI
Vodthin, look there are more survivors.
Still, Vodthin's face expresses extreme terrible alarm and loss. He lowers his
head. The crew facial expressions are disbelief.
VODTHIN
Midgard has been destroyed. Such a beautiful
and hospitable planet.
Holiday is crying torrential tears.
HOLIDAY
My husband is dead. NO, no, no, no, no! Our
babies!
Holiday lowers her head holding her face weeping uncontrollable tears.
Fjalar's wife walks over and consoles Holiday.

FJALAR'S WIFE
I have no words for you. I'm so sorry.
Fjalar's wife holds Holiday and tears begin to silently flow from her eyes as she
consoles Holiday.
FJALAR'S WIFE (CONT'D)
(very softly)
Vodthin has built you and John a new mansion
in the countryside of New Asgard named,
Breidablik in honour of John's
accomplishments. You know, he is the
descendant of Balder and Nanna, who never
reappeared on Midgard and that was the name
of their ancient home.
HOLIDAY
There is no home without John.
Vodthin turns towards the women and deeply distressed.
VODTHIN
The Aesir are your family Holiday. Your
husband died an Aesir Warrior! Hold your head
proud!
HOLIDAY
What a horrible death!
Holiday begins to cry torrential tears again, then tries to control her composures,
holds her head up, sobbing.
HOLIDAY (CONT'D)
Then, I shall name my twins, Balder and
Nanna so that they shall reappear on New
Asgard, where my children will be the first born
on a new planet.
Vodthin suddenly displays a facial expression of something just newly
discovered.
VODTHIN
When destinies change I have learned that not
everything and everyone comes together and
appears exactly like the happenings in the
other destinies. But, yet, the many of the same
people and events intertwine somehow. Except

for one happening, Mimir's description of this
destiny worked as planned.
FJALAR
What happening is that Vodthin?
VODTHIN
Make that three happenings. One that
shouldn't have occurred, such as you and
Galar being in this destiny. The other is when I
exchanged a new Asgard for Gimli because
Midgard was to be destroyed by Ymir. There is
no new world named, Gimli. And, Thought
miscalculated Ymir's trajectory change. We
barely survived and evacuated, not one
hundredth of what we could have saved.
FJALAR
Oh, oh. Vodthin, I must recalculate and modify
Thought and Memory circuits. When Galar and
I recreated Thought and Memory to your
specifications, precisely as they were created
on Asgard. Well, we used the Ásgarðian space
time continuum instead of the Midgarðian. This
caused the space time continuum error.
VODTHIN
Make the modifications.
FJALAR
Yes, my King.
GALAR
Vodthin, I've set auto-pilot on the trajectory
course and time calculations at the speed of
light to New Asgard. Time of arrival is 18
minutes and 10 seconds.
VODTHIN
Engage propulsion system and auto-pilot.
EXT. SOLAR SYSTEM BETWEEN MIDGARD AND MARS - ENDLESS TIME
The Midgarðian Bathysphere Sleipnir suddenly engages its propulsion systems
to the speed of light. The Bathysphere turns almost literally into a beam of light
on a trajectory course through the solar system to New Asgard.
INT. ZY'S COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS

(ZY-20, ZY, ZY-14)
Zy and his 20 High Command representatives are in council reviewing battle
strategies and positions. ZY-20 turns to ZY and questions his leader.
ZY-14
The humans are attacking the front lines with
their military aircraft.
ZY
Engage Coastal Laser Artillery Battalions.
ZY-20
What shall the name of this new planet?
Zy screeches out his alien species word for Food.
ZY
Gimli.
EXT. WEST COAST NORTH AMERICA - MORNING
Thousands of troop carrying Wolf eels beach themselves on the shores of North
America expanding their mouths for the Galactic Alien Warriors to disembark.
Simultaneously, strange artillery type equipment emerges from the waves onto
the shores similar to D-Day and Normandy beach.
EXT. NOT FAR FROM U.S. WEST COAST - DAY
(PRISONER 1, PRISONER 2, PRISONER 3, PRISONER 4, PRISONER 13)
The Armored personnel carrier driver notices that traffic from the west has almost
ceased, except for some military conveys of soldiers are heading East, at an full
speed, as their vehicles can travel, as the last of the evacuees passing by.
PRISONER 1, the driver notices a strange shock like fear which has gripped the
faces of the last convoy drivers as they speed by.
The armored personnel carrier carrying the 10 prisoner military recruits is
proceeding slowly towards the Coast.
HUNDREDS of ARMED PRISONER MILITARY RECRUITS are in a spread out
formation are accompanying this one armored carrier when suddenly on the
horizon comes horrific battle sounds.
Suddenly, at a distance on top of a ridge, a group of 25 GALACTIC ALIENS
WARRIORS who have broken through the lines appear. Prisoner 2 begins firing
his machine gun before anyone says a word.

PRISONER 1
(screaming)
Hostiles on top of the ridge!
Prisoner 1 grabs a l.a.w. with his right hand from the front passenger seat, as he
is stopping the armored personnel carrier.
Off to the side of the armored personnel carrier, suddenly, a portion of an
elliptical like beam of light goes into one of his comrade's arms, as well as 10
other prisoners simultaneously, the energy charge slowly moves branching off,
along the arm separating the skin from the tissue and carbonizing the cells, with
ripping razor incisions opening the wounds like rows of small filets. The man
screams in horrific pain. The other ten prisoner soldiers are in the same agony.
CAMERA ON an intense fire fight begins as the CAMERA ZOOMS from a
REFOCUS on the 25 Galactic Aliens first firing strange laser beam like weapons
then instantly begin advancing in a blur towards the prisoner militia.
The aliens begin ripping the human troops apart as the prisoner militia continues
firing with intense and immense fire power. The twenty five alien warriors are
killed during the physical alien to man combat where intense fire liquidates the
aliens during their wrath of terror ripping humans to shreds.
CAMERA ON Human casualties in excess of 300 humans.
CAMERA ON Prisoner 1 who is standing back of the armored vehicle talking to
his comrade Prisoner 2. Prisoners 3 through 8 are examining and kicking a dead
alien body. Prisoner 3 takes a weapon from one of the dead aliens.
PRISONER 4
These damn things sure as hell aren't Chinese.
Where did these creatures come from?
PRISONER 3
I don't know, but I just acquisition one of their
weapons. Everybody, grab those monster
weapons off of these dead aliens or whatever
they are. We lost hundreds and they lost 25. I
don't like the odds here and their weapons take
ten of out at the same time.
Other prisoners can be seen scrounging up alien weapons and arming
themselves with them.
Prisoner 1 looks over at the dead alien bodies.
PRISONER 1

Damn, these are the same monsters that were
in my dream.
PRISONER 2
Mine too. It's eerie, like I have been here
before. As soon as I saw that ridge, I knew
exactly when and where they were coming
from.
Prisoner 1 looks up and suddenly notices something really strange. P.O. V. of
Prisoner 1 CAMERA visually as he sees, the sun, a smaller half size second
sun, which appear to be farther away and a really small red sun in the sky.
PRISONER 1
Look over by the sun! What the hell is going
on?
Prisoner 2 looks up, as well as many of the troops pointing out the three star
system which is seen in the sky.
PRISONER 2
I don't know. But, this sky is not the sky of our
world.
Prisoner 1 looks back towards the Western check point. More fresh humans are
approach them as well as convoys of tanks and vehicles.
PRISONER 1
Look in back of us, we have thousands more
reinforcements coming.
PRISONER 2
Yea, well, if this reality is the nightmare I was
dreaming about, in about one minute we're
going to be battling hundreds of thousands of
these monsters coming over that ridge.
WIDE ANGLE POSITION P.O.V. of Prisoner 2, where suddenly, for almost as far
as the human eyes can see, at the top of the ridge continuous from the South to
the North, was a military formation of galactic alien warriors.
PRISONER 1
(screaming loud)
We're going back to the 50 mile check point to
regroup! Everyone get in the vehicle now!
Retreat!

Every possible human soldier than can hops on the armored carrier, while others
rush towards the convoys of reinforcements. PRISONER 13 hops in the front
seat and slams the door shut, just as the armored personnel carrier takes off.
The armored personnel carrier with full throttle on the gas turns his vehicle
around and heads back for the 50 mile lines.
PRISONER 13
What are you going to do?
Prisoner 1 looks at the vehicle radio.
PRISONER 1
Damn. The bastards cut the microphone lines
on the radios. We can't warn them! We're
heading back to the 50 mile check point.
PRISONER 13
They're going to shoot us if we try to retreat.
We going to be dead either way.
PRISONER 1
I'm not afraid of the dying part. I just want to
make sure I take a hell of a lot more of them
with me, when I go. We don't have enough
troops this far in, to counter this new alien
wave. It's one strategy to fight. It's no strategy
to commit suicide. If they don't let us through to
regroup, we will shoot our way through. They
are going to hear us even if I have to make
myself the general!
Suddenly, from the background distance the prisoners hear military jets on their
way to the Coastal front lines. A huge military aircraft battle fleet of hundreds of
jet aircraft appear from the front windows of the truck.
Huge lasers blasts everywhere in a never ending stream of blasts, are seen in
the sky, appear from the Galactic Alien warriors positions streaming laser blasts
everywhere at the human aircraft which split up in retreat, while taking huge
casualties, from amount of alien fire power.
Prisoner 1 looks at Prisoner 13 who returns an expression helplessness.
EXT. BEHIND GALACTIC ALIEN BATTLE LINES - CONTINUOUS
(ALIEN WARRIOR 1, ALIEN WARRIOR 2, HUMAN 1, ALIEN WARRIOR 3,
ALIEN WARRIOR 5, ALIEN WARRIOR 4)

TIGHT IN FROM OUTSIDE of THOUSANDS OF ALIENS WARRIORS are
moving forward to the front as 50 ALIEN WARRIORS are guarding and
processing 200 NEW HUMAN CAPTIVES who are being taken West towards the
coast.
FIVE ALIEN WARRIORS break formation heading to the front lines. ALIEN
WARRIOR 1 enters the area where the humans are captive while ALIEN
WARRIOR 2, 3, AND 4 stand by a tree with a downed log near by. Alien Warrior
seizes one human adult male, HUMAN 1 by the arms, knocks him down, then
drags him towards his comrades. The five aliens sit on the log with the human
being laying on the ground moaning after being dragged on the ground.
ALIEN WARRIOR 1
This human has good strong legs. What part
do you like?
ALIEN WARRIOR 2
I'm hungry, I'd like a leg too.
ALIEN WARRIOR 3
I'll take an arm.
ALIEN WARRIOR 5
I'll take an arm too.
HUMAN 1
I don't know if you understand me, but I
surrendered. There is the Geneva Convention.
ALIEN WARRIOR 4
Humanoid, under Zy Peace Treaty we must
ask you if you are leader?
HUMAN 1
(innocently stupid)
Nope, not me.
Instantly, ALIEN WARRIOR 4 stands up and picks Human 1 off of the ground
and holds him mid-air. He instantly rips Human 1's right arm off at the shoulder,
where the crackling of the bones are momentarily heard during separation and
hands the detached arm to Alien Warrior 3.
CAMERA CLOSE UP of Human 1's facial expression of shock with wide open
eyes.
Alien Warrior 4 then bites Human 1's head off.

CAMERA CLOSE IN on Alien Warrior 4's face where the human head can be
seen rolling around inside of his mouth by the contortions of the Alien's jaw
movements.
INT. ALIEN WARRIOR 4'S MOUTH - CONTINUOUS
NUMEROUS CLOSE UP CAMERA ANGLES of Human 1's head inside of Alien
Warrior's mouth, where the second snake like mouth is ripping pieces of flesh
from the head, as Human 1's eyes appear to reflect that the last thought was
knowledge of him being eaten alive.
EXT. BEHIND GALACTIC ALIEN BATTLE LINES - CONTINUOUS
(ALIEN WARRIOR 5, ALIEN WARRIOR 4)
Alien Warrior 4 rips off the left arm and gives the dismembered arm to Alien
Warrior 5.
Alien Warrior 4 rips off each leg and gives a leg to Alien 1 and Alien 2.
Alien Warrior 4 spits the human skull out of his mouth, then breaks the bones
and rips the torso apart in half, where the ribs and shoulders are one section, and
Alien Warrior 5.
Alien Warrior 5 begins to take a bite of the left shoulder.
Alien 4's long snake like tongue reaches into the exposed stomach intestines
where the second mouth rips and pulls the smaller intestines out of the body and
begins suck the stomach out like a long noodle. Slurping it up.
The human skull rolls over and stops by the tree. The eyes are still intact staring
a blank, yet shocked look, positioned in the skull looking to the side.
INT. BATHYSPHERE BREIDABLIK - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER)
John who is piloting Breidablik Bathysphere from the Captain's chair when as he
is about to take land, when he notices all navigational coordinates are completely
changed.
JOHN
(concerned)
Breidablik's Computer. All the bathysphere
readings are inconsistent with the Midgarðian
space time continuum. Navigational analysis.
BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)

Midgard has been quantum teleported to a
planetary position in the 4th elliptical orbital
ring of the triple stellar star system Alpha
Centauri A which is precisely 4.351003 light
years from its previous stellar position.
Planetary Navigational coordinates have been
corrected to compensate for this transition.
JOHN
Breidablik's Computer. Generate holographic
map of my planetary position in this solar
system. Then Zoom out from Galactic
perspective and generate holographic map of
New Ásgarð’s planetary position in the solar
system of Ymir in comparison to when I am
located. Estimate time of travel from here to
New Asgard. Generate interlinking audio visual
of this information to all bathyspheres.
BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Holographic mapping engaged. Based upon
near light speed, arrival on New Ásgarð, is
calculated 4.43 years. Information
disseminated.
JOHN
Damn. I wonder how they moved an entire
planet light years away instantly. Where can Zy
get such power?
The holograph first shows Midgard in the fourth planetary position of Alpha
Centauri A . There is a large blue planet fifty times larger than Midgard, located
in the third planetary position. There are small land masses and a huge ocean
making up 85 percent of the warm tropical planet. There are no polar ice caps.
The first and second planetary positions show two small uninhabitable planets
with no atmosphere.
INT. MOUNT GIMLI CAVERN - NIGHT
(JOHN, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 4, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1, ENGINEER
EMPLOYEE 2, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 3, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 5,
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 6, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 7, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE
8, ALL ENGINEERS)
The Entire International Aerodynamics Bathysphere Commanders walk into the
cavern of Mount Gimli. They take their seats or stand around to participate in
holding council with John in the vacated lower cavern of Mount Gimli.

The Engineers are sitting at the huge conference and banquet table that once
held the reunification feast. The Engineers, one by one, around the table began
asking John many questions. John notices that although the new Command
Center appears in tact there are a few items missing.
JOHN
Hey, did everyone notice, somebody took
Vodthin's throne
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 4
That was one of the little midgets. He said, if
he didn't take it, he'd have to make a new
throne.
John nods as understandable.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1
John, when I took the Bathysphere towards the
other galaxy close by, there was some kind of
barrier that bounced us back, like a rubber ball
thrown against a way. And, we don't know why.
JOHN
To enter another galaxy, one must enter a new
dimension of space time of dark matter with its
own curvature. The secret of intergalactic
travel is accomplished in three ways. You can
travel through a rupture of the dark matter
shell, where the bathysphere must travel
through an intense gaseous rip into another
galaxy or you can travel through the black
hole, which is the exit and entrance into each
spherical galactic dark matter without the ability
to return, with the exception of the wormholes
and quantum teleportation. And to secure
teleportation we must send a probe through the
black hole first.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 2
This doesn't make sense with what we know
about the big bang theory on the creation of
the universe.
JOHN
In actuality, there was not big bang to create
the universe, but rather unlimited spherical
dark matter small bangs which continuously

expands , where each galaxy is contained, like
a pancake in the center of the dark matter
spheroid, until it's size is contained by universal
pressure. In the center of the galaxy is the
fountain of Yggsdrasil which spews in reverse
directions as locator beams of the magnetic
axial regions of our galactic dark matter
spheroid bubble.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 3
Now we understand why we couldn't penetrate
the galaxy.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 4
When did you start studying, researching, and
figuring all of these galactic mathematical
factors?
JOHN
When I was a young child, I was given a short
handled mall. Unknown to me, it was Thor's
Mjollnir. At the point of where Mjollnir is
released, Mjollnir's Yggsdrasil configures its
own energy fields returning after its mission to
the original point of origin of time -space where
the source was the hand of Thor or myself. I
had to figure out how this tool did this! The
missing link in the formula of Yggsdrasil and
the flow of quantum bits, was the sound
quantum. This was what I learned from
possession of the tool Mjollnir. There is sound
to everything, even if it is so minute, that the
frequency makes up a portion of the quantum
bit. Once I placed this piece of information into
the formula, my system worked. Every particle
transmits and receives information. They tunein singularly or multi-sensory at subatomic
levels of quantum.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 5
So what you are saying is that the interaction
between the electromagnetic spectrum and a
spectrum of dark energy which is the reverse
form of particles creates the by product of time
and gravity. Therefore, these elements of
space regarding dark energy and dark matter
must be measure by other kinds of instruments

which identify reverse processes of energy.
Correct?
JOHN
Dark matter is invisible to us because it does
not radiate energy. It is a reverse process
where dark energy radiates dark matter.
Therefore, dark matter has mass and that
means it can supply the extra gravity
necessary to hold galaxies, and clusters of
galaxies, together. And this matter, the dark
matter is the 17th fundamental particle and
interaction that makes up all matter. It makes
up the shell of the galactic dark energy
spheroid, which radiates outward, instead of
the molecular subatomic structure of holding
matter together. The galaxy holds its position in
the neutral zone of the spheroid, like a grid in a
cathode ray tube. Put a negative charge to the
grid and the vacuum tube implodes, first
outwards until it touches matter, which is the
glass tube, then the implosion! Since this also
proves there is also a dark energy polarity
inside of the other shell dark matter, which also
is based on a reverse process of science.
Rather than exploding, it implodes. This is the
scientific facts that I created and based my
black hole imploder and bathysphere upon.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 5
My understanding of your theory is literally the
entire spectrum of light plus neutral, the
graviton which is the multidimensional link to
the 17th particle of dark matter via dark energy.
Gravitation arises from space time curvature
and torsion. Energy changes of atoms takes
place in small jumps (quanta). The "graviton",
therefore, is a quantum bit.
Nothing can move equal to or faster than the speed of light, except dark energy.
Therefore, gravity must be quantum.
JOHN
That is correct for the most part.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 6

I was having a disagreement with one of the
other guys over evacuation of Midgard.
Midgard is not destroyed! There is a three star
system in the sky and my bathysphere
computer indicate we are in the Alpha Centauri
system. We can fight or we can join our
families in the Ymir system on New Asgard. I
say we fight.
JOHN
Every spherical object in space has a Vigard,
which is a small point, which if struck with
sufficient force, will shatter or explode the
entire spherical object. We have to find this
point on their planet after we remove them
from our own planet. The aliens have
technology, such as relocating this planet to
another star, which I do not know. The aliens
like ourselves have quantum teleportation
technology and they have the Utgarðian star
blaster, which can destroy a planet. The
galactic aliens have warp drive vessels like we
do. What do we do?
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 7
We can fight and maybe never win but our
bathyspheres appear to be superior to their
vessels. We can submit to being classified as a
subspecies and survive subject to their need to
eat us at will, or if we become to big of a threat,
they can destroy our planet. Or, we can
evacuate to New Asgard, where one day, the
aliens may appear. Those are our options and
this is our home. What do we do John?
John looks at each one of the men who are there before him.
JOHN
I am about to be a father with the most
beautiful wife a man can have. Each of you,
work with me, as equals. My decisions do not
have to be your decisions. Our families are
safe, on a new world. We are here on our
home planet, our world. We can give it up
without a fight because if Zy hadn't teleported
our world, we would be here right now. And
seek sanctuary with our families. The problem

is the trip is over years at light speed. But, we
can get there. We have the food, and the
ships. Or, we can try to evacuate one more
group of refugees. Or, we can agree to their
peace terms, where we will be classified as
some kind of subspecies for their dinner or
slaves. Or, we can fight. We have seen their
planet. It's 50 times larger than ours. We will
always know, even if we go to New Ásgarð,
that Zy is out there some where. We don't have
many bathyspheres left with here. New Asgard,
believe the 33 bathyspheres that didn't get off
of Midgard didn't make it. They think we're
dead. But, were not! Our planet is thriving with
life under a new sun. The Zy saved our planet
so they could have us as food. There are as
many Zy who dwell here as there are humans.
I have no idea how man are on this planet next
to ours. But, it's fifty times larger. Thirty three
bathyspheres with the most advanced
weapons fire control system ever devised, as
well as ship's computer. There are still billions
of human beings here on this planet, about to
be attacked, if the battle hasn't already started.
There are other human beings out there just
like you or me, with families and right now they
are, fighting, dying, being enslaved, and being
devoured. They are in pain and torrential tears
stream down their faces, hoping someone or
something can save them. If we show strength
here, Zy may never again want us as a foe,
and leave our sanctuary on New Asgard alone.
Each of you council me, on what should we
do?
Everyone is silent.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 2
We must maintain someone on watch at all
times in one of our bathyspheres in the
Captain's chair.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 7
We must scan their planet to learn everything
about them.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 8

The best defense is an offense. The problem is
we should not exist now. The second problem
is I think their planet probably has a whole shit
load of more Zy which means they win by
shear numbers.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 1
If we left with one more evacuation to New
Asgard, and came back for more, we're looking
at 8 or 9 years. By the time our
communications reach New Asgard they won't
know were alive for over 4 more years. A lot
can happen here in 9 years with billions of Zy
who love us for lunch.
JOHN
Okay, we attack in formation. One bathysphere
is left up in the upper cavern of Mount Gimli
hidden from any scanners, as the command
center. We send up 10 bathyspheres into
orbit. This will draw out some kind of defense
or show of force, so we know what we are up
against. We find the Vigard of Zy's planet. We
have too many of them here to have to worry
about 50 times more of them. The other twenty
three of us will saturate their lines along the
coast with firepower. We continue the
evacuation of anyone we find to the safer Polar
Regions. I noted their world in the holograph
has no polar ice caps. We have some
awesome weapons. Let's do it!
ALL ENGINEERS
You're the boss!
The entire group of Engineers follows John out to their respect bathyspheres.
INT BATHYSPHERE BREIDABLIK - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 4,
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 8)
John is sitting in the Captain's chair of the Bathysphere Breidablik.
JOHN
Breidablik's Computer. Engage all systems on
automatic. Interlink bathyspheres
communications. All shields on. Interlink

bathyspheres. Scan for locations all Zy
spacecraft, input coordinates of any hostile
battle fleets or craft. Provide holographic
positions. Configure bathyspheres coordinates
for optimum battle formations during contact
with hostiles. Engage.
BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Engaged. All systems on auto-pilot.
Communications interlink established. All
shields on. Optimized bathyspheres for
optimum formations. Scanning for Zy vessels.
No vessels detected at this time.
John overhears his comrades on the All-Sky Monitor Engineer Employee 4
identified as STEVE, on the All-Sky Monitor begins to questions the coordinates
to Engineer 8 who is named CHIGGY.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 4 (O.S.)
Chiggy, our scanner are not picking up any Zy
spacecraft. Do you think they have some kind
of stealth shield?
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 8
I don't know Steve. We know they materialize
and the Zy as a rule use Quantum
Teleportation rather than use their propulsion
systems. They could be hiding their fleets in
quantum space.
JOHN
Good assessment men. I’m wondering the
same thing. First things first. Let's Scout the
coasts for any front line battles, where we can
give some fire power and cover for our
brothers. And, we keep one bathysphere
stationed over the North Atlantic at orbital
position.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 8
Why is that, John?
JOHN
That is their colonial capital. If any strong
defenses are to be seen, its from there.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 8
Right. Let me monitor the colonial capital.

JOHN
Okay, Chiggy the colonial capital is on your
watch. You cover us if you see any think.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 8
Don't worry, John. I got my plan and I got you
covered.
EXT. MIDGARDIAN ATMOSPHERE - DAY
Thirty one bathyspheres under John's command appear in battle formation, near
orbital position, high in the sky over the West Coast of North America.
The bathyspheres swoop down towards what appears to be a huge front line
battle waging between the Alien Warriors and humans.
CAMERA ANGLE ON huge blasts liquidating and vaporizing huge amounts of
Alien Warriors on the front lines before the human's eyes.
INT. ZY'S OCEANIC COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(ZY, ZY-19)
Zy is holding council with his twenty high ranking council members. Zy sits upon
an elevated throne, as he listens to his counselors who have monitors, scanners,
and direct communications to their respective divisions and regions of control.
ZY-19
The humanoids extraterrestrial spaceships are
using mysterious new weapon systems with
powerful force and effect. We are taking heavy
casualties in sector 1399.
ZY
How can this be possible? Our weapons can
match any weapons in the galaxy.
ZY-19
I am only stating facts from the battle front.
ZY
We take them by surprise. Quantum teleport
two battle squadrons of Zy attack ships!
EXT. GALACTIC ALIEN COLONY ENTRANCE - LANDING PAD AREA
On the landing pad galactic alien ships begin materializing and instantly exiting
the cavern portal for battle.

EXT. BATHYSPHERE 8 ORBIT POSITION NORTH ATLANTIC - CONTINUOUS
AERIAL ORBITAL CAMERA ON Bathysphere 8 in near orbital position firing a
barrage of laser blasts on a North Atlantic Oceanic target.
EXT. NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN -CONTINUOUS
CAMERA ON Galactic Alien Attack Spacecraft emerging from the ocean, with
one half of the vessel out of the water at high speed, when a huge laser blasts
vaporizes the vessels on the spot before the craft can totally emerge from the
ocean depths.
INT. ZY'S OCEANIC COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(ZY, ZY-15)
Zy is holding council with his twenty high ranking council members. Zy sits upon
an elevated throne, as he listens to his counselors who have monitors, scanners,
and direct communications to their respective divisions and regions of control.
ZY-15
The humanoids extraterrestrial spaceships are
using mysterious new weapon systems on our
Attack Squadron before they reach the surface.
Zy looks concerned.
ZY
Mobilize ZY planetary forces for a direct
interplanetary attack. Engage full surface
attack with Alien Warrior second wave, third
wave, and 4th wave!
Zy's counselors are now at their monitors with extreme intensity issuing orders.
EXT. ORBIT OF PLANET ZY - ALPHA CENTAURI A - ENDLESS TIME
(ZY)
ZOOM IN FROM OUTER SPACE ON Hundreds upon hundreds of vessels of the
Zy Battle Space Fleet which are positioning themselves in orbital formation just
outside of the atmosphere of the 3rd planet of Alpha Centauri A.
ZY
Calibrate Battle Fleet star blasters weapons
systems to a destructive width of 300
kilometers planetary surface blast. Prepare Zy
vessels for attack!

INT. BATHYSPHERE 8 NEAR ORBIT POSITION NORTH ATLANTIC
(ZY, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 8, JOHN)
Chiggy is sitting in his Captain's chair when his scanners pick up a huge battle
fleet of Alien space ships materializing outside the orbit of Zy planet.
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 8
John, we have trouble, scanners have picked
up an entire Zy battle fleet of space craft.
JOHN (O.S.)
I see them Chiggy. Breidablik's Computer scan
Zy planet for vigard coordinates.
INT. BATHYSPHERE BREIDABLIK
(JOHN, BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER)
John is piloting his bathysphere. The All-Sky Monitor is showing his weapons
systems scathing front line Alien Warriors with intense fire power, along with his
31 other comrades and their bathyspheres.
BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Coordinates for Zy planetary Vigard calculated.
JOHN
Engage bathysphere navigational positional
coordinates for weapons systems.
EXT. WEST COAST NORTH AMERICA - CONTINUOUS
(ZY)
AERIAL ATMOSPHERE VIEW of Bathysphere Breidablik breaking formation and
ascending up to orbital and inner planetary orbital position on Zy planet.
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON Bathysphere Breidablik engaging fire control
systems of all weaponry directly at the Vigard of the planet Zy.
INT. BATHYSPHERE BREIDABLIK
(JOHN, BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER)
John is intensely watching the All-Sky Visual Monitor and holograph.
BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Hostile fire detected. Evasive navigational
coordinates engaged.

JOHN
Damn. The planet is taking full force.
John looks over to the X control button.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Breidablik's computer. I am engaging override
on X weapons fire control system. Engage
guidance system on system.
BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Guidance system engaged. Commence firing.
JOHN
Engage time gate coordinates at the 1
microsecond after the seventh firing sequence
of X weapons control system and coordinates
for Mount Gimli.
John pushes the X button seven times.
EXT. OUTER ORBITAL POSITION ZY PLANET -DAY
(ZY)
CAMERA ON Bathysphere Breidablik as seven consecutive star blasters shots
are fired at the Vigard of the Planet Zy.
CAMERA ON Planet Zy as the planet begins to quake in its orbital position.
CAMERA ON oceans as the fluid begins to leak out into planetary orbit and the
planet explodes into a huge liquid splattering, and asteroid explosion.
CAMERA ON Galactic Space Battle Fleet in pursuit of Bathysphere Breidablik.
CAMERA ON Bathysphere Breidablik taking evasive action.
CAMERA ON Bathysphere Breidablik instantly turning transparent and
disappearing.
INT. ZY'S OCEANIC COMMAND CENTER - CONTINUOUS
(ZY, ZY-15, ZY-18, ZY-5)
Zy sits upon an elevated throne, as he listens to his counselors who have
monitors, scanners, and direct communications to their respective divisions and
regions of control.
ZY-15

Zy our battle space fleet reports Zy planet has
been destroyed by the humanoids.
Zy looks extremely concerned.
ZY-18
Our battle space fleet is intact.
Zy's counselors are still at their monitors with extreme intensity issuing orders.
ZY
Impossible! We have lost our home planet?
How?
ZY-5
We don't know. A single human spaceship
attacked our planet from the opposite side of
our fleet.
ZY
The preservation of our civilization and species
now depends on this planet. We must secure
peace. Open communications with humanoids
for a cease fire. Continue the surface attack
and direct our space fleet to commence firing
on the humanoid cities until we receive human
contact. Search and destroy those
bathyspheres. We must secure as much of the
surface area as we can, if we must sit at the
humanoid table to secure peace on their terms.
We negotiate only with King and leader of
bathyspheres.
The Zy counselors turn to their monitors and communications equipment and
issue orders to comply with Zy's orders.
EXT. MIDGARDIAN ORBIT - SATELLITE - DAY
(ZY)
FRAME ON a military reconnaissance satellite in orbit which is repositioning its
cameras and is monitoring the battle fronts.
AERIAL WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ZOOMS IN FROM THE AIR numerous shots of
galactic alien warriors en masse moving forward towards the East and millions of
humans en mass moving forward towards the West, as well as in Central North
America refugees are en masse moving north towards Canada as the battle
rages below.

AERIAL WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON hundreds of stranded Zy Alien Battle
Space Craft as they appear in battle formation just outside Midgarðian orbit.
WIDE CAMERA ANGLE AS THE Zy Alien Space Battle Fleet begins to descend
into the atmosphere on the dark side of Midgard firing their weapon fire control
systems with intense fire power.
EXT. MIDGARDIAN ATMOSPHERE - NIGHT
From an orbital point of view show entire cities are being destroyed on the dark
side of Midgard, where it is night time. Huge created flashes of light are being
exploded outwards around the Midgarðian globe as the galactic aliens attack with
their space craft and advance from the coastal regions inland.
INT. BATHYSPHERE BREIDABLIK - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, ZY, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 5, ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 7,
SECRETARIAT GENERAL, U.N. SECRETARIAT GENERAL)
John is sitting in the Captain's chair of Bathysphere Breidablik which is now just
descending at Mount Gimli.
The All Sky Monitor is on with huge amounts of audio-visual communications as
the battle continues.
John is looking at his inter-planetary holograph of the Zy Battle space fleet
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 5
My God, the entire planetary Zy battle fleet is
orbiting Midgard. This is a never ending battle.
Will we ever win? What do we do now John?
ENGINEER EMPLOYEE 7
Every time we wipe out a section of Aliens they
replace themselves. My scanners show they
are ready to attack from orbit. This is two battle
fronts.
JOHN
I don't know, but we haven't lost yet. Okay.
Engage your weapons systems to target the Zy
space fleet while continuing your ground
attack. Make sure all bathysphere protective
shields are up as a double check of your auto
commands. Those craft were after me. I had to
regroup my thoughts, too many coming at me
at once. We got their planet. They have no
where to go, but here.

Suddenly the U.N. Secretariat General comes on line.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL (O.S.)
(talking to some unknown person)
Ah,... I got through to the bathyspheres. The Zy
have contacted us via emergency frequencies.
They seek a cease fire and negotiated peace
on our terms. Where is General Borsson or
General Bai? Zy wants me to patch him in
directly to the King or leader of the
bathyspheres.
JOHN
Mr. Secretariat General I am in Command of
the bathyspheres now. There is no General
Borsson or General Bai. There is just me,
John.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL (O.S.)
Well, then it's you Zy will negotiate with on
behalf of the world. Stand by. I will interlink
your visual audio with the alien colonial capital
as well as the United Nations communications
link for world viewing of these peace
negotiations.
JOHN
Yes, sir.
A new holographic image and half screen of the All-Skye Visual Monitor, appears
with Zy on this throne and his 20 counselors before him sitting on a huge
conference table.
ZY (OS.)
You have destroyed our planet. Our Space
Battle fleets and surface fleets are now
engaged in battle with humanoids. I agree to
cease fire if you agree to negotiate peace.
Humans and Zy will maintain control of regions
in their possession at the time you agree to
negotiations.
JOHN
Agreed. Cease fire to commence immediately.
All bathyspheres cease fire. The General
Secretariat will issue cease fire orders for all

nations and to maintain their positions during
negotiations.
The Secretariat General in the small pane on the All Sky Monitor turns and
issues his order.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL (O.S.)
All nations are to cease fire immediately.
Peace negotiations are under way with the
Galactic aliens. Maintain your positions.
Zy turns to his counselors and issues his order for immediate cease fire.
EXT. ORBIT MIDGARD - CONTINUOUS
From an orbital point of view show huge created flashes of light cease around the
Midgarðian globe.
CAMERA ZOOM DOWN as the galactic aliens stop their advances both with
their space craft and warrior advances from the coastal regions inland.
INT. BATHYSPHERE BREIDABLIK - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, ZY, BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER, SECRETARIAT GENERAL)
John is sitting in the Captain's chair of Bathysphere Breidablik. The All Sky
Monitor and holographic secondary imagery of Zy is continuing.
ZY NEIGHBOR 1 (O.S.)
Our battle fleet evacuates for sanctuary. We
need protein. Gimli.
JOHN
Your species has devastated our home, our
people, and our planet.
ZY (O.S.)
We saved your planet. You destroyed our
home planet. How? Zy salvages planets for
Gimli.
JOHN
You don't need to know how. What is Gimli? I
have heard this name before. What does it
mean?
ZY

Zy word for food. Zy name for our new
salvaged planet. Your planet.
JOHN
Computer Breidablik. Holographic scanning
and project in colour all regions held by
humans and Zy.
BREIDABLIK SHIP'S COMPUTER (V.O.)
Computer scan complete. Projected holograph
detailing regions of control engaged.
A holograph shows huge sections of the surface coasts in control of Zy up to the
60th parallel both Northern and Southern hemispheres. In the same regions,
huge sections of inland areas in control of humans.
JOHN
Freedom and safety on the oceans and in the
air for both species. Return of all occupied
human surface lands. We provide no human
food for Zy. Zy recognized humanoids as equal
species. No classifications of humanoids as
subspecies. Zy will release all captive
humanoids.
Zy turns to his counselors and councils. The All Sky Visual Monitor shows very
intense anticipation and concern over the Secretariat General's face as well as
the other bathysphere Captains.
ZY (O.S.)
Zy agrees to freedom and safety on oceans
and air for both species. Zy agrees to
recognize humanoids as equal species with no
classification as subspecies. Zy agrees
humanoids will not provide humanoids for food.
Zy agrees to release all humanoids captives.
Zy needs food. Zy need surface lands for food
production and colonization.
John turns and looks over the holographic positions of the battle lines drawn at
the time of cease fire. He turns and looks at the Secretariat General. The
Secretariat General looks down and lowers his eyes.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL (O.S.)
I can not require a nation to give up their
sovereignty.
JOHN

Secretariat General. The Zy have already
seized these regions. I'm confident there are
no longer any human inhabitants left in the
occupied regions.
SECRETARIAT GENERAL (O.S.)
The occupation came at a great price to the
individual nations. I can not authorize their
seizure. I have authorized you to negotiate for
the world. John, the decision for peace terms
are yours. And, yours, alone.
JOHN
Zy, the way I perceive your species is that you
have been poaching for food for along time.
Our oceans are almost depleted. Large areas
of our own lands used food supplies have been
destroyed. Your species is going to have to
keep poaching.
Zy turns to his counselors and they quietly engage in a private discussion.
ZY (O.S.)
Zy needs some surface land for food and
species survival in this new planetary space
continuum. We need to live under our three
suns. Zy agrees to continue poaching for food.
John looks over at the regions under alien control.
JOHN
This has been the battle of all battles, where
now, we have peace. We have a huge amount
of food supplies stored on Kerguelen Island.
Whatever is remaining on the island, we will
give to Zy in Peace. Zy will return all occupied
lands, except the coast regions of the United
States under alien control at the time of cease
fire. Peace terms shall last between species
forever in peaceful coexistence.
Zy turns and again councils with his counsellors. The aliens look at their own
positions and cease fire lines of North America.
ZY (OS.)
Zy requests both species respect the new
name of this planet, called Gimli as a new

beginning. If you agree, then Zy agrees with
your terms unconditionally.
JOHN
Gimli it is. The world of mankind called
humans, agrees to these terms unconditionally.
We have a peace treaty of peaceful
coexistence. Know the power of the word
called, Peace.
ZY (O.S.)
We have a Peace treaty of peaceful
coexistence. Know the power of the word,
called, Kraken!
Everyone begins to cheer, including the Zy counsellors.
EXT. WORLD STREETS - CONTINUOUS
CAMERA FRAME ON various international newspapers that spin around
proclaiming headlines of Peace.
INT. NEW JOTUNHEIM - CRYSTAL DOME - LATER
(KING THRYM)
King Thrym is sitting on his throne making a
speech to all of the Utgardians who are in
attendance to honor their new sanctuary on
New Asgard.
KING THRYM
We have finally found Peace with all
Asgardians and humans. This new world now
presents to you sanctuary and a new
Jotunheim.
EXT. VALHALLA - NEW ASGARD -DAY
A huge magnificent Asgardian Castle bearing the name VALHALLA above the
pillars. CAMERA PANS IN to one of the Halls of Valhalla where above the
entrance there is name engraved, VALASKJALF.
INT. VALHALLA - VALASKJALF - NEW ASGARD - DAY
(MEMORY, THOUGHT, VODTHIN, MOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE, FREYJA)
Vodthin stands before his throne in the great hall of Valaskjalf, inside of the
Castle Valhalla. The name HLIDSKJALF is inscribed high upon the back of the

chair. Mounted just below the throne name and to each side of Vodthin are two
strange speaker like devises, similar to voice activated computers, each with an
identifiable label, HUGINN (Thought) and MUNINN (Memory). All of the Aesir
and Vanir, Valkeries, dwarfs, light elves (Gwitchen) and many humans who fill
the hall, are in attendance.
Mootchee whispers to Gootchee.
MOOTCHEE- GWITCHEN
What do you think Vodthin is going to say we
he sees our flocks?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I don't know, but we have turned white and can
be seen. So too, can our Gumpee and
Leekkapeekka’s.
Suddenly a Gumpee and Leekkapeekka with the Gumpee bounce and the
Gumpee hop race straight away for their Gwitchen masters. The two Gwitchen
begin to giggle.
Vodthin stands up to the throne and turns towards his subjects. He sits down.
Vodthin watches these two new creatures cross his hall over to Mootchee with
the most curious expression. Vodthin shakes head with an eye to Mootchee and
Gootchee and with a smile on his face. Freyja comes forth towards Vodthin's
throne.
FREYJA
I see you have grown your beard back again.
VODTHIN
A King is not a King without a beard Freyja.
Vodthin turns and addresses his subjects.
VODTHIN (CONT'D)
Ásgarð, is reborn and lives again in a new
destiny. Wiser. Let us never forget the power of
the word called, Peace.
EXT. GIMLI - ZY ZONE - DAY
(ZY, ZY NEIGHBOUR 1, ZY NEIGHBOUR 2, ZY NEIGHBOR 1, ZY NEIGHBOR
2)
The triple stellar star system of Alpha Centauri A is seen in the sky.

Two Zy neighbors are talking across a fence in a former humanoid residential
area.
ZY NEIGHBOUR 1
What a beautiful new planet this is!
ZY NEIGHBOUR 2
Indeed, Gimli is so peaceful and spacious, with
beautiful scenery, plenty of water, and good
food.
ZY NEIGHBOR 1
I see you've been out poaching again?
ZY NEIGHBOR 2
If you don't say anything, you can come over
for the barbecue.
ZY NEIGHBOR 1
You have yourself a deal!
In the background of Zy Neighbour 2's back yard, there is a huge table of fruits
and a human is turning on a roasting grill with Zy family members sitting around,
while the Zy children playing.
INT. NEW ASGARD - THE MANSION BREIDABLIK - FIVE YEARS LATER
(BALDER, HOLIDAY, JOHN, NANNA)
Holiday is sitting in a chair, watching her two four year old twins, NANNA and
BALDER playing tag in the yard, when John, who now has a beard, appears in
the back yard. Holiday is not quite aware of who John is as he speaks to her.
JOHN
Those are two beautiful children! Aren't they?
HOLIDAY
Yes, they are! Who are...?
Holiday immediately begins to cry streams of tears, and instantly rushes up to
John holding him tightly and kissing him everywhere.
JOHN
I love you so much Holiday. So much.
HOLIDAY
Balder, Nanna, your daddy is home!

Holiday and John embrace in a beautiful romantic kiss, as the children excitedly
hug both of their parent's legs, with love, excitation, and happiness of a family
finally reunified.
NANNA
Daddy's home! Daddy's home!
BALDER
Daddy's home! Daddy's home!
EXT. NEW ASGARD OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
A Midgarðian Serpent, the Nidhögg (need-hug) (GrinOlsson's Kraken™)
breeches the surface of the New Asgard ocean and resurfaces with a "thumbs
up" with one of the ends of his tentacles.
FADE OUT:
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